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This page is intended to guide the readers in understanding the logical organisation of the thesis
chapters to boost reader’s comprehension. While this thesis is no exception to the typical convention (in which consecutive reading order is used to provide incremental understandability
while reading the chapters successively), readers can make discontinuity at some chapters without loosing the readability. A dependency graph is shown below to help the readers. A detailed
outline of the thesis organization is presented in section 1.4 concentrating on the technical flow
but this guide concentrates only on the logical flow.
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Abstract

In hostile environments such as in scientific facilities where ionising radiation is a dominant
hazard, reducing human interventions by increasing robotic operations are desirable. CERN,
the European Organization for Nuclear Research, has around 50 km of underground scientific
facilities, where wireless mobile robots could help in the operation of the accelerator complex,
e.g. in conducting remote inspections and radiation surveys in different areas. The main challenges to be considered here are not only that the robots should be able to go over long distances
and operate for relatively long periods, but also the underground tunnel environment, the possible presence of electromagnetic fields, radiation effects, and the fact that the robots shall in no
way interrupt the operation of the accelerators.
Having a reliable and robust wireless communication system is essential for successful execution of such robotic missions and to avoid situations of manual recovery of the robots in the
event that the robot runs out of energy or when the robot loses its communication link. The
goal of this thesis is to provide means to reduce risk of mission failure and maximise mission
capabilities of wireless mobile robots with finite energy storage capacity working in a radiation
environment with non-line-of-sight (NLOS) communications by employing enhanced wireless
communication methods. Towards this goal, the following research objectives are addressed
in this thesis: predict the communication range before and during robotic missions; optimise
and enhance wireless communication qualities of mobile robots by using robot mobility and
employing multi-robot network.
This thesis provides introductory information on the infrastructures where mobile robots will
need to operate, the tasks to be carried out by mobile robots and the problems encountered in
these environments. The reporting of research work carried out to improve wireless communication comprises an introduction to the relevant radio signal propagation theory and technology
followed by explanation of the research in the following stages: An analysis of the wireless communication requirements for mobile robot for different tasks in a selection of CERN facilities;
predictions of energy and communication autonomies (in terms of distance and time) to reduce
risk of energy and communication related failures during missions; autonomous navigation of
a mobile robot to find zone(s) of maximum radio signal strength to improve communication
xi
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coverage area; and autonomous navigation of one or more mobile robots acting as mobile wireless relay (repeater) points in order to provide a tethered wireless connection to a teleoperated
mobile robot carrying out inspection or radiation monitoring activities in a challenging radio
environment. The specific contributions of this thesis are outlined below.
The first sets of contributions are novel methods for predicting the energy autonomy and communication range(s) before and after deployment of the mobile robots in the intended environments.
This is important in order to provide situational awareness and avoid mission failures. The energy consumption is predicted by using power consumption models of different components in
a mobile robot. This energy prediction model will pave the way for choosing energy-efficient
wireless communication strategies. The communication range prediction is performed using radio signal propagation models and applies radio signal strength (RSS) filtering and estimation
techniques with the help of Kalman filters and Gaussian process models.
The second set of contributions are methods to optimise the wireless communication qualities
by using novel spatial sampling based techniques that are robust to sensing and radio field noises
and provide redundancy features. Central finite difference (CFD) methods are employed to determine the 2-D RSS gradients and use robot mobility to optimise the communication quality
and the network throughput. This method is also validated with a case study application involving superior haptic teleoperation of wireless mobile robots where an operator from a remote
location can smoothly navigate a mobile robot in an environment with low-wireless signals.
The third contribution is a robust stochastic position optimisation algorithm for multiple autonomous relay robots which are used for wireless tethering of radio signals and thereby to
enhance the wireless communication qualities. All the proposed methods and algorithms are
verified and validated using simulations and field experiments with a variety of mobile robots
available at CERN.
In summary, this thesis offers novel methods and demonstrates their use to predict energy autonomy and wireless communication range, optimise robots position to improve communication
quality and enhance communication range and wireless network qualities of mobile robots for
use in applications in hostile environmental characteristics such as scientific facilities emitting
ionising radiations. In simpler terms, a set of tools are developed in this thesis for improving,
easing and making safer robotic missions in hostile environments.
This thesis validates both in theory and experiments that mobile robots can improve wireless
communication quality by exploiting robots mobility to dynamically optimise their positions
and maintain connectivity even when the (radio signal) environment possess non-line-of-sight
characteristics. The methods developed in this thesis are well-suited for easier integration in
mobile robots and can be applied directly at the application layer of the wireless network. The
results of the proposed methods have outperformed other comparable state-of-the-art methods.

Resumen

En entornos hostiles tales como aquellas instalaciones científicas donde la radiación ionizante
es el principal peligro, el hecho de reducir las intervenciones humanas mediante el incremento
de las operaciones robotizadas está siendo cada vez más de especial interés. CERN, la Organización Europea para la Investigación Nuclear, tiene alrededor de unos 50 km de superficie subterránea donde robots móviles controlador de forma remota podrían ayudar en su funcionamiento, por ejemplo, a la hora de llevar a cabo inspecciones remotas sobre radiación en
los diferentes áreas destinados al efecto. No solo es preciso considerar que los robots deben ser
capaces de recorrer largas distancias y operar durante largos periodos de tiempo, sino que deben
saber desenvolverse en los correspondientes túneles subterráneos, tener en cuenta la presencia
de campos electromagnéticos, radiación ionizante, etc. y finalmente, el hecho de que los robots
no deben interrumpir el funcionamiento de los aceleradores.
El hecho de disponer de un sistema de comunicaciones inalámbrico fiable y robusto es esencial
para la correcta ejecución de las misiones que los robots deben afrontar y por supuesto, para
evitar tales situaciones en las que es necesario la recuperación manual de los robots al agotarse
su energía o al perder el enlace de comunicaciones. El objetivo de esta Tesis es proveer de las
directrices y los medios necesarios para reducir el riesgo de fallo en la misión y maximizar las
capacidades de los robots móviles inalámbricos los cuales disponen de almacenamiento finito
de energía al trabajar en entornos peligrosos donde no se dispone de línea de vista directa. Para
ello se proponen y muestran diferentes estrategias y métodos de comunicación inalámbrica.
Teniendo esto en cuenta, se presentan a continuación los objetivos de investigación a seguir
a lo largo de la Tesis: predecir la cobertura de comunicaciones antes y durante las misiones
robotizadas; optimizar la capacidad de red inalámbrica de los robots móviles con respecto a su
posición; y mejorar el rango operacional de esta clase de robots. Por su parte, las contribuciones
a la Tesis se citan más abajo.
El primer conjunto de contribuciones son métodos novedosos para predecir el consumo de energía y la autonomía en la comunicación antes y después de disponer de los robots en el entorno
seleccionado. Esto es importante para proporcionar conciencia de la situación del robot y evitar
fallos en la misión. El consumo de energía se predice usando una estrategia propuesta la cual
xiii
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usa modelos de consumo provenientes de diferentes componentes en un robot. La predicción
para la cobertura de comunicaciones se desarrolla usando un nuevo filtro de RSS (Radio Signal
Strength) y técnicas de estimación con la ayuda de Filtros de Kalman.
El segundo conjunto de contribuciones son métodos para optimizar el rango de comunicaciones
usando novedosas técnicas basadas en muestreo espacial que son robustas frente a ruidos de
campos de detección y radio y que proporcionan redundancia. Se emplean métodos de diferencia central finitos para determinar los gradientes 2D RSS y se usa la movilidad del robot para
optimizar el rango de comunicaciones y la capacidad de red. Este método también se valida con
un caso de estudio centrado en la teleoperación háptica de robots móviles inalámbricos.
La tercera contribución es un algoritmo robusto y estocástico descentralizado para la optimización de la posición al considerar múltiples robots autónomos usados principalmente para
extender el rango de comunicaciones desde la estación de control al robot que está desarrollando
la tarea. Todos los métodos y algoritmos propuestos se verifican y validan usando simulaciones
y experimentos de campo con variedad de robots móviles disponibles en CERN.
En resumen, esta Tesis ofrece métodos novedosos y demuestra su uso para: predecir RSS; optimizar la posición del robot; extender el rango de las comunicaciones inalámbricas; y mejorar
las capacidades de red de los robots móviles inalámbricos para su uso en aplicaciones dentro de
entornos peligrosos, que como ya se mencionó anteriormente, se destacan las instalaciones científicas con emisión de radiación ionizante. En otros términos, se ha desarrollado un conjunto de
herramientas para mejorar, facilitar y hacer más seguras las misiones de los robots en entornos
hostiles.
Esta Tesis demuestra tanto en teoría como en práctica que los robots móviles pueden mejorar la calidad de las comunicaciones inalámbricas mediante la profundización en el estudio de
su movilidad para optimizar dinámicamente sus posiciones y mantener conectividad incluso
cuando no existe línea de vista. Los métodos desarrollados en la Tesis son especialmente adecuados para su fácil integración en robots móviles y pueden ser aplicados directamente en la
capa de aplicación de la red inalámbrica.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter will introduce the objectives and motivations of the thesis, the problems
and challenges considered and will provide the requirements for a solution. Then a
solution proposed to meet the needs and requirements will be presented along with
the application scenarios where the solution will be implemented. Afterwards, the
research questions and objectives this thesis aims to solve while establishing the proposed solution will be discussed. Finally, the organisation of the thesis and the contributions in each chapter will be outlined.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation
Robots are increasingly considered in applications in hostile and hazardous environments where
humans cannot perform some tasks due to safety issues such as high radiation levels or because
of challenges in the environments [1], [2]. Furthermore, there exist a special category of robots
known as rescue robots, which are meant to intensify rescue efforts during a disaster situation
where human may not be fully able to perform the tasks due to harmful or risky environments.
There are two important motivations behind this thesis.
• First motivation is from the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN1 ), which
has identified the need for and is in the process of developing several devices for remote
inspection and radiation survey for different areas of its accelerator complex to avoid/minimise the need for personnel to go into radiation areas [3]. The remote operation devices
capable of the before mentioned tasks typically possess some autonomy capabilities to
ease part of the workload for human operators conducting the remote operation.
• Second motivation comes from the potential applications of robots in urban search and
rescue (USAR) during disaster situations, where mobile robots could certainly assist humans in search and rescue operations especially in changing environmental conditions
[4].
In the applications emerging from both of the above motivations, the primary objective is to
reduce the risk of robotic mission failure and maximise robotic mission capabilities given the
conditions that the robot has finite energy storage capacity, deployed in a hazardous environment
and encounters non-line-of-sight wireless communication.
Most of the discussions in this thesis are inclined towards the first motivation for two elementary
reasons: this thesis is carried out at CERN and the outcome of this research will be exploited
immediately at CERN. An important application using robots at CERN is the remote radiation
measurement and survey. If the radiation survey task is done remotely, significantly reduction in
radiation exposure to humans can be achieved and hence can greatly benefit the radiation protection (RP) operations at CERN. The following section provides more details on the background
of ionising radiation at CERN, the radiation protection, and the operations involved.
1
At CERN, the world’s largest and most complex scientific instruments are used to study the basic constituents
of matter, the fundamental particles. The particles are made to collide together at close to the speed of light. The
process gives the physicists clues about how the particles interact, and provides insights into the fundamental laws
of nature. The instruments used at CERN are purpose-built particle accelerators and detectors. Accelerators boost
beams of particles to high energies before the beams are made to collide with each other or with stationary targets.
Detectors observe and record the results of these collisions. Founded in 1954, the CERN laboratory sits astride the
Franco-Swiss border near Geneva. It is one of Europe’s first joint ventures and now has 21 member states.
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1.1.1

Radiation protection

A dominant hazard in the environment considered in this thesis is the hazard due to ionising
radiation which has impact in both biological and non-biological elements. Ionisation is an process in which an atom becomes an ion by gaining or losing electrons due to the energy carried by
the radiation. There are many sources of radiations such as the background cosmic radiation that
are abundant in nature, and artificially created radiations by particle accelerators, for instance.
Sources for ionising radiations are mainly alpha particles (protons and neutrons), beta particles
(electrons and positrons), and photons (gamma rays, X-rays). The ionising radiation can affect
humans with deterministic (high radiation exposure) and stochastically (low level of exposure).
The ionising radiation is measured and quantised using the following quantities:
Absorbed dose: The absorbed dose, or energy, is the fundamental physical quantity that is
used as the basis for all subsequent radiation protection quantities that are used in radiation
protection. The absorbed dose, abbreviated as D, is the amount of energy locally deposited
at a given location in matter. It is defined as the deposited energy (∆E) per unit of mass
of material (∆m).
D=

∆E
∆m

[Gy = J.kg−1 ].

(1.1)

The unit of absorbed dose is the gray (equivalent to 100 rads). The absorbed dose not only
depends on the incident radiation, but also on the absorbing material (depending on their
mass). The energy deposited in material due to ionising radiation is measured in gray(Gy).
To use the absorbed dose in practical radiation protection applications on humans, doses
have to be averaged over tissue volumes (i.e. organs) according to the recommendations
of the International Commission on Radiation Protection (ICRP) [5].
Effective dose: The effective dose is then defined as follows:
Hef f =

X

w T HT =

X
T

T

wT

X

wR DT,R

[Sv];

(1.2)

R

where, wT is the tissue weighting factor for tissue T [5] and

P

wT = 1, HT is the

equivalent dose received by tissue T, wR is the weighing factor for radiation type R [5],
DT,R is the equivalent dose received by tissue T for radiation type R. The unit of effective
dose is "Sievert" (Sv = J.kg−1 ).
Dose rate: The dose rate is defined as the dose of ionising radiation delivered per unit time.
Ḣ =

Hef f
∆t

[Sv.h−1 ].

The term ∆t is the accumulation time while measuring radiation dosage.

(1.3)
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Radiation protection (RP) [6], sometimes also called as radiological protection (RP), is the science and practice of protecting people and the environment from the harmful effects of ionising
radiation. RP also includes the technology and its implementation in measuring radiation levels.
As the goal of RP is to protect human beings from the damaging biological effects of ionising
radiation, RP is concerned about the radiation effects on humans, the effective dose and dose
rate are primarily used in the RP applications.
Human intervention is often required for repairing/maintenance when there is a planned technical stop or shutdown or when there is failure of equipments inside the scientific facility. There
exist legal bodies that provide rules and recommendations to restrict the operational radiation
exposure to humans. The prevalent method for implementing the justification, optimisation and
limitation of the radiation exposure to people is the so-called ALARP or ALARA approach (As
Low As Reasonably Practicable or Achievable [7]). In [8], ALARA is explained as follows:
"ALARA is an acronym for the ICRP recommendation on the optimisation of radiation protection, namely, that radiation doses be kept as low as reasonably achievable, social and economic
considerations being taken into account". Also at CERN, the ALARA principle is adopted [9],
[10].
Figure 1.1 provides an example of life-cycle of operations of CERN’s beam facilities and situation that necessitate implementation of the ALARA approach. The following criteria apply
depending on whether the particle accelerator machines (and so the beams in the machine) are
running:
• Beam ON: No personnel access is possible when particle beams are circulating in the
accelerator. This is because of high levels of radiations that will affect both humans and
electronics inside the facilities. For the same reason, electronics devices (including mobile
robots) cannot be permanently fixed/placed inside the beam facilities.
• Beam OFF: Personnel access and human intervention are usually possible only after
a "cool down" period (when the residual activity is below certain legal and admissible
threshold) depending on the facility. This is because there are residual radioactivity from
the activated components when the beam is "off". Radiation tolerance in robot components are generally more than four orders of magnitude higher than in humans [11]–[13].
For this reason, electronic devices (and mobile robots) can be used inside the beam facilities during (and also after) the cool down period when human access is restricted [13].
CERN has a legislation to protect the public and persons working on its site from any unjustified
exposure to ionising radiation. For this purpose, CERN’s Occupational Health and Safety and
Environmental Protection (HSE) Unit monitors ambient dose equivalent rates inside and outside
CERN’s perimeter and releases of radioactivity in air and water. The results of the measurements
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Figure 1.1: Application of ALARA and intervention operation restrictions in scientific facilities.

allow the preventive assessment of radiological risks and the minimisation of individual and
collective doses.
CERN’s HSE Unit currently operates two radiation monitoring systems: ARCON (ARea CONtroller) [14], which was developed at CERN for the Large Electron-Positron (LEP) collider and
has been in use since 1988 and RAMSES (RAdiation Monitoring System for the Environment
and Safety) [15], which was designed for the Large Hadron Collider (LHC2 ) based on current
industry standards and has been in use since 2007.
About 800 monitors are employed in ARCON and RAMSES, about 400 for each system. Both
installations comprise data acquisition, data storage, and the triggering of radiation alarms and
beam interlocks. The most recent CERN facilities (the LHC, for example) are equipped with
RAMSES, whereas the entire LHC injector chain, the remaining facilities, and all experimental
areas are still equipped with ARCON. In the long run, it is envisaged that ARCON will be
replaced by the more recent RAMSES technology [14], [15].
Before permitting any personnel inside the facilities for intervention or maintenance tasks, there
is a need for radiation survey to be conducted by the RP personnel. Therefore, the purpose
of the radiation surveys is to provide radiation measurements before interventions and the results are used to calculate the dose rate data required for maintenance or intervention job and
dose planning of the intervention based on the ALARA (As Low as Reasonably Achievable)
principle.
While automatic radiation data gathering at CERN is performed through a state-of-the-art RAMSES system, the obtained data is sparse and more detailed measurements (called as "RP Survey")
are often done manually by the radiation protection technicians at CERN (see figure 1.2). Even
though the conventional (personnel access) RP survey is easy to perform, there are some restrictions associated with it. They are,
• Dose to RP personnel shall be kept as low as reasonably possible
2
The LHC is the largest particle accelerator in the world. It was built by CERN between 1998 and 2008. It is
located in a tunnel of 27 km in circumference, at a depth of 175 meters near Geneva, on the French-Swiss border.
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• Long waiting time before RP access because of long time of cool down of some activated
equipment
• Need to do RP survey quickly so as to minimise the exposure to RP personnel.
• Limited number of RP personnel available at a time.

Figure 1.2: Radiation Protection (RP) personnel performing a RP survey manually.

After conducting the RP survey at each access to the radioactive areas, the measured dose rates
and visual inspection together helps the RP personnel plan the intervention and optimise human
exposure. For instance, the dose limit for a person conducting intervention at CERN is 6 mSv
per year and for normal employees at CERN is 2 mSv per year [9].

1.1.2

Need for mobile robots

The needs and benefits of having a robotic means for remote handling or remote measurement/inspection application are described in this section. As already detailed, conducting the radiation survey and visual inspection tasks from a remote location (to reduce radiation exposure to
humans) are of great benefit to the RP personnel. This remote operation can be realised with a
robotic solution. Generally, electronics can tolerate a radiation dosage of up to 100 Sv, which is
more than 104 times the maximum legal dose limit (6 mSv) for RP personnel at CERN [9]. This
fact supports the need for using robots instead of humans for radiation survey, visual inspection
and robotic interventions in radiation environments.
There are existing systems at CERN for conducting remote measurement and handling systems
such as a radiation monitoring system (RAMSES) that consists of fixed radiation sensors stationed sparsely inside most of the CERN facilities including the LHC [14], the "Train Inspection
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Monorail" (TIM) robotic platform [16] and overhead cranes for conducting remote handling operations. These existing remote operation solutions have either cost limitations or infrastructure
limitations [17]. This factor too promotes the necessity of having mobile robots inside CERN
facilities for performing simple remote radiation measurements and visual checks of radioactive
equipments.
The principal benefits of using a mobile robot at CERN are outlined below.
• Reduce radiation exposure of radiation protection personnel by reducing their time in
radioactive areas.
• Permit measurements when manual radiation measurements are needed but not possible
due to ALARA (As Low as Reasonably Achievable) constraint.
• Save waiting time at the beginning of an intervention (e.g.: in ISOLDE area at CERN, the
waiting time before human intervention can be up to 5 days)
The use of mobile robots would strongly reduce the dose given to personnel and the waiting time
required to manually perform visual inspection of highly radioactive components (for instance,
in ISOLDE area). Especially in cases of machine failures during beam operation, the cool down
period can be quite long (several days) before an access for a visual check of the equipment
can be granted. One can also consider to extend the use of mobile robots for remote handling
and maintenance tasks in hostile facilities. Besides, mobile robots could help in the planning
of a human intervention for repair or maintenance of some equipment of the accelerators by
providing detailed radiation measurements and visual checks of faulty equipments. Moreover, a
mobile robot would allow performing more accurate measurements or visual inspections since
time limits (for humans) in high radiation places will not pose a problem any more.
As the radiation measurements need to be conducted in many locations, mobility is vital for a
robot performing a RP survey, and this makes the "mobile robots" essential in such applications.
Any locomotion on a robotic platform materialises energy limitations. Internal combustion engines cannot be used inside a scientific facility due to the constraints in the environment and
hence only batteries with limited energy storage capacity can be used for driving the mobile
robot. The chapter 3 discusses the role of managing energy consumption in mobile robots and
the use of predicting energy consumption beforehand in optimising the wireless communication
devices of the mobile robot.
As the mobile robots are intended for remote measurements and operations, they are usually
controlled from a command station, by employing wired or wireless communication means.
The wired communication (E.g. optical fibre cables) generally poses a lot of problems [1], [4]
such as being fragile or can easily be run over, broken or damaged and can clutter the environment. For example, the most significant problem in the Quince robot that was used in radiation
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measurement application at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disaster area, was the communication cable where the cable-rewinding device on the Quince robot did not work properly at the
end of the sixth mission and in the end, the cable became useless and the Quince robot can not
retrieved for several months from the radiation area [4]. Hence there is an undoubted need for
wireless communication for the mobile robot.
In the next section, the problems, challenges and constraints at CERN associated with the development of mobile robot based solutions are discussed.

1.2 Problems and challenges
The solution of using a wireless mobile robot is of great interest to specifically RP personnel.
It is wise to implement a robotic solution after considering the constraints and challenges applicable in the intended hostile and cluttered environments. Therefore, a deep insight of the
real application environments and the associated challenges are required before conducting the
research as the practical use of the robots at CERN is the aim. Detailed specifications of the
requirements and constraints for the robot itself are presented in (the) appendix A, where (the)
table A.1 summarises the needs gathered from the Radiation Protection (RP) group at CERN for
the desired applications. For instance, some of the basic requirements for the robotic platform
are that the robot should be able to go over long distances (> 200 m) and for relatively longer
periods (> 2 hours) [18], only batteries having limited energy storage capacity can be used owing to safety issues, and the robot could be employed only when the accelerator machines are
not in operation because of dangerous levels of radiation even to the electronics.
Radiation tolerance of components and systems should also be taken into consideration when
deploying a mobile robot consisting of multiple electronic components. The total energy deposition and particle fluence suffered by electronic devices before they fail depend on the type
and mass of the material. Therefore, if the robot is used in high energy particle environments
or facilities where discharge of ionising radiations are prominent, there are chances of wireless communication device failures due to radiation effects on electronics [19], [20]. Radiation
effects in electronics cause increase in conductivity, hence potentially permitting to dangerous
current levels. The radiation effects are usually single event effects (SEEs) or cumulative effects
and a way to impede these effects is by radiation hardening of the electronics in the robot [11],
which usually comes at high cost and is normally incompatible with most of the commercial off
the shelf (COTS) wireless devices. Therefore, instead of radiation hardening, fail-safe software
routines and fault-tolerant hardware modules can be devised in the mobile robots. This aspect
requires the need of having redundancy in communication methods and hence the redundancy
in wireless devices is envisaged and considered in this thesis.
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Another important aspect to be considered is that the mobile robot deployed for remote inspection, surveying or rescue missions can fail due to various possibilities such as hardware
or software failure, especially the effects of ionising radiation on the electronics on-board the
robot. One can refer to [21], [22] for a detailed analysis on the categories of failure scenarios,
how and when a mobile robot could fail providing experimental studies. These failure scenarios
necessitate manual recovery (self-rescue) of the robot from the environment. It would bring unforeseen challenges to recover the mobile robot if the environment where the robot is deployed
has hazardous or harmful conditions. While it is not fully possible to prevent the failures in the
robot, equipping the mobile robots with means to avoid the recovery situations or predict the
failure status could certainly help.
The foremost research challenges (even) for a mobile robot deployed in hostile environments
are the management of energy and communication. Particularly, research in wireless communication for mobile robots has been studied in the past decade and is compelling because of two
major reasons: the existing wireless technology solutions cannot be well-suited to the application requirements as explained (later) in section 2.4; and the wireless communication has shown
issues in hostile environments because of the fundamental dynamic nature of the radio signals
[23]. As most of the facilities at CERN are underground tunnels, the propagation of radio signals
is even more challenging [24].

1.2.1

Application environments

The environments where mobile robots could be employed are shown in the following figures.
It includes the ISOLDE (Isotope Separator On Line DEvice) target area, the AD (Anti-proton
Decelerator) target area, the ECN3 underground experimental hall (where a primary proton
beam with high intensity can be received [25]), the SPS (Super Proton Synchrotron) accelerator
machine areas, the TCC2 and TDC2 beamline3 areas in the north of SPS, and some areas in
the LHC machine. Further information on the areas used in the experimental validation of the
proposed methods in this thesis are provided in relevant sections.
The figures presented before provide examples of the type of environments and its constraints
such as in space and surfaces for a mobile robot operation. As the presence of large metallic
objects and cluttered environment can be observed from these figures, a preliminary conclusion
is that, the environments are not friendly for radio signals propagation. Figure 1.9 provides a
map of accelerator facilities at CERN and the intended application environments are highlighted.
The LHC is the biggest accelerator machine at CERN. The main application of the mobile robots
for radiation survey applications will be at the beam facilities other than the LHC because, the
3

In accelerator physics, a beamline refers to the particle trajectory, including the overall construction of the path
segment (vacuum tube, magnets, diagnostic devices) along a specific path of an accelerator facility
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Figure 1.3: A view of the TCC2 experimental hall.

Figure 1.4: A view of the TDC2 experimental hall.

Figure 1.5: A view of the ECN3 underground experimental hall.
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Figure 1.6: A view of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) machine.

(a) An artistic 3D view of the ISOLDE target area.

(b) A view of the ISOLDE target area showing the KUKA industrial
robots for handling radiation targets.
Figure 1.7: Views of ISOLDE (Isotope Separator On Line DEvice) areas

TIM [3] is being specifically designed to be used for conducting remote radiation surveys and
inspections in the LHC. Ground mobile robots are not suitable for the LHC as there are several
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(a) A view of the SPS north area.

(b) A view of the AD machine area.

Figure 1.8: Views of SPS (Super Proton Synchrotron) and AD (Anti-proton Decelerator) areas

SPS tunnel areas including ECN3 tunnel
TDC2 and TCC2 facilities

AD area

ISOLDE facility

Figure 1.9: Map of particle accelerator machines at CERN.

manual door passages which the mobile robot cannot pass through without human interventions.
Therefore, the main environments intended for mobile robot applications are areas around SPS
machine and ISOLDE facilities illustrated in the figures 1.10 and 1.7 respectively.
In figure 1.11, examples of radiation levels obtained using FLUKA (a fully integrated particle
physics Monte-Carlo simulation package [26]) simulations are shown for ISOLDE target and
TDC2-+TCC2 beamline areas. These two areas are among high radiation areas at CERN [27],
[28]. For instance, it is mentioned in [27] that, the TCC2 facility can be used for final tests of
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ECN3

TCC2
TDC2

Figure 1.10: Experimental areas around the SPS machine.

remote handling (or robotic) solutions because the radiation doses accumulated in TCC2 for a
day is equivalent to radiation doses accumulated in the LHC for a year under certain conditions.
In ISOLDE primary area, the radiation levels can reach as high as 100mSv/h [28].

Figure 1.11: FLUKA simulations of radiation levels in TCC2 on T6 beamline [27] (left) and in
ISOLDE target area [28] (right).
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1.3 Research objectives
The research work reported in this thesis had been carried out as part of the EU-funded PURESAFE research programme. The basic idea of the PURESAFE research projects is to carry out
robotics research work to address problems associated with scientific facilities emitting ionising radiations such as CERN. Particular features of PURESAFE includes the incorporation of
systems engineering [29] techniques in the research work and consideration of reliability, availability, maintainability and safety (RAMS) issues. PURESAFE research project 6 [30], which is
covered by this thesis focussed on improving the capabilities of mobile robots for use in CERN’s
accelerator tunnels where the presence of ionising radiation and the nature of the infrastructure
and experimental structures lead to problems with the deployment of mobile robots.
After an initial needs gathering phase [31], the project work focussed on remote visual inspection
and remote radiation survey task applications. The main research aims are to increase operating
range and to avoid the need to send personnel into radiation areas to recover mobile robots in
the event of failure during missions. The particular issues identified and addressed are wireless
communication in curved and obstructed underground tunnels and problems encountered due
to the relatively limited energy storage capabilities of batteries used in mobile robots. It should
be noted that the problems have many similarities with those encountered during robotic search
and rescue interventions [32].
This thesis provides introductory information on the infrastructures where mobile robots will
need to operate, the tasks to be carried out by mobile robots in these environments and the problems encountered that are addressed in the research reported here. The reporting of research
work carried out to improve wireless communication (the main subject of this work) comprises
an introduction to the relevant radio signal propagation theory and technology followed by explanation of the research in the following stages:
• An analysis of the wireless communication requirements for mobile robot for different
tasks in a selection of CERN facilities;
• Predictions of energy and communication autonomies (in terms of distance and time) to
reduce risk of energy and communication related failures during missions;
• Autonomous navigation of a mobile robot to find zone(s) of maximum radio signal strength
to improve communication coverage area;
• Autonomous navigation of one or more mobile robots acting as mobile wireless relay (repeater) points in order to provide a tethered wireless connection to a teleoperated mobile
robot carrying out inspection or radiation monitoring activities in the challenging environment of CERN’s accelerator tunnels.
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The challenges in wireless communications for mobile robots are raised in the previous section, especially given the underground and tunnel environments with large metallic objects and
non-line-of-sight (NLOS) conditions. Therefore, this thesis researches methods for enhancing
wireless communication range and quality for a mobile robot application in radiation facilities.
To tackle the challenges mentioned above, an ever increasing network of researchers has been
placing substantial attempts in the development of mobile robot systems for wireless teleoperation, in the last decade. Particularly, the interest in the use of multiple mobile robots for the
applications in hostile environments is motivated by the fact that, when dealing with dedicated
and complex tasks, it is preferable to exploit the potentialities of a team of robots supporting
a main robot, instead of coming up with a ultra-capable individual robot. It is, in fact, more
practical from both technological and economical point of view, to incorporate a group of simple robots for wireless tethering and possibly also to assist the main robot. In addition, adding
redundancy to the mobile robot systems makes them inherently more reliable.
As the telerobotic operations in hostile or radioactive environments are difficult to fully automate, the robots are usually equipped with teleoperation capabilities, and some autonomy (intelligence) features may be added to ease the operator overload [33]. The main research objectives
of this thesis are thus to investigate novels tools and methods that add intelligence features in
teleoperated mobile robots by enhancing the reliability and redundancy in wireless communication for mobile robots and possibly employing multi-robot system. This can be achieved by
developing novel methods for the prediction, optimisation and extension of wireless communication network capacity for a mobile robot operating in hostile environments including ionising
radiations. A part of the thesis is also devoted to predicting the energy consumption of the
mobile robots for a particular assigned tasks in advance so that any optimisation of the task including wireless communication methods can be made possible. The research objectives should
also consider the fact that the proposed methods should suit the requirements and constraints
mentioned in the appendix A.
The research questions this thesis aims to address are follows:
• How to predict the energy consumption of a mobile robot for an assigned tasks? How can
such an energy prediction method be useful to optimise wireless communication strategies? (Answered in Chapter 3);
• How to predict the operational range of wireless communication on a mobile robot both
before and during execution of some tasks? How can such prediction method be useful
in determining the spatial range where the robot can safely operate without losing its
communication with its control station? (Answered in Chapter 4);
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• How to optimise the communication capabilities in a robot using its mobility, given the
fact that the there are harsh environmental constraints with potentially no line-of-sight
conditions for radio communication? (Answered in Chapter 5);
• How to extend the operational range of wireless communications, possibly with the use
of multiple mobile robot system (by making use of relay robots for wireless tethering) in
a robust manner? (Answered in Chapter 6).

Answers to each of the questions is addressed in the following chapters. The research solutions
proposed in this thesis such as the communication enhancement methods can be used for other
applications at CERN such as a remote collimator exchange system and robotic manipulation
of equipments. Also that the proposed methods can be used in other existing mobile robots at
CERN or hostile environments where the energy-aware robotic operation is a pre-requisite.

1.4 Thesis outline and contributions
This organisation of the thesis is described here. Firstly, the introduction chapter gives a brief
idea about the objectives and research contributions of this thesis. An outline and the contributions of the successive chapters are outlined below.
Chapter 2: In this chapter, wireless communication fundamentals and the background in wireless mobile robots are presented along with the requirements for telerobotic applications in
hostile environments. The main contributions of this chapter are the presentation of wireless
communication requirements for mobile robots in radiation environments and a comparison of
various wireless technologies, especially the available ones at CERN. Parts of this chapter are
published in [18], [34].
Chapter 3: This chapter proposes a decentralised method to predict and optimise the energy
consumption in a mobile robot. The proposed method predicts the mobile robots energy autonomy for a particular task. The concept of power modelling used for energy prediction is
presented. The proposed approach uses real-time measurement of voltage, current at the battery
and the time information of activity at each components in a mobile robots are used for the prediction process. The outcome of this method can help in optimising and choosing the wireless
communication technology on the mobile robot that can best suit the task requirements. The
method is first presented in [35] and then extended and published in [36].
Chapter 4: The radio signal strength (RSS) is an important parameter that determines the operational wireless communication range of the mobile robot. It is important to predict the RSS
which can help in predicting the space and time when the communication link between the operator and the mobile robot. This is needed as the loss in communication link be predicted and
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thereby avoided by taking appropriate actions. A novel method for on-line prediction of the
radio signal strength in space and time using a discrete Kalman filter is presented in this chapter.
A detailed analysis of radio signal strength propagation in hostile environments is conducted
and the results are published in [18]. The proposed solution for the real-time RSS prediction is
published in [37].
Chapter 5: Optimising the network capacity in a wireless communication link is vital for remote operation of mobile robots. Towards this goal, a decentralised algorithm for optimising
the network capacity and the communication range using spatial diversity based methods is
presented in this chapter. A case study application (haptic teleoperation of mobile robots) that
makes use of this algorithm in a real-time scenario is also considered. The proposed algorithm
is published in [38] and a novel implementation of this algorithm considering a haptic teleoperation application is published in [39] .
Chapter 6: Extending the coverage area of a radio communication system has always been
given priority in the intended applications. A framework for wireless communication range
extension called as "Server-Relay-Client (SRC) framework" is presented in this chapter. In
addition, a robust stochastic optimisation (RSO) algorithm for SRC framework that optimises
position of a relay robot to enhance the RSS between a server and client robots is proposed
followed by the evaluation of this RSO algorithm in both simulations and field experiments.
The contributions in this chapter are published in [40].
Finally, chapter 7 concludes this thesis (along) with its impact and the contributions to the state
of the art and presents some avenue for future research.

1.5 Summary
The goal of this thesis is to advance the state of the art in enhancement of wireless communication methods such as prediction, optimisation and enhancement of wireless communication
qualities in mobile robots applied in hostile or radiation environments. This chapter presented
an overall introduction to this thesis, introduced the problems in the intended applications such
as remote radiation measurement and inspection applications in large scientific facilities with
ionising radiation environments. The use and challenges of wireless mobile robots for telerobotic applications were presented in this chapter. The research objectives aiming to tackle the
challenges in using wireless communications for mobile robots were established. Finally, the
contributions of each chapter were outlined.

Chapter 2

Background on mobile robots and
wireless communications

This chapter first will provide essential background on mobile robots, radio signal
propagation and characteristics of wireless networks. The communication requirements for typical telerobotic applications will be discussed, assisted with a comparison of various wireless technologies and their relevance to telerobotic applications at
CERN. Wireless tethering of mobile robots, which is the predominant concept used in
this thesis will be introduced in the last section of this chapter.
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2.1 Mobile robots preliminaries
"Mobile robot" is defined as an automatic machine that is capable of locomotion and therefore
able to move into the surrounding environment [41]–[46]. In contrast to industrial robots [32]
such as the KUKA robots at ISOLDE target area at CERN [17] (which are usually stationary,
consisting of a jointed arm (multi-linked manipulator) and gripper assembly (or end effector),
and attached to a fixed surface), mobile robots are used to replace humans in case of repetitive
or easy tasks and possibly in hazardous environments [41]. Mobile robots are used in military
and security applications, though most of the commercial mobile robots are deployed in domestic and service applications. Mobile robots applied in different surfaces or environments and
classified under more than one categories [47], [48]. A general classification of mobile robots is
provided below.
Unmanned Ground Vehicles (UGVs): land or domestic robots are usually referred to as unmanned ground vehicles. They are most commonly wheeled or tracked, but also include
legged robots with two or more legs (humanoid, or resembling animals or insects) [49].
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs): aerial robots (robots that can fly) such as quad-rotors and
autonomous helicopters, are usually referred to as unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) [50].
Unmanned Surface vehicles (USVs):

mobile robots operating on the surface of water are

usually called as unmanned surface vehicles [51].
A mobile robot or a mobile platform is a platform with a large mobility within its environment
(air, land, underwater) and comprises a system with the following functional characteristics.
• Mobility: Total mobility relative to the environment. The level of mobility also varies, for
example from two-dimensional movement (using wheels or tracks) to three-dimensional
movement (using propellers). Mobile robot navigation can be aided by self-localisation,
path planning and navigation algorithms [44], [48], [52].
• Autonomy: A certain level of autonomy or intelligence to enhance the capabilities and enable enhanced human interaction [45], [53]. The level of autonomy ranges from teleoperation (operated completely manually) to fully autonomous (with intelligence and decisionmaking abilities) [54].
• Perception:

The ability to sense and react to changes in the environment [55]. The

level of perception in mobile robots can vary from pure sensing (using fusion of sensors
information [56]) to active perception [57] (sensing and actuation are combined).
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Telerobotics is the area of robotics concerned with the control of manually operated and/or semiautonomous robots from a distance, chiefly using wired (such as Ethernet, EtherCAT, or similar
communication channels) or wireless network (such as Wi-Fi, Bluetooth). The robot used for
the telerobotic application is called a telerobot or sometimes, a teleoperator [13] and the human
controlling the telerobot is usually referred to as an operator.
This thesis examines the use of UGVs with basic navigation, localisation, sensing and control
strategies. The following wheeled mobile robot platforms are used for experimental demonstration of the algorithms and methods proposed in this thesis.
youBot: The KUKA youBot [58] is a research and educational mobile robot usually accompanied with an arm and its the ideal platform for developing applications in service robotics.
It has omnidirectional mobility (the robot can move in both transversal and longitudinal
directions at the same time), thanks to the specially designed Swedish wheels [59].
Khepera III: Khepera [60] is a miniature mobile robot, functionally similar to larger robots
used in research and education. It allows real world testing of algorithms developed in
simulation for trajectory planning, obstacle avoidance, preprocessing of sensory information, and hypotheses on behaviour processing, among others [61].
TIM: The TIM platform [16], abbreviated for the "Train Inspection Monorail" is a remote
inspection train that has been developed for the LHC tunnel and is capable of carrying out
remote visual inspections as well as taking measurements of radiation and oxygen levels
along the tunnel. The train runs on a monorail beam secured to the roof of the tunnel [17].
The youBot mobile robot platform [58] developed by KUKA Robotics laboratories and manufactured by Locomotec GmBH is used for most of the experimental demonstration purposes in

Figure 2.1: Design of the youBot mobile robot platform with arm. Source: youBot-stores
GmBH.
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this thesis except for the energy prediction method in chapter 3. The figure 2.1 shows the design
of the youBot. The youBot usually is accompanied with a 5 degrees of freedom (DoF) robot
arm for mobile manipulation.
The other two robots (TIM [62] and Khepera [61]) used for conducting experiments on energy
prediction algorithms are introduced and referred in the relevant sections of chapter 3.

2.2 Radio propagation and the Radio Signal Strength (RSS)
When a radio signal travels from a transmitter to a receiver through multiple paths subjected to
reflections, diffractions and refractions in the surrounding environment, a phenomenon called
multipath propagation occurs. This leads to multipath fading and constructive or destructive
interference [63]. The multipath fading can be either long-scale fading due to the shadowing
effects caused by the obstacles or small-scale fading due to interferences of the multipath components [64].
The variation of the radio signal strength in space and time is partly a deterministic and partly a
stochastic process [64] because the signal propagates through a multipath fading channel (radio
signals from the transmitter arriving at the receiver through multiple paths and the signal strength
fades with the distance travelled).
The attenuation in the power of the radio signal is defined as the path loss PL. It is caused by
many factors such as distance (free space loss), penetration losses through walls and floors and
multipath propagation effects [65]. In particular, all walls, ceilings, and other objects that affect
the propagation of radio waves will directly impact the signal strength and the directions from
which radio signals are received.
The loss in the radio signal strength (RSS1 ) can be regarded as a sum of deterministic effects
(modelled using a logarithmic function) and stochastic effects (modelled using random Gaussian
variables [63]) as shown in the equation below.
d
P Ld = P Ld0 + 10 · η log10 ( ) +
Xσ
|{z}
d0
|
{z
} Stochastic effect

[dBm2 ].

(2.1)

Deterministic effect

Where kdk =

p
(xt − xr )2 + (yt − yr )2 is the l2 -norm (Euclidean) distance between the trans-

mitter at pt = (xt , yt ) and the receiver at pr = (xr , yr ). P Ld is the loss in the RSS at distance

1
RSS usually refers to the received radio signal strength at the receiver. RSS is an abbreviation for Radio Signal
Strength or for Received Signal Strength.
2
dBm (dBmW) is the power ratio in decibels (dB) of the measured power referenced to one milliwatt (mW) of
absolute signal power.
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d, P Ld0 is the path loss at a reference distance d0 and η ≥ 2 is an environment specific propaN
P
ki Li is the stochastic part of the RSS and is generally termed
gation constant. Xσ = χσ +
i=1

as a wide-sense stationary process (the channel is time invariant). Here, the χσ models the
stochastic nature of the signal attenuation and can be represented using a zero mean Gaussian
random variable with variance σ 2 , Li is the loss due to walls and ceilings where ki is a parameter
depending on the type of such obstruction. However, it can be seen later that this generalisation is invalid when the multipath fading effects are included because the multipath channel is
time-variant [23] and hence be modelled using a non-stationary process. Hence, the stochastic
nature of the RSS variations can be generalised with shadowing and multipath fading effects
using equation (2.3).
The RSS at the receiver is the difference between the transmitted power PT and the path loss

P Ld over a distance d. Moreover, the path loss P Ld is composed of three main components as
shown in the following equations:
mp
sh
RSS(d, t) = PT − P Ld = PT − (P Lpl
d + P Ld + P L(d,t) )

[dBm],

d
RSS(d, t) = RSSd0 − 10η log10 ( ) − ΨdBm (d) − ΩdBm (d, t),
| {z } | {z }
d
|
{z 0 } Shadowing
Multipath

(2.2)
(2.3)

Path loss

pl
d
where P Lpl
d = P Ld0 + 10η log10 ( d0 ) is the distance-dependent path loss component due to

environmental factors such as the size and shape of the environment. P Lsh
d is the shadow fading
component of the path loss accounting for attenuation due to obstacles in the environment including walls and ceilings. P Lmp
(d,t) is the multipath faded component accounting for attenuation
due to dynamic multipath fading effects.
A commonly used model for radio signal propagation as a function of distance and time is the
extended log-normal shadowing model (ELNSM) as shown in the equation (2.3). The path
loss fading is a slow process (large-scale), whereas the fading due to shadowing and multipath
effects are relatively medium-scale and fast processes respectively. As explained earlier, the path
loss fading is deterministic, but the shadowing and multipath fading are Gaussian (stochastic)
variables. The signal loss due to shadowing effects RSS sh = ψdBm = 10 log10 (ψmW ). ψ ∼
N (0, σψ2 ) is a zero mean Gaussian distribution with variance σψ2 . The parameters η and σψ
together define the environment [64]. The multipath fading effect in the received signal is a
function of both space and time; RSS mp = ΩdBm = 10 log10 (ΩmW ) and can be represented
2 ) with zero mean and variance σ 2 . The probability
by a Gaussian random variable Ω ∼ N (0, σΩ
Ω

density function (pdf) of the RSS mp can be modelled using Rician fading (for LOS), Rayleigh
fading (for NLOS), and Nakagami-m fading (for indoor) distributions [63].
A radio environment usually contains noise signals (P N dBm ) from other radio sources operating
in the same frequency band or higher power signals operating at any radio frequency nearby the
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radio receivers. As the noise in the environment is not a stationary process because of many
factors including the mobility of the node, it is highly unpredictable and cannot usually be
modelled. The SNR is defined as follows:
SN R =

SN RdBm
RSSmW
= 10( 10 ) , where SN RdBm = RSSdBm − P NdBm .
P N mW

(2.4)

The RSSmW is the absolute RSS expressed absolute power (in mW) whereas, the RSSdBm
= 10 log(RSSmW ) is the RSS ratio in decibels referenced to the RSS of one milliwatt. This
concept applies also to SNR. While the RSS is an indicator of the intended signal’s absolute
power, the SNR is an indicator of the intended signal power with respect to noise power in
the environment. The RSS can be measured directly in most of the commercial wireless devices
using a metric called Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI [66]), however this is not the case
for the SNR measurement. Some devices report noise power level (which is usually inaccurate
[66]) and hence the SNR can be calculated using both RSS and Noise levels. To avoid device
dependency, only the RSS information will be considered in developing the algorithms to widen
the applicability of the wireless communications enhancement methods to be proposed later in
this thesis.

2.2.1

Radio signal propagation in tunnels

Scientific facilities such as those at CERN exhibit the characteristics of underground tunnel
structures and complete non-line-of-sight (NLOS) conditions with special properties such as
heavy metal objects in the surroundings. The presence of thick concrete blocks (for radiation
shielding, which also makes it difficult for the radio waves to penetrate) and large objects with
metallic surfaces such as the dipole or quadrupole magnets, contribute to the characteristics of
these environments. All these characteristics have different effects on radio signals [23]. For the
facilities having obstructed indoor environments, multipath effects have to be taken into account
in the propagation of radio waves [64].
Much literature exists for radio signal propagation in tunnel environments [2], [23], [24], [67],
[68]. Experimental studies on radio propagation characteristics in tunnel like environments date
back to 1975; Emslie et al [69], focus on path loss of radio signal at frequencies in the range of
0.2 to 4GHz along a tunnel, and from one tunnel to another around a corner. Reference [23]
provides a detailed analysis of wired and radio communication systems in underground mines
or tunnel facilities where the tunnels are not straight leading to different forms of turns (e.g.,
U turn, angle turn). In [2], the authors investigate the communication considerations from the
perspective of in-mine and mine to surface communications separately and provide a detailed
overview of all types of possible communication systems.
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In underground mining and other tunnel environments, leaky feeder cables (LFC) can be used to
establish radio communications system [70]. A leaky feeder communication system consists of
a coaxial cable run along tunnels which emits and receives (radiates) radio waves, functioning
as an extended antenna. The system has a limited range and because of the frequency it uses
(typically within 2 GHz range), transmissions cannot pass through solid rock, which limits the
system to a line-of-sight application. It does, however, allow two-way mobile communication
[71]. CERN also uses leaky feeder system for mobile telephony inside its underground tunnel
facilities.
In [68], the authors recommend a wireless system operating at a frequency greater that 2GHz in
underground tunnel facilities because the transmission loss becomes very small over a frequency
of 2GHz in a coal mine tunnel of width 4m and height 3m. Therefore, a Wi-Fi system operating
at 2.4GHz should be a reasonable choice for underground scientific facilities. Also, as the
intended radio frequencies are greater than 2 GHz, which exceeds the limits of typical leaky
feeder systems, this thesis concentrates on alternative solutions such as wireless systems with
mobile robot networks and robotic repeater systems.

2.3 Wireless network characteristics
According to Shannon’s capacity theorem [72], in a wireless channel c, the maximum communication channel capacity Cc and the data throughput Tc is related to the SNR as follows:
Cc = B log2 (1 + SN R) = B log2 (1 + 10

RSSdBm −P N dBm
10

) [Mb/s],

Tc = αT Cc [Mb/s],

(2.5)
(2.6)

where B is the frequency bandwidth of the channel in MHz. The data throughput Tc is a factor
(by αT ) of the maximum capacity Cc because the capacity is determined at the physical layer
whereas the throughput is determined at the transport layer which includes data link, network
and physical layers in the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI1 ) reference model [73].
However, as the objectives of the enhancement methods are to implement the algorithms at
the application-level, the metric "goodput" Gc (application-level data throughput) of a network
which is measured right at the application layer (includes the data transport through all the other
layers) is considered.
1

The OSI model maintained by the identification ISO/IEC 7498-1 [73] is a conceptual model that characterises
and standardises the internal functions of a communication system by partitioning it into 7 abstraction layers in
the following hierarchy: Physical layer, Data link (MAC) layer, Network layer, Transport layer, Session Layer,
Presentation layer, and Application layer. The application layer is the top layer that defines the language and syntax
that programs use to communicate with other programs and is the closest layer to the end user. Besides, the physical
layer is responsible for passing bits onto and receiving them from the physical transmission medium (cable, radio,
etc.) and defines the electrical and physical specifications (such as USB and Wi-Fi) of the data connection [74].
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The goodput can be modelled with the equation (2.7). αG is a parameter that determines the
proportionality of goodput with throughput.

Gc (RSS) =


αG Tc (RSS)
G

max

when RSS < RSSThreshold ,
when RSS ≥ RSSThreshold .

(2.7)

This indicates that the goodput of the wireless network, which has a linear relationship with
the maximum channel capacity Cc , depends on the RSS and becomes saturated when the RSS
reaches a threshold RSSthreshold . The usable range of the RSS values that can be improved
(enhanced) can be obtained by considering the sensitivity value (RS ) of the used wireless device (the lower bound of the usable RSS) and the empirical value of the RSSthreshold (the upper
bound of the usable RSS). The model in equation (2.7) is verified with the experimental data
presented in figure 2.2 where the RSSthreshold is -55 dBm (upper threshold) and the sensitivity
value of the wireless device used (Zyxel NWD2105) is -81 dBm (lower threshold). The figure 2.2 also shows a linear fit for the RSS and goodput relation using a Minimum Least Squares
Error (MLSE) technique. The goodput model is considered in this work as it is a more practical
model than Shannon’s capacity model.

Figure 2.2: Scatter plot depicting the goodput measures against the RSS values in various
receivers at different time instants.

In general, higher frequency channels perform better in heavy traffic conditions. It is assumed
in this thesis that the best channel based on the traffic conditions is pre-selected to avoid adjacent and co-channel interference and therefore the channel optimisation is assumed to be done
beforehand.
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2.4 Communication requirements for mobile robot teleoperation
According to the systems engineering approach [29], the user needs are studied first before
identifying a solution. Therefore, the first goal is to obtain the requirements of wireless communication system for various possible applications at CERN from the people who need these
robotic applications. Each application has different requirements for establishing a point-topoint wireless network between the telerobot and the operator command station. The three main
parameters which define these requirements are:
• Maximum admissible system latency (in milliseconds);
• Minimum data transfer rate (in Megabits/second);
• Maximum distance to be covered (in meters).
The system latency is a critical parameter in a real-time application. It is the amount of time
taken by a data packet to travel from a source to a destination (host processing latency + network
latency). It depends on the number of buffers between communication ends [75]. Network
topology and coverage distance requirements (which are relevant to latency) are decided by
the type of the application. These values are obtained by interviewing people requiring such
applications.
The data transfer rate is defined as the speed with which the data can be transmitted and is
decided by the amount of data to be transmitted. For video transmission, one can refer to [76] to
find a relation between the quality of the video and data rate required. It is necessary that at least
two live video transmissions are recommended for a vision system used for remote handling
[77].
An example application is considered to illustrate the requirements. The communication requirements for this application (given in table 2.1) are based on HD transmission of two good
quality videos so that the operator can observe the environment more in detail including small
sparks in the Faraday cages inside the ISOLDE facility.
Therefore, considering the need of having two good VGA quality videos and using H.264 coding
at 30 frames/s, the data rate required will be 1.7 M bit/s [76] per video. Similarly, for other
applications, the appropriate data rate is calculated assuming typical data requirements. Table
2.1 summarises the wireless communication requirements for various mobile robot applications
at CERN.
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Application

Max
distance
500 m

Min
data
rate
512
Kbit/s

Max
latency
1000
ms

1.

Remote measurements

2.

Remote Handling
(RH) tasks without
haptic feedback
Vision system for
RH

200 m

64
Kbit/s

100 ms

200 m

3480
Kbit/s

200 ms

RH with Haptic
feedback
An example application

200 m

128
Kbit/s
5120
Kbit/s

25 ms

3.

4.
5.

40 m

200 ms

Comments

For measurements of radiation
levels, temperature, oxygen and
other sensory data transmission
[16]
Remote control of robots in scientific facilities [16], [33]
For transmission of two good
quality video with VGA resolution [76], [77]
Teleoperation with force feedback [78]
For transmission of two good
quality video with HD resolution
(refer section 4.1.1.2 and [76])

Table 2.1: Communication requirements for some telerobotic applications at CERN.

2.5 Comparison of various wireless technologies
Comparison of different wireless technologies is discussed in [79]–[84] . Table 2.2 shows a brief
summary of specifications of some wireless technologies with the advantages and disadvantages
with respect to the example application mentioned in table 2.1.
Out of these available systems, Wi-Fi based system had been selected for first trials as it was
readily available, widely studied and well used technology. Coded Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (COFDM2 ) based Wi-Fi technology can be well-suited for tunnel environments [86] because it is specifically designed to combat the effects of multipath interference (see
section 2.2.1). However, owing to availability and cost limitations, a standard Wi-Fi system has
been chosen for the experiments.

2

COFDM is a form of modulation which is particularly well-suited to the needs of the terrestrial broadcasting
channel. The key features which make it work, include: orthogonality; the addition of a guard interval; the use
of error coding, interleaving and channel-state information (CSI). COFDM can cope with high levels of multipath
propagation, with a wide spread of delays between the received signals, co-channel narrow-band interference, as may
be caused by the carriers of existing analogue services. The special performance of COFDM in respect of multipath
and interference is only achieved by a careful choice of parameters and with attention to detail in the way in which
the forward error-correction coding is applied [85].

Max
data
rate

Max distance

1.

Wi-Fi 802.11n

100 m

2.
3.

Wi-Fi
with
COFDM [86]
WirelessHD [87]

108-600
Mbit/s
18Mbit/s
1 Gbps

20 m

4.

Bluetooth v2.0

1 Mbit/s

10 m

5.

Zigbee

70-100 m

6.

WiMAX

250
Kbit/s
75 Mbit/s

Wireless Local Area Networks (WLAN)
1-100 ms Readily available, Latency can be
High data rate
high
50 ms
Long range, Low Expensive
latency
1 ms
Very low latency, Short range
Very high data rate
10 ms
Low latency
Low data rate,
Short distance
5 ms
Very Low latency
Low data rate

50 Km

10-50 ms

5 Km

Average
Latency

Max downlink
data rate
236.8 Kbits/s

Max distance

1.

Cellular Technology
2.5G (EDGE)

2.

3G (UMTS)

2 Mbit/s

>1 Km

3.

4G (LTE)

100 Mbit/s

>1 km

>1 Km

Merits

Demerits

Cost (e)

Typical applications

10x

Internet

1000x

Communication in Tunnels

100x

HD video transmission

10x

Fast data sharing

10x

Wireless sensor networks

Very Long dis- Infrastructure limi- 10000x
Wireless broadband
tance, High data tations
rate
Cellular Networks
Average
Merits
Demerits
Availability
Latency
1000 ms
Long range
Low data rate, Presently available in CERN underHigh Latency
ground facilities using LFC
200 ms
Long range
Low data rate, Presently available in CERN underHigh Latency
ground facilities using LFC
20 ms
Long range, Infrastructure
Not available in CERN facilities
Low latency limitations
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Table 2.2: Performance characteristics of commercially available wireless and cellular communication systems with reference to CERN requirements.
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2.6 Wireless tethering of mobile robots
Multiple mobile robots can be used to extend the communication range capabilities by tethering3
the wireless signals. Such amalgamation of mobile robots are called as wireless tethered robots
or wireless relay robots and the process is called as wireless tethering or wireless relaying or
sometimes even called as wireless multi-hop relaying [88], [89]. Generally in wireless tethering,
at least three mobile robots are involved. The first one is called the server robot (it can also be
simply a basic computer) that acts as a control or command station for the human interface.
There will be a client robot which is the main robot (end user) performing the robotic operations
such as remote handling or manipulation. Another robot called "relay robot" is used in the
middle of the server and client robots and does the actual relaying of wireless signals from
server robot to the client robot. Motion control for wireless tethering robots are well-studied in
the literature [89]–[91].

Figure 2.3: Network of robots for extending energy and communication autonomy of mobile
robots in telerobotic applications.

In order to achieve higher operational distance range requirement for the mobile robot applications at CERN, a multi-robot network solution is proposed and conceptualised in this later part
of the thesis. A scenario of several robots working together for a given teleoperation mission,
of the type illustrated in figure 2.3 is considered. A multi-robot network following the ServerRelay-Client (SRC) framework is assumed, in which the client robot (the robot performing the
actual remote operation task) is controlled by an operator (a human, who is assigned the teleoperation mission) remotely at the control station or the server robot. The other robots, referred as
"relay robots", help the main robot by repeating the wireless signals from their neighbour robots
3
Tethering refers to connecting one device to another either via a physical medium such as a cable or via a radio
medium such as a wireless repeater
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targeting the end robot. They also send video streams to an operator and exchange information
to coordinate within the group.
The needs gathered from the end users suggest that the client robot be teloperated because
the manipulations or remote handling operations are complicated and will be better done with
manual control [1]. Moreover, an important constraint in this system is that the operator should
not be overloaded with controlling multiple robots at once. This suggests an intelligent relay
robotic architecture where the relay robots plan their motion and their position autonomously,
thereby not overloading the operator in his task of controlling the main robot. In this regard,
solutions are proposed for communication-aware self-positioning of relay robots in order to
maximise communication autonomy and to ensure successful mission by predicting the wireless
signal strength in advance. Thus this thesis assumes that the client robot is manually teleoperated
and the relay robots are autonomous.

2.7 Summary
In this chapter, after introducing the pre-requisites on mobile robots, the fundamentals on radio
signal propagation especially in tunnels were presented. Also, the communication requirements
of typical telerobotic applications in a scientific facility such as at CERN were discussed so as
to understand the needs from an end user perspective. Different wireless technologies currently
commercialised were compared with regard to the telerobotic applications in order to obtain the
research and developments needed in this field. Lastly, the concept of wireless tethering using
mobile relay robots were described.

Chapter 3

Energy-efficient wireless
communication using energy
prediction models
The primary goal of this chapter is to propose strategies for energy-efficient wireless
communication in mobile robots. This chapter will present a novel energy prediction
system using power models and real-time activity information. Then the available literature regarding energy management in mobile robots will be reviewed. Subsequently,
the theoretical basis behind this work will be discussed, and then the experimental
validation of the proposed energy prediction algorithm will be presented and the experimental results will be discussed. Finally, the use of energy prediction models in
the optimisation of wireless communication strategies will be presented with examples
where energy savings can be obtained by choosing different communication methods.
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The robots need to manage their energy consumption1 to avoid running out of energy as this
would mean personnel access to retrieve or recover the robot from the hazardous (e.g. radiation)
area where it is deployed (e.g. [1]). Therefore the motivation behind this work is that a mobile
robot should be aware of situation that the energy level is too low or the remaining energy is
not enough to get the robot back home, especially in radiation environments. This can be engineered by employing on-line energy monitoring and warning system in the robot. The solution
proposed in this chapter should allow mission planning considering energy and communication
constraints.
Mobile robots are used in various applications such as remote inspection, survey and defence
applications. The robot’s energy consumption is dependent on the nature of tasks to be performed and the time to complete the assigned mission. Since robots deployed in hazardous
environments usually carry a finite power source such as batteries (because of environmental
constraints), it is critical to ensure before executing the mission that the robot has sufficient energy to complete the task by predicting the energy requirements beforehand. In addition, the
robot should be able to take actions before the remaining energy in the robot is not enough to
make a return trip to its charging station.
The robot’s energy autonomy should also be optimised to provide more flexibility in possible robotic interventions (in terms of distance travelled and mission time). Predicting the energy
consumption requirements of various components in a robot before and during the robot deployment in the application environment will be useful in pre-optimising the mission including the
optimisation of wireless communication strategies. It is important to develop energy-efficient
designs considering multiple components together. Towards this goal, in this chapter, an energy
prediction modelling approach for a small-scale mobile robot platform which can be extended
to other mobile platforms is conceptualised.

3.1 Related works in energy prediction methods
The significance of power management for long-term operation of autonomous robots is discussed in the work by Deshmukh et al. [92], with challenges in terms of battery technology,
power estimation and automatic recharging abilities. In [93], a robot with an auto-recharging
system is proposed with emphasis on the aspects improving the robustness (or reliability) of the
system. A method for automatically recharging the batteries using the robot’s built-in sensors
to control docking with a recharging station is proposed in [94]. Much research has been conducted on mobile robot motion energy optimisation through motion planning [95], [96] and path
1

The terms "Power" and "Energy" used in this thesis always refer to the electrical input power and the electrical
energy used by any component. Power (W) = Voltage (V) * Current (A); Energy (J) = Power (W) * Time (s) ; 1 Joule
(J) = 1 Ws.
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planning [97], [98] techniques. Models for locomotion power and dynamics have been widely
studied. Wei Yu et al [99] emphasise that power models of motors are needed for the locomotion planning to complete time or energy constrained missions. Power models for skid-steer
wheeled vehicles [99], [100] and tracked vehicles [101] are proposed for various turning radius
and surface conditions.
Some works analyse the energy consumption of different components in robots. Liu et al. [102]
present an energy breakdown table of a Mars rover. Michaud et al. [103] estimate the energy consumption of a rover including the communication power. However, they do not build
power models for each component. A study [104] indicates that sensing, computation and communication consume significant amounts of power compared to locomotion power. Therefore,
management of all power consuming modules is important. In [105], power models are used
to optimise the deployment of robots under energy and timing constraints. The MarXbot [106]
can auto-replace its batteries with hot swapping capability. In [106], it is proposed that power
models of various components allow the robot to estimate when the robot should exchange its
battery. A nice behavioural model for finding the optimal time at which a robot (or the mobile
agent) should go back to recharge is presented in [107].
Hostile or scientific facilities (such as at CERN) generally are not designed to accommodate
mobile teleoperated robots. It is complicated to navigate the mobile robot to the work site due to
the compact spaces and unstructured sections. For instance, special provisions are made for the
TIM robot [3] to pass through the sector doors in the Large Hadron Collider at CERN. Because
of such restrictions, auto-recharging techniques [92]–[94], [107] cannot generally be used for
telerobotic applications in scientific facilities emitting ionising radiations.
Table 3.1 gives a comparison of selected mobile robot’s mass and power consumption considering the maximum power for each component. It can be observed that as the robot becomes
heavier; the locomotion power accounts for higher percentage of the total power because the
locomotion power depends on the size and the mass of the robot while the computers and sensors are relatively independent of the robot’s size and mass. It should be noted that adding more
batteries to the robot adds more mass thereby requiring more power for locomotion.
Robot
Khepera III [36]
MarXbot [106]
Pioneer DX [104]
Auriga-β [101]
TIM [3]

Mass (kg)
0.69
1
9
286
500

Maximum locomotion power (W)
0.8 (28%)
3.5 (33%)
10.6 (34%)
3000 (87%)
2000 (92%)

Table 3.1: Comparison of various mobile robots’ mass and power consumption.

Analysis of previous studies suggest that there is no common approach for creating power and
energy consumption models of various components irrespective of the type of mobile robot
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and hence a generic modular approach for building power models and predicting the energy
consumption of a mobile robot is proposed. This work aims towards the use of robots for mobile
robotic applications including radiation inspection applications in hazardous environment and
specifically towards ensuring successful completion of tasks from the energy perspective.

3.2 Proposed energy prediction method
Teleoperated robotic system : A general architecture of a teleoperated robot and the components used in the proposed energy prediction method are shown in Figure 3.1. As explained
in [101], mobile robots usually have multiple components, such as motors, sensors, and microcontrollers, embedded computers and communication devices. Communication with the robot
can be either wired or wireless. Embedded computers are used for high-level computation and
micro-controllers for low-level controls. The remote control station (commanding the robot)
usually consists of communication devices, computers, information or video display modules,
input and control devices such as joystick, keyboard and touch panel.

Figure 3.1: General architecture of teleoperated robotic system highlighting the components
used in the energy monitoring system.

The time-stamped instantaneous battery voltage and total current used by the robot (instead of
measuring current through each component) is used to build the power models. The energy
needed by the robot to perform any task (including the on-line estimation of energy required to
return to its base station) can be predicted with the help of these power consumption models.
Most of the robots provide internal battery voltage information. Some robots are equipped with
a battery charging system that provides both voltage and current information at run time.
On-line energy prediction modelling system : Power consumed by the robot depends on the
number of active components, whereas the energy consumption depends on the power consumption as well as the amount of time each component is active. A one-time process for generating
the power models for various components can be developed by conducting some pre-determined
series of operations on the robot (e.g. Figure 3.2) either manually or by programming operations
in the robot’s embedded computer. When an additional component (hardware) is added to the
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robot, the robot’s existing power model is updated. This feature makes the energy prediction
algorithm modular and expandable for future modifications in the robot.

Figure 3.2: Sequence of operations to determine power models of various components in a
mobile robot.

The instantaneous power consumption of the mobile robot is the sum of power consumed by
static and dynamic power consuming components. Components such as computer, controllers,
and communication devices consume steady-state power Pstatic (without many fluctuations).
Whereas components such as sensors and motors whose power consumption dynamically varies
based on their usage are categorised as dynamic components with power Pdynamic . The instantaneous power P i at time instant i is given by:
Pi =

n1
X
i=1

i
Pstatic
+

n2
X

i
Pdynamic
, where n = n1 + n2

(3.1)

i=1

Here, n1 is the number of static components, n2 is the number of dynamic components and n is
the total number of components in the mobile robot. The energy consumed by a component j is
the summation of the power consumed by that component during the time (tj ) the component is
active.
E cj =

tj
X

Pcij

[J]

(3.2)

i=1

To obtain the total energy consumed by the robot (Ec ) in driving along a path of length p for tp
seconds, integrate all the n components’ energy consumption as follows:
Ec = Estatic + Edynamic ,
Z tp X
n
Ec =
(Gicj · Pcij ) dt,
0

j=1

(3.3)
(3.4)
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where Pcij is the maximum power consumed by a component j at time instant i and Gicj is the
weight function applied to each component based on its type as follows:

Gicj



1



= α




0

when component j is active and static,
when component j is active and dynamic,
when component j is passive.

The parameter α ≤ 1 depends on the duty cycle (if it’s a motor) or the frequency f (if it’s
a sensor) of the dynamic component that is active at the instant i. For static components, the
maximum power consumed is equal to the average power consumed by them. For instance,
the static components such as computers and controllers are always active in a mobile robot,
whereas the communication devices need not necessarily be active all the time but can be passive
for some duration. The power consumed by a sensor operating at a frequency f can be modelled
using a linear equation involving two constants s1 and s2 as [104]:
Psensors = s1 ∗ f + s2 .

(3.5)

The motion power depends on various parameters such as the linear velocity υ and angular
velocity ω, the linear and angular accelerations a, ω̇ , the mass of the robot m and the slope of
the surface α.
i
Pmotion
= f (υ, ω, a, ω̇, m, α).

(3.6)

Most of the mobile robots use multiple DC motors for locomotion with wheels, tracks or modular arrangements. The power model for DC motor with velocity υ and acceleration υ̇ at time
instant i is given in [108] as follows:
2

2

i
= C1 · ai + C 2 · υ i + C3 · υ i + C 4 + C5 · ai
Pmotion

+ C 6 · ai · υ i .

(3.7)

The parameters C1 , C2 , · · · , C6 depend on the motor and wheel characteristics such as torque
constants, damping force, load inertias, and the nature of the travelling surface. When the robot
travels a pre-defined path, the initial and final velocities are zero, and therefore the motion power
model can be reduced to:
2

Emotion

2

i
Pmotion
= C1 · ai + C 2 · υ i + C3 · υ i + C 4 ,
Z tp
2
2
(C1 · ai + C2 · υ i + C3 · υ i + C4 ) dt.
=
0

(3.8)
(3.9)
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The total energy consumed by a robot is given below as a sum of energy consumed by computer,
controller, sensors, motors and communication devices.
Ec = Ecomp + Econ +

ns
X

Esenj +

j=1

nm
X

Emotionj + Ecom .

(3.10)

j=1

Once the power model is generated, it can be used to calculate the on-line energy consumption of each component while the robot is performing some task or can be used to predict
the energy requirements before the mission based on the nature of the tasks. The list of active components at any instant is determined by the operator (manual teleoperation) or by the
program (autonomous). Different tasks or missions exhibit different energy consumption behaviour; nevertheless, the energy characterisation will allow the operator to optimise the energy
consumption.
Let Ea be the total energy available in a mobile robot. Since the aim is to predict the energy
consumed during/before a mission, the dynamics of the total available energy capacity in a robot
(that depends on the battery chemistry) is out of scope of this chapter and treated Ea as constant.
The reserve energy available at any instant is given by:
Eri = Ea − Eci .

(3.11)

Let us assume that the robot is active for tn seconds during a mission of travelling a path of
length dp with a constant velocity υp . The time taken by a robot to travel the distance tp =

dp
υp

(such that tp ≤ tn ) is the time during which the motors are active. The energy needed to execute
this mission En and the reserve energy Er after the execution of this mission will be:

3.2.1

En = (Pstatic · tn + Pmotion (υ i , ai ) · tp ),

(3.12)

Er = Ea − En .

(3.13)

Energy prediction algorithm

The energy prediction algorithm for the proposed method is summarised in the algorithm 1. In
the algorithm, x(t) is the current position and xd is the destination position, v(t) is the current
velocity and vtarget is the target velocity, a(t) is the current acceleration, α is the slope of the
surface in which the robot is moving, f is the frequency of operation (usually for sensors),
Pipredicted is the predicted power for ith component considering all the parameters affecting the
power consumption, the Prediction(i) is the power model function depending on the component
i, Eipredicted is the predicted energy for ith component, Ec is the energy consumed by the mobile
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robot, Em is the maximum energy stored by the battery in the mobile robot, Ea is the energy
available for the rest of the mission execution.
The algorithm works as follows: It first acquires the necessary data from the sensors (such as
voltage, current, speed, acceleration, and surface slope) and from internal memory (such as
time, component active status, and operational frequency of sensors); then it uses power models
of the respective components and the pre-acquired data to compute the energy consumption of
individual components in the robot; once the energy consumption is calculated, the algorithm
keeps monitoring the robots’ activity and compares the remaining energy level with the required
energy level for a task completion or for the robot to return back to the control station; based
on the current energy levels, decisions are made whether to continue the existing tasks (if the
remaining energy is adequate) or to return back to control station if the remaining energy is
inadequate or to receive aid from the operator on making complicated decisions.
Algorithm 1 Energy prediction algorithm for mobile robots.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:

while x(t) <= xd do
Measure the instantaneous voltage and current
Obtain the (temporal) activity information for each component in the mobile robot
Obtain the speed, acceleration, slope, frequency and related values for each component
Obtain slope α for the current position (x ∈ R2 )
for i in 1 to N do % N = number of active components for which power models are
available
Pmotion = Prediction(v(t), a(t), α)
Psensors = Prediction(f(t))
Pstatic = Prediction(i)
Eipredicted = Epredicted + (Pstatic + Pmotion + Psensors ).t
end for
P
i
Ec = N
i=1 Epredicted
Ea = Em − Ec
end while
if Ea < Energy required for going back to charging station then
Stop executing the task and wait for operator commands
end if
if Ea < Energy required for executing a given task then
Take necessary backup actions and alarm the operator
end if

3.3 Experimental evaluation
The proposed energy prediction method has been implemented off-board on two types of mobile
robots for experimental evaluation. The first one is a small autonomous commercial mobile
robot called Khepera III [61] produced by the K-team corporation and the another is a large
mobile robot platform called TIM (developed at CERN). These two mobile robots of different
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sizes (in the order of two) are chosen to test the scalability of the proposed method and to make
sure that the proposed method can be applied to wide range of mobile robots. The youBot was
not available at CERN when these experiments are conducted and reported in the publications
[35], [36], and hence only the above mentioned platforms are used in this work.
The experimental setup and the experiments conducted in both of the platforms are different
from each other as the size and shape of the platform, the types of environments they are deployed and the nature of the applications they can be used are all dissimilar. In the following
subsections, the experimental evaluation and results using these two platforms are discussed
separately.

3.3.1

Experiments with Khepera mobile robot

(a) Inner view.

(b) Outer view.

Figure 3.3: Khepera III mobile robot used in the experiments.
Power characterisation of various components
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(a) Motion power with respect to the speed of locomotion.

(b) Power characterisation of the Khepera III mobile robot.

Figure 3.4: Measured power models for Khepera mobile robot components.

The Khepera III mobile robot (127x123x70 mm3 , Figure 3.3), produced by the K-team Corporation, has an inbuilt smart battery monitoring system providing the current state of the battery
(voltage, current, capacity remaining, and temperature) and hence this robot is selected to start
with the experiments so that no additional hardware module (e.g. current sensor) is needed. The
Khepera III powered by a rechargeable Li-polymer battery pack of 1400 mAh, has 2 DC brushed
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servo motors, 11 infra-red sensors and 5 ultrasonic sensors. Korebot II, a mini-computer (extension module) that hosts Bluetooth and Wi-Fi communication modules is added to the Khepera
III robot. The voltage and current values are recorded at a sampling frequency of 20 Hz.
As soon as the robot is started, the power consumed by various components is recorded by activating or controlling the components one by one. Programs for deriving the power models from
a series of operations (Figure 3.4b) and calculating the energy consumption of each component
(by determining the duration for which each component is active) are written in MATLAB and
tested with the robot’s datasets created during the experiments. Initially the computer is turned
on and hence Pcomp is calculated. Then, the controllers are activated and the power Pcon is
noted. Each other component’s power consumption is calculated by subtracting from the previous power value after the activation of the respective components.
Since all sensors data are needed during teleoperation to ensure safety of the robot and surroundings, all the sensing elements are active at maximum frequency throughout the experiments. Motors are the only dynamic components. Hence the static power component is the
sum of sensing, controller and computer power. Pstatic = Psen + Pcomp + Pcon + Pcom and
Pdynamic = Pmotion . The computer consumes an average 0.5 W power. Therefore, the sensing
and control power is obtained by subtracting 0.5 W from the static power.
As the Khepera mobile robot is small in size and mass, the power model for locomotion is assumed (and is evident in the experiments) to be linear with respect to the average speed (of both
motors) and the only cases considered are constant payload on a flat surface. However for bigger
robots, this assumption does not hold true and hence the motion energy model (Equation 3.7 or
Equation 3.9) should be used instead. The acceleration effects are negligible when compared
to the effect of velocity on power consumed by the motor [104]. Hence, the Equation 3.9 can
further be reduced adding the effect of payload mass mp as:
i
= Cυ · υ i + Cmp · mp + CI ,
Pmotion

where the parameter CI depends on the robot’s mass mr and its inertia.

Figure 3.5: Mobile robot path during tasks.

(3.14)
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(a) Measured speed, power and energy during
task A .

(b) Measured speed, power and energy during
task B .

Figure 3.6: Experimental tasks performed and the measured energy values during the operation.

The power consumption of static components is observed to be almost constant (average values are used). The range of speed used in teleoperation experiments is 28 mm/s - 138 mm/s. With
the measurement of motion power corresponding to the speed and payload of the robot (Figure 3.4a), a least square fit to the Equation 3.14 can be applied to the measured data arriving at
the following equation:
i
Pmotion
= 2.4 · υ i + 0.22 · mp + 0.36.

(3.15)

The generated power model is used for the energy prediction modelling system. It can be noted
that the Wi-Fi module consumes significantly higher power than other components.
To verify the accuracy of the energy prediction models, two different types of tasks with the
robot travelling from point A to point B are conducted. For the experiments, the total time
for completing the task tn = 125 s and the time for motion is tp = 100 s. The measurements
sampling time dt = 50 ms.
The first task (task A ) is to run the robot with same velocity but with different static power consumers (i.e. the dynamic power consumption remains same in both case). In this scenario, the
A
robot performed the task twice, one using Wi-Fi module (taskW
i−F i ) and again using BlueA ). The robot moved at a constant velocity υ = 56 mm/s. The measured
tooth module (taskBt

speed, power and energy for taskA (Figure 3.6a) show a minor power change at 70 s due to a
small speed bump on the path. The second task (task B ) is to circulate the robot in the robot
arena (with point A as the origin) at different velocities.
The total energy drawn by the robot can be calculated by using the instantaneous power values
(using voltage and current measurements) as follows:
Eref =

tn
X
i=0

V i · I i.

(3.16)
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This energy value (Equation 3.16) is used as the ground truth reference value against which the
predicted energy value using the energy models (Equation 3.4) are compared. The predicted
A
A
energy values Epred for taskW
i−F i and taskBt are computed using the derived power models

and the Equation 3.4, Equation 3.15 and Equation 3.13.

Figure 3.7: Comparison of predicted versus measured energy values with speed for task B .

3.3.2

Experiments with TIM platform

Figure 3.8: The Train Inspection Monorail (TIM) mobile robot (train-like) platform in the LHC
mock-up facility at CERN.
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A modular robotic platform called "Train Inspection Monorail" (TIM) is a development project
at CERN for conducting remote radiation survey and inspections [16]. The TIM platform is
specifically designed to conduct radiation measurements and visual inspections over the 27 km
circular tunnel of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). It is mounted on a overhead monorail which
initially intended for powering the transport vehicles during the installation of the magnets in
the LHC tunnel. The TIM prototype platform is a train-like modular structure consisting of five
wagons, has a size of ca. 1000x30x30 cm3 (LxWxH), and can travel at a maximum realisable
speed of up to 6.5 km/h, in slopes up to 1.44 and it weighs around 600 to 700 kg. The TIM
prototype platform is battery powered and at the time of testing is installed on a 50 m long
monorail test bench (LHC mock-up) facility at CERN. Figure 3.8 shows the structure and design
of the TIM platform mounted on the monorail in the LHC mock-up facility.
The energy prediction method proposed in section 3.2 has been modified and adapted to suit the
TIM’s programming requirements and implemented off-board due to practical reasons, however
the method is tested using the data-sets extracted from the real platform. The data-sets from
the train are obtained by means of running the train in various possible cases for more than 2
months. For more details on the TIM structure, the programming logic controller (PLC) program
structure in TIM, and the experimental trials made, one can refer to [109].
Based on the mechanical design of the train, the locomotion power for the TIM motion is given
by the following equation:
Pmotion =

1
ηtransmission

(

9.I.a(t)
+5.m.(a(t)+g. sin(α)+µ.g. cos(α))−2.µ.Z) v(t) [W ], (3.17)
R2

where I is the motor inertia = 7.2 kg.m2 , a is the acceleration, R is the wheel radius = 50 mm,
m is the mass of each wagon = 100 kg, µ is the coefficient for rolling resistance of each wagon
= 0.005, g is the acceleration due to gravity = 9.8 sm2 , α is the angle of slope in monorail, Z is
the upward force acting against the monorail to avoid slipping of the wheels, ηtransmission is the
mechanical transmission efficiency and v is the velocity of the train.
The current and voltage are measured using a Hall effect sensor and a voltage sensor on-board
the TIM. The energy prediction system is implemented as an energy manager in the PLC program of the train and its structure is shown in figure 3.9. The effects of energy consumption of
the train due to speed, acceleration and slope effects are considered. Figure 3.10 shows the graph
of the power and energy consumption with respect to the speed on movement. A polynomial
equation is fitted for the corresponding curves and is also shown in the figure. The pattern of
power and energy consumption for motion is consistent with the pattern for the Khepera robot
which implies that the assumed prediction models are scalable.
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Figure 3.9: Structure of the energy prediction system adapted to the TIM platform.

Figure 3.10: Power and energy consumption values w.r.t. the steady-state speed of the TIM
mobile platform.

In figure 3.11, the effects of acceleration and deceleration on the robots’ power and energy
consumptions are shown. The power consumed by the robot is proportional to the speed of
locomotion, and is higher when the acceleration is higher as could be observed from this figure
where the current drawn at the steady-state speed increases with increase in acceleration. On
the contrary, the energy consumed by the robot at the end of the task remains more or less
consistent with acceleration (although the energy consumed to achieve the steady-state speed
is lower when the acceleration rates are higher). This behaviour could be attributed to the fact
that the time taken to complete a given task is inversely proportional to the acceleration and
deceleration rates.
The maximum current drawn by the robot while reaching the steady-state speed is proportional
to the acceleration rate and therefore, the acceleration rates are limited by the maximum current
that can be delivered by the battery at any instant of time (the discharge current and the rate
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of discharge can have adverse effects on the performance of a battery and its residual capacity
[110]).

Figure 3.11: Speed, current, voltage, power, and energy values of TIM while travelling a distance of 30m at 6.5 km/h (accelerating and decelerating).

3.4 Results and discussions
The results and outcome of the proposed energy prediction method on Khepera robot and TIM
platform are presented in the following subsections separately.

3.4.1

Results from Khepera mobile robot

Figures 3.12 and 3.7 show the comparison of the reference energy values (computed with the
measured data) and the predicted energy values (computed with the energy prediction models).
The energy prediction error is calculated as:
Error(%) =

Eref − Epred
· 100.
Eref

(3.18)
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Figure 3.12: Comparison of measured (reference) and predicted energy values in Khepera robot
(top). Prediction error of the proposed energy prediction method (bottom).

The mean error of the model-based energy calculation is 1.6% (with a range of -2.8% to +3.8%.
This proves that this method is highly accurate for application to energy prediction system to
small-scale robots.
Considering the prediction error as 4% (Equation 3.18), measurement error with the current and
voltage transducers as 2% (from the transducer specifications), and a standard deviation from
the average values as 4% (Equation 3.5), the energy prediction system should have a margin of
at least 10% for effective energy prediction and mission panning.
In the future work, effects such as battery’s lifetime, proper cycling of charging and discharging
the batteries and recovering energy through regenerative braking can be considered for a more
accurate energy prediction algorithm.

3.4.2

Results from TIM platform

The energy predicted using the proposed method and the actual consumed energy measured
using an industrial Ampere-hour meter device manufactured by Hoppecke GmBH is presented
in figure 3.13. The energy consumption (Ah) is converted to the remaining battery percentage
(%) by using the equation:
Battery percentage =

Energyavailable − Energyconsumed
Energyavailable

[%].

(3.19)

The figure 3.13 also shows the prediction error (in %) calculated on the same basis as given in
the equation (3.18). An example of the performance of the power consumption prediction can
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Figure 3.13: Comparison of battery remaining energy percentage calculated using measured
energy and predicted energy values in TIM robot (top). Error in energy consumption prediction
(bottom).

Figure 3.14: Example of predicted and measured power consumption values for TIM while
travelling a distance of 30 m (top). Speed and acceleration values during this task (bottom).

be seen in figure 3.14. For instance, the prediction model calculated the energy consumption
as 12.73 kJ for a task of TIM making a displacement of 30 m with acceleration of 0.3 m/s2 and
deceleration of 0.3 m/s2 and with a steady-state speed of 6.5 km/h (1.86 m/s). For the same task, the
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measured energy consumption value 13.16 kJ. This means that the prediction model has around
5% accuracy in this example. This example is shown to provide an intuitive understanding on
the performance of the proposed energy prediction method.
Essential results are reported in this thesis and the detailed results and discussions of the energy
prediction and management system including the implemented full-scale off-line energy prediction algorithm in the TIM platform are published in the CERN internal report "TIM pre-series
energy management system specifications" [109]. The reference [109] also contains information
on the maximum slope and acceleration capabilities of the TIM prototype given a specific zone
(regions) inside the LHC by considering the power and energy consumption models.

3.5 Energy-efficient strategies for wireless communications
The total energy consumed by a robot depend on the type of wireless communication methods
used and the intensity of the tasks. Let us consider an example case with the Khepera mobile
robot to demonstrate energy efficiency by choosing different wireless communication methods
for a particular task. To travel from point A to point B, the energy saving made by operating the
Khepera robot at higher speed (138 mm/s) is 73% compared to operating the robot at 28 mm/s
(based on Figure 3.7). From this study, it can be observed that around 33% of energy can be
saved by using the Bluetooth module instead of the Wi-Fi module for communication. However,
the Bluetooth wireless standard has more constraints than Wi-Fi (such as less distance range,
lower data rate capability). If the robot is operated at maximum speed and does not use any
communication device, then the energy savings (computed using energy models) can be up
to 83%. Hence, based on the system’s needs and requirements, appropriate communication
methods have to be selected to minimise energy consumption.
It can be noted from the figure 3.10 that the behaviour of power and energy consumption with
respect to locomotion speed of a mobile robot can be different. Therefore, using energy consumption models is a more reliable method (than using power models as in [105], [106]) to plan
or manage the energy autonomy of the robot. For instance, if the Khepera robot is operated at
maximum speed and does not use any communication device, then the energy savings (computed using energy models) can be up to 83%. Whereas, if only the power models were used for
this analysis (e.g. [104]), the savings made in total power consumption would be 30%.
In addition to the advantage of energy savings by using energy prediction models, the tasks to
be performed can be well planned to meet the energy and communication demands of the robot
with the help of energy simulations. The simulated energy consumption models can be used
to optimise and prepare robotic interventions by simulating the energy and communication requirements. For instance, Player/Stage [111] and Gazebo in Robot Operating System (ROS)
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[112] are widely used simulator tools [113] in the robotics research community to test robots’
performance in a given environment. If the energy models are integrated into such simulators, it
will be possible to simulate the energy consumption for specific tasks, situations and surroundings, and using these simulations, the wireless communication strategies can be optimised to
suit the task and mission requirements of the intended telerobotic operations.

3.6 Summary
A novel energy prediction method was proposed in this chapter. Literature review suggested that
there was no common approach for creating power and energy consumption models of various
components of mobile robot and hence a generic modular approach for building power models
and predicting the energy consumption of a mobile robot was proposed. The proposed method
was designed to be run on-line as well as off-line and could be incorporated in mobile robots
as a modular addition. The energy prediction method was implemented in two mobile robots: a
small Khepera mobile robot, and a large train-like mobile robot developed in-house at CERN.
These two experimental platforms had large differences in size, shape, structure, application
capabilities. Several experiments were conducted to verify the performance of the proposed
method. The prediction results obtained from the experiments on a small-scale mobile robot
(Kehepera III) and a large-scale mobile robot (TIM), shown in the figures 3.13 and 3.12 respectively, demonstrated that the proposed energy prediction algorithm was accurate considering a
maximum 10% prediction error. The results had shown that the energy prediction model is indeed suitable to wide variety of mobile robots. The proposed energy prediction method also
provided opportunities for discovering various hardware and software defects or faults in the
TIM and helped in diagnosing and rectifying such faults and defects [109].

Chapter 4

Communication range prediction
methods using RSS models
This chapter deals with the validation of radio signal propagation models and their
use in predicting wireless communication range before (off-line) and during (on-line) a
robotic mission. As the operational (practical) communication range can be predicted
with the help of the radio signal strength (RSS) parameter, RSS prediction techniques
will be discussed in this chapter. In the first section, the prediction of the RSS before
the mission execution using an extended log-normal shadowing model (ELNSM) will
be discussed after analysing the RSS characteristics. This strategy will permit the
operators to plan the robotic mission accordingly before deploying the mobile robot
in the environment. In the second section, a novel method using Kalman filters and
Gaussian process models will be proposed to predict the RSS when the mobile robot is
executing its missions assuming an unknown environment.
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4.1 Off-line communication range prediction method
Radio signal transmission characteristics are specific to the environment where the mobile robot
is deployed. Understanding the radio signal propagation characteristics in the environment
where the telerobotic application is sought, is a key part of achieving a reliable wireless communication link between a mobile robot and control station. The radio signal strength (RSS) is
a measure of radio signal range. Therefore, using RSS prediction methods, the communication
range for a particular setup can be predicted. In this section, the theoretical and experimental
characteristics of radio propagation are investigated with respect to time, distance, location and
surrounding objects. A case study of a typical telerobotic application in an underground facility
at CERN is presented for demonstrating the RSS prediction methodology. Based on experimental analysis of the proposed RSS prediction method, it is shown how a commercial wireless
system such as Wi-Fi can be made suitable for a case study application at CERN.

4.1.1

Preliminaries to off-line RSS prediction

For telerobotic applications in radiation environments, the main wireless communication challenges to be considered are that the robot should be able to travel long distances in hostile or
tunnel like environments and should be able to transmit large amount of data in very short time.
Having a reliable communication link with the robot [114] is essential to avoid the need for
personnel access to recover the robot in the event of communication failure.
Wireless communication avoids the cable disconnection problem typical of wired communication, which occurs when a cable is broken as a result of a physical damage during operation.
Therefore, wireless communication is preferable to remotely operate mobile robots in such environments.
On the other hand, wireless communications have also found to be unreliable [2], [23]. However,
wireless communication offers solutions to some of the fundamental challenges of all tethered
communication systems with benefits such as low maintenance, high robustness against failures
stemming from physical damage, less manpower needed for managing the tethers and ease of
mobility.
Underground tunnels are generally very challenging environments for radio communications [2],
[23]. It is observed in [23] that, the behaviour of radio signals is very different in underground
mines compared to that in outdoor and line-of-sight (LOS) environments. Hence, there is a
need to predict and investigate how radio signals behave in scientific facilities such as at CERN
so as to properly design the wireless communication system and ensure reliability. The first
step in increasing a wireless network performance is predicting the environment beforehand by
understanding the radio signal propagation characteristics specific to that environment.
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The contributions of this section are three-fold:
1. Experimental analysis of temporal, spatial and environmental characteristics of radio signal propagation in an underground scientific facility;
2. Prediction of communication range of the mobile robot by the use of the signal strength
and the link quality;
3. And a strategy to verify the applicability of an available wireless network setup in a telerobotic application.
This section is organised as follows: firstly, the case study application is explained and the
wireless network requirements for this case study application is presented; secondly, the scope
of the experiments to be conducted are defined; then, the experimental test-bed is described, the
measurement parameters are discussed and the signal propagation characteristics are analysed;
lastly, the results of the experimental tests are discussed in relevance to an available wireless
network using Wi-Fi technology.

4.1.1.1 Communication quality measurement metrics
Revisiting the background on the communication theory discussed in section 2.3, the communication channel capacity C in a wireless network, according to Shannon’s capacity theorem [72],
is related to the RSS as shown in the equation below (derived from the equation (2.5)):
C = B log2 (1 +

RSSmW
)
PN

[Mbit/s],

(4.1)

where B is the frequency bandwidth of the channel and PN is the absolute power of the noise
in the channel. This indicates that the data rate of the wireless network (which is a measure of
the channel capacity C) depends on the received signal strength.
The theory behind the received signal strength is explained in the section 2.2. The RSS is equal
to the difference in the transmitted power PT and the path loss P Ld over a distance d, as given
in the equation (4.2),
RSS = PT − P Ld

[dBm].

(4.2)

The quality of communication links is a function of many variables including location, distance,
direction and time [115]. To estimate the distance coverage of radio signal propagation, it is
required to analyse the Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) and Link Quality Indicator
(LQI) at the receiver end. The latency of the communication network can be measured by using
the Round Trip Time (RTT) metric. The definitions of the three metrics to be measured are given
below.
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RSSI: Measure of the received signal strength. The signal strength mainly depends on the
antenna output power and the distance between the transmitter and the receiver. The
RSSI = RSS in this work. Therefore, both RSS and RSSI terms are interchangeable.
LQI: Shows the quality of wireless connection. There are several definitions for the LQI and it
usually refers to the percentage of packets transmitted successfully.
RTT: Round trip time for a packet to travel from transmitter to the receiver.
Both the RSSI and LQI are non-linear with respect to distance as there are many other factors
affecting link quality such as reflections and interference. If there are too many wireless stations
in a wireless network, interferences may occur resulting in loss of messages. Reference [66]
explains why the RSSI alone is not enough as a measurement parameter because the interference
experienced on a link cannot be inferred via RSSI measurements, but can be measured by the
LQI. Therefore both RSSI and LQI measurements are needed for link quality assessment and
the RT T measurement is needed for latency measurement.

4.1.1.2 Case study application: ISOLDE Vision system for remote handling
ISOLDE (The Isotope Separator On-Line facility at CERN) experimental area is one of the high
radiation area at CERN with a radiation dose rate of 100 mSv/h at 50 cm from the radioactive
target after 1 hour of decay [28]. Figure 4.1 shows the floor plan of the ISOLDE area.
There are two industrial robots STAUBLI RX 170 used to transfer the used targets [116] from
the target irradiation supports (C,D) to the target storage area (G) and pick up new targets from
(B), a target interchange point. These robots are preprogrammed and the operator selects the
sequence of operations from a dedicated control room (A) outside the ISOLDE facility.
However, in some situations such as robot teaching, the operator has the need to visually monitor
the robot’s movements. For such real-time monitoring, it is desirable that a reliable wireless
video transmission system mounted on a small mobile robotic vehicle such as KUKA youBot
[58] is used to transmit the live camera feeds monitoring the industrial robots. In the figure 4.1,
the red coloured portions indicate the area where this application is desired.
The communication requirements for this application are mentioned as an "example application"
in the table 2.1. It based on HD transmission of two good quality videos so that the operator
can observe the environment more in detail including small sparks in the Faraday cages inside
the ISOLDE facility. In this chapter, the vision system application at ISOLDE is used as a case
study.
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Figure 4.1: ISOLDE experimental facility at CERN.

4.1.2

Experimental analysis of the radio signal parameters

Radio signal parameters in indoor environments (for applications such as localisation [117],
[118]) exhibit relatively different behaviours compared to the parameters in unstructured environments (such as underground tunnels and scientific settings), where the non-line-of-sight
(NLOS) nature of the radio signal propagation has immense impact in the RSS [2], [23]. Mathieu Boutin et al. [24] analyse the NLOS propagation in tunnels and compare the characteristics
of path amplitude and delay spread in a received signal from multiple paths. They suggest that
further narrow-band and wide-band measurement campaigns should be also undertaken in galleries with different configurations as the wireless propagation in underground mine tunnels can
be a challenge to model accurately in view of the complexity of the environment. Signal propagation simulation tools such as WISE [119] predict the received signal in an indoor RF channel.
However, such tools rely on many parameters and are limited to outdoor and LOS situations.
One of the observations by Chou et. al. [120] suggests that for a wireless link, there is a trade-off
between the maximum achievable data rate and the packet delivery latency. The latency of radio
propagation in scientific facilities is not found in the literature.
The main reasons for conducting experimental analysis of the RSS are:
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1. According to [24], using the theories and analysis available in the literature, it is not very
simple to quickly predict the signal propagation behaviour in underground environments
because the characteristics for each environment are very different;
2. No study is found that analyses the effects of radio signal latency in scientific and tunnel
facilities.

Therefore, experiments have been conducted to investigate the spatial, temporal and environmental characteristics of radio signal strength and latency in a scientific facility at CERN.

Figure 4.2: ECN3 tunnel area at CERN showing the location of the radio transmitter (point A
in figure 4.4).

Since there is relatively little propagation measurement data available for underground environments, it is important to take into account the impact of various environmental characteristics so
that several simulations of link qualities using empirical values can be performed [24]. Conducting experiments at ISOLDE was not allowed during its operation as it is a highly radioactive area
[28]. Therefore, experiments are conducted in a tunnel area called ECN3 (shown in the figures
4.2 and 4.3) which was not in operation and hence was available for tests.
Even though the ISOLDE and ECN3 facility are different, using ECN3 as the test facility allowed experimented and analytic techniques to be developed and will provide information on
how well results obtained in one facility (ECN3) can be applied to another one (ISOLDE area).
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Figure 4.3: ECN3 tunnel area at CERN - view from the tunnel entrance.

Figure 4.4: Floor plan of the ECN3 tunnel at CERN.

4.1.2.1 Methods and materials
In these experiments one static wireless transmitter (ProSafe Dual Band Wireless-N Access
Point WNDAP350 [121]) and five compact Wi-Fi receiver stations are used (Zyxel NWD2105
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[122]). The transmitter [121] uses IEEE 802.11n 2.4 GHz standards with maximum transmit
power PT = 20dBm, maximum data rate of 144.44M bit/s. The receiver [122] had receive
sensitivity threshold RS of −64dBm at 64Mbit/s and −82dBm at 11Mbit/s.
The transmitter is fixed at point A in figure 4.4 and the receiver stations are mounted at different
positions (and orientations) on a KUKA youBot mobile robot as shown in figure 4.5. The
omnidirectional capability in youBot [58] made it the best choice for the experiments because
of space and size and space restrictions in the environment. A computer running on Ubuntu
operating system on-board the youBot is used for computing.

Figure 4.5: youBot mobile robot used in the tests. Many wireless receivers are mounted on the
youBot in different orientations.

The values of RSSI and LQI are obtained by using the iwconf ig command in Linux. Each
RSSI and LQI measurement is the average of 100 samples of 10 ms interval each. The values
of measured RSSI and LQI and the method of measurement depend on the manufacturer of
the wireless device. For Zyxel NWD2105, the RSSI is equal to the received power in dBm,
RSSI = RSS. And the LQI is the percentage of successfully transmitted packets.
LQI =

Number of successfully transmitted packets
Number of total transmitted packets

[%].

(4.3)

The ping command provides the RT T values for the respective receivers. The maximum number of bytes able to transfer at a time using ping is 65527 bytes (512 Kilobits). The RT T reading
for each receiver is the average of 10 samples. The average of the results from all receivers have
been obtained, so that the results are not device dependent.
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4.1.2.2 Experiments carried out

The variations of signal strength, link quality and the latency in the wireless channel are investigated for temporal, spatial and environment based characteristics. The three type of experiments
conducted are,
1. Temporal characteristics: measurement of time variation of RSSI, LQI for around 90
minutes at various distances in the ECN3 tunnel. The RT T variation with the amount of
data transmitted is also observed.
2. Spatial characteristics: the mobile robot is moved from one point to another point over a
distance of around 50 m through many environmental variations such as LOS and NLOS
situations, passing nearby metallic objects. The robot is moving at a speed of 0.2 m/s.
3. Environmental characteristics: the mobile robot is moved under a reinforced concrete
block and near to large metal objects and the RSSI variations are noted.
Figure 4.4 shows the floor plan of the ECN3 tunnel area and the location of the transmitter and
the receiver (youBot) indicating the path the mobile robot used to travel a distance of 37 m in X
direction (LOS) and 28 m in Y direction (NLOS). Each experiment is conducted twice and the
readings are averaged.
Changes in RSSI and LQI with respect to time, distance and environment variations are detected.
The RT T variations are measured with respect to distance and quantity of data transferred. The
results of these experiments are described in the following sections.

4.1.2.3 Temporal Characteristics
In [115], the authors say that it is highly possible to conserve the quality of a wireless link within
an hour and they observed RSSI variation within 5-6 dBm in a day, however this is in an indoor
environment. These measurements shown in figure 4.6, the RSSI variation over a period of 90
minutes at point B in the ECN3 tunnel had a mean of 23.22 dBm and a variance 8.75 dBm.
Figure 4.7 shows the temporal variation of RSSI at different distances from the transmitter.
It can be observed that, as the receiver is farther from the transmitter, the frequency of RSSI
variations with time got smaller but the magnitude of variation became larger.
The variation of RT T with distance and quantity of data transmitted (at a distance of 40m) can
be observed in figure 4.8 and a linear fit for this variation is given by the equation:
RT T = 0.0001bit + 2.3

[ms].

(4.4)
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Figure 4.6: RSSI and LQI variations with time.

Figure 4.7: RSSI variations with time at various distances.

This result correlates well with the observations in [77] where the RT T is observed as 1s for
transmission of five good quality video images at 2Mbit/s each over a distance of 50m.

Figure 4.8: RTT variation with quantity of data at various distances.
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4.1.2.4 Spatial Characteristics
The received signal power RSSI and the link quality LQI with respect to the distance have been
analysed in order to understand the spatial characteristics of the radio signals in underground
CERN facilities. It can be observed in figure 4.9 that, the decay of RSSI with distance followed
the log-normal distribution as expected [63]. Log-normal fits are applied to the measured data
considering the RSS values in LOS and NLOS regions.
The scatter points in the figure 4.9 correspond to the physical location points in figure 4.4. As
soon as the robot entered the NLOS region (point D), the decay became more rapid with distance
compared to the LOS region. As the receiver further moved into the deep NLOS region (point
F to point G), the wireless network became unreliable because the RSSI values reached very
near to the sensitivity threshold of the receiver (−82 dBm).
A linear regression (LR) method described in [63] is used to derive the empirical path loss
constants. The η value is obtained by equating the derivative of mean square error estimate Jn
of the path loss constant to zero,

dJ(n)
dn

J(n) =

= 0. The formula for Jn is:

k
X

(Pdi − Pd0 − 10η log

i=1

di 2
) .
d0

(4.5)

The σx value is calculated by substituting the estimated η value in the following equation:
σ2 =

J(n)
.
4

(4.6)

The reference distance used in calculations is d0 = 5m and the received power at the reference distance is Pd0 = −32 dBm. The path loss constant η and the variance of the Gaussian
distribution σx calculated using the experimental data from figure 4.9, are shown in Table 4.1.
The obtained path loss constants for the LOS, NLOS and deep NLOS regions in the ECN3
corresponds to outdoor region, obstructed factories region and obstructed in building regions
respectively in [63].
These empirical values which correspond to the environmental characteristics of the ECN3 tunnel can be useful in predicting the distance range of the wireless network in tunnel areas similar
to the ECN3 area. It is assumed that the propagation characteristics of ISOLDE experimental
area are similar to the ECN3 tunnel area, therefore the derived log-normal fit can be used in the
analysis of the case study application.
Figure 4.10 shows the behaviour of LQI versus distance. When the robot entered the deep
NLOS region (point F ), the link became unstable with very poor connectivity and the LQI
decreased linearly with distance d. The linear-fit equation for LQI variation with distance more
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Location
LOS (Point A to D)
NLOS (Point D to E)
Deep NLOS (Point F to G)

Path loss exponent, η
2.54
3.02
4.36

Variance σx
1.77
1.52
2.72

Table 4.1: Empirical values of path Loss constants found in experiments.

than 38m is:
LQI = −1.57d + 160

[%].

(4.7)

According to [123], the Packet Reception Ratio P RR which is equivalent to LQI, should be at
least 85% to consider the link as being of a good quality. Applying the threshold of 85% LQI
for a good connection, the distance range for good quality wireless link in the ECN3 tunnel is
48 m from the point A.

Figure 4.9: RSSI versus distance in the ECN3 tunnel.

Figure 4.10: LQI versus distance in the ECN3 tunnel.
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4.1.2.5 Environmental Characteristics
Radio signals suffer significant attenuation near some metallic surfaces due to reflections [23].
According to [63], the expected path loss for radio waves obstructed by a 4 m metal object is
10 − 12 dBm. To analyse the characteristics of metallic reflections and obstructions, the robot
is made to pass a meter wide metallic obstruction as shown in figure 4.11. Figure 4.12 show the
observed changes in RSSI caused by the reflections and obstructions due to metal objects. The
end-to-end variance in RSSI is 8.2 dBm which is consistent with the values in the literature
[63].

Figure 4.11: Metallic objects found in the test environment.

Figure 4.12: RSSI variation because of metallic objects.

Obstructions by reinforced concrete walls can also deteriorate the radio signal strength as the
radio waves find it difficult to penetrate through walls and reinforced concrete materials. The
expected path loss because of obstruction by a 0.6 m square reinforced concrete pillar is 12 − 14
dBm [63]. Figure 4.13 shows an half meter thick concrete block used for the experiments.
The mobile robot is driven between two concrete blocks and the changes in RSSI due to the
obstruction by these blocks are noted as shown in figure 4.14. The RSSI variance observed is
17.2dBm which compares to the 13 − 20 dBm path loss due to a concrete block wall in [63].
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Figure 4.13: Thick reinforced concrete block used for tests.

Figure 4.14: RSSI variation because of concrete block.

4.1.3

Prediction of communication range and communication qualities

In this section, the communication range achievable of the Wi-Fi system used in the experimental analysis, is predicted and using this prediction, the question of whether an available Wi-Fi
system can be suitable for the case study application at ISOLDE is discussed. As defined in
[124], "If the estimated received power is sufficiently large (relative to the receiver sensitivity),
the link budget is said to be sufficient for sending data under ideal conditions". The amount by
which the received power exceeds receiver sensitivity is called the link margin and is calculated
as follows:
Linkmargin = RSS − RS .

(4.8)

The wireless communication range and link quality can be improved by one or more of the
following approaches [124]:
• Increase the "transmit power PT " of the transmitter;
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• Have enough link margin considering the path loss of the environment;
• Relocating or repositioning the antennas.
Among these possibilities, Reference [124] recommends that adequate link margin is factored
into the link budget to overcome the multipath fading when designing a wireless system.

4.1.3.1 Communication range prediction
Let us assume that, for the case study application, the transmitter antenna is located at a point
which ensures LOS connectivity to all the points where the receiver robot can be placed. A link
margin of 18dBm is required to ensure 99% link availability (as a percentage of time) in LOS
conditions [124].
For ISOLDE area, a link margin that corresponds to inevitable RSSI fluctuations due to temporal variations and objects within the LOS has to be considered. This means that, for the receiver
used in tests with sensitivity threshold RS = −82 dBm, a strong wireless connection 99% of
time with an RSSI stronger than -64 dBm is maintained in LOS situations.
The variation of LQI with respect to RSSI in the ECN3 tunnel is shown in figure 4.15. A
linear fit for LQI with respect to RSSI is applied for RSSI values less than −40dBm.
LQI = 0.8RSSI + 140

[%].

(4.9)

It is evident from figure 4.15 that, to achieve a completely stable and reliable connection where
LQI = 100%, the RSSI should be greater than −57dBm in a 95% confidence interval. This
RSSI value corresponds to a distance of 35m in figure 4.9.
To satisfy the distance requirement of the case study application, an RSSI value of −57 dBm
is required at 40 m distance. In figure 4.9, at 40 m, the RSSI value is −60 dBm. Therefore, the
need of having an additional 3 dBm in the link budget can be solved by increasing the transmitter
power from 20 dBm to 23 dBm, the legal limit of maximum transmitter power (equivalent
to 200 mW ) in Europe for the 2.4 GHz unlicensed frequency band. Therefore, using a more
powerful transmitter or a receiver with better sensitivity threshold, according to theory, can be
used to solve the problem of meeting the requirement of maximum communication distance
reachable by the experimented Wi-Fi system in the ISOLDE vision system application.

4.1.3.2 Data rate and Latency prediction
For the ISOLDE application, a data rate of 5120

Kbit/s

is required to transmit two HD quality

video images. This means that, within one second, 5120 Kilobits should have been transmitted.
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Figure 4.15: LQI variations with RSSI.

Applying the data requirement at 40 m distance in equation (4.4), RT T value is obtained as
514ms, which can lead to two inferences.
1. 5120Kilobits of data can be transmitted within one second. Therefore, this system will
satisfy the data rate requirement,
2. Since the RT T = 2 ∗ Latency, the system latency is 257ms at 5120 Kbit/s. Therefore, a
latency requirement of 200ms is not achieved.
However, transmitting multiple packets with less amount of data in each packet, the latency
requirement can be met. Assuming that data are sent at 4 Mbps, the system latency will be 200
ms which meets the latency requirements for the case study application but not the data rate
requirement. Therefore, there is a trade-off between the latency and data rate requirement in a
wireless application.
Table 4.2 summarises the requirement and the observed possibilities for the case study application at ISOLDE.

Needed
Achievable with present system
Present system + more transmit power
Present system + less data rate

Distance
40 m
35 m
40 m
40 m

Data rate
5 Mbit/s
5 Mbit/s
5 Mbit/s
4 Mbit/s

Latency
200 ms
257 ms
257 ms
200 ms

Table 4.2: ISOLDE case study application: needs and calculated requirements.
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4.2 On-line communication range prediction method
Mobile robots used for sensing, inspection, search & rescue or exploration tasks need wireless
connectivity as its heartbeat. Two-dimensional spatio-temporal prediction of the radio signal
strength (RSS) in a wireless mobile robot network is essential in communication autonomy
computations, wireless positioning (localisation), and in providing communication-aware intelligence features.
In this section, a method to predict the radio signal range during a mission execution is presented.
This "on-line" distance autonomy prediction is realised by predicting the RSS in locations ahead
of the robots travel path. This method capacitate the mobile robot to predict the communication black spots (localised regions where a stable communication link cannot be maintained) in
advance and plan its motion accordingly. Towards this objective of "on-line" RSS prediction,
a state-of-the-art solution to quickly predict the future two-dimensional spatial and temporal
RSS values in an unknown complex environment such as underground tunnels where the fading
effects are significant, is described.

4.2.1

Preliminaries to on-line RSS prediction

Wireless communication in hostile environments (such as in scientific research facilities, indoor
or industrial settings) where the effects of reflection, multipath fading and shadowing are significant, present important connectivity issues [2], [125], [126]. A commonly used model for radio
signal propagation as a function of distance and time is the extended Log-Normal Shadowing
Model (ELNSM) as shown in the equation (2.3). The path loss fading is a slow process (largescale), whereas the fading due to shadowing and multipath effects are relatively medium-scale
and fast processes respectively. While the path loss fading is deterministic, the shadowing and
multipath fading are non-deterministic variables.
This model takes in account factors listed above but it requires the setting of many parameters
including the number of walls, floors, obstacles on the way of radio waves for modelling the
shadowing effects. The approach proposed in this section is to filter the RSS and predict the future RSS samples by applying a localised learning (fitting) and location-independent modelling
instead of trying to achieve a global location-specific model [127]. This RSS prediction could be
useful for communication-aware intelligence algorithms such as throughput threshold detection,
efficient motion planning, communication autonomy estimation. The ultimate objective of this
work is to predict the communication autonomy in time and distance so that the robot will not
lose its connection and had to be rescued from the site of deployment.
Predicting the wireless signal strength in temporal and spatial domain has been deeply investigated in [64], [127]–[130]. Characterisation and learning of the wireless channel parameters
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and their applications in motion planning for mobile robot networks are extensively studied in
[131], [132]. In [128], the authors used tri-weight kernel based RSS smoothing and prediction
of RSS using a linear fitting model. They have shown comparable improvement against the
auto-regressive (AR) prediction model. Temporal RSS prediction has been analysed in [129]
where the authors proposed Kalman filter (KF) based smoothing and prediction of future samples using a normalised cross correlation based filter. Fink, Beikirch, Voss, et al. [64] proposed
a Gaussian processes based model to estimate the future RSS samples in unknown environment.
Inspired by this probabilistic approach, a RSS prediction method that uses KF based smoothing and covariance estimation is proposed taking benefit from a Radial Basis Function kernel
function for modelling the shadow fading as a first order Markov-Gaussian process [127] and an
adaptive log-fit model for modelling the path loss fading.

4.2.2

Fast on-line RSS prediction using Kalman filters

The main focus in this section is to provide a solution for on-line RSS prediction that is reasonably accurate and computationally efficient. As it is well known that the Kalman Filters are fast,
efficient and useful in reliable on-line estimation and prediction [127], [129], a Discrete Kalman
Filter (DKF) is adopted in this work. The advantages of Gaussian process kernels are also leveraged by employing a Laplacian kernel (a Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel) for estimating the
prediction variances in spatial domain as this kernel is less sensitive to its correlation parameter
which in a dynamic environment has huge variation. The objective is an on-line and adaptive
solution using empirical model parameters as the environment (and its parameters) is assumed
to be unknown. The only assumption is that the robot can localise itself. Since the proposed
algorithm deals with empirical fitting, the proposal is departed from Gaussian process model
[64] because the computing cost of the covariance matrix inverse ([K − σ 2 I]−1 ) is expensive
(O(n3 )) if it’s updated in every iteration.
A moving average filter with a sliding window of N depending on the frequency of the wireless channel (such that the sampled distance > 10λ [128]) is used to mitigate the multipath
effects (RSS mp ). N = Nmin +

ν10λ
fs

where fs is the sampling frequency and ν the velocity

of robot. The attenuation in the RSS due to path loss (RSS pl ) is modelled with an empirical
log-fit (adaptive to the error) by minimising the linear least squares error (for fitting parameters α and β). A variogram modelling is followed as described in [127] for spatial correlation of RSS due to shadow fading (RSS sh ) as a Laplacian (exponential RBF) kernel function
k(x, y) = exp(− kx−yk
τs ) where τs is the correlation distance. An empirical variogram (γ̃(λ)) is
equated to the analytic variogram (γ(λ)) using eqn. (4.12) to obtain the parameters (cm ,cυ , and
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τs ), where λ is the lag distance.


γ(λ = cm 1 − e

(−

kλk
)
τs



(4.10)

+ cυ ,

N
i
1 X h ˜ sh
sh 2
˜
,
RSS k+λ − RSS k
γ̃(λ) =
2N

(4.11)

k=1

(4.12)

γ(λ) = γ̃(λ).

The DKF implementation is described as follows with the following system dynamics:
xk = Ak xk−1 + Bk uk + Gωk−1 ;

zk = Hxk + ǫk ,

(4.13)

where xk is the state vector, uk is the control input vector (in this case, it’s the distance from
the Access point), ω is the process noise vector ∼ N (0, cω ), zk is the measurement vector, ǫ
is the measurement noise vector ∼ N (0, cυ ), The matrices A, B, G and H are the respective
covariance Jacobian.
xk =
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"
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0
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0
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i
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(4.14)

(4.15)

The Ts is the sampling interval. N is the number of training samples. Initialisation, time and
measurement updates of the proposed DKF described in (4.13),(4.14),(4.15) are follows:

X̂0 =

"

RSS0

α=

0
N
P

#

, C0 =

"

1

1

#"

0 −1

cυ

0

0

cm
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1

0

#

,

(4.16)

β = x̄ − αū,

(4.17)

1 −1

(zi log di ) − N z̄log di

i=1
N
P

,
2

(log di ) − N log di

2

i=1

cυ = cυ +

N
1 X
(x̂i − (αui + β)),
N

(4.18)

i=1

cω = [1 − e(

−2Ts )
)
τs

]cm ,

(4.19)

x−
k = Ak X̂k−1 + Bk uk−1 ,

(4.20)

Ck− = Ak Ck−1 ATk + Gcω GT ,

(4.21)

Kk = Ck− H T (HCk− H T + cυ )−1 ,

(4.22)

−
x̂k = x−
k + Kk [zk − Hxk ],

(4.23)

Ck = [1 − Kk H]Ck− [1 − Kk H]T + Kk cυ KkT .

(4.24)
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4.2.3

RSS filtering and prediction algorithm

The process steps in the algorithm developed for the prediction of RSS while the mobile robot
is performing some movement is provided in the algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 On-line RSS prediction algorithm for mobile robots in unknown environments.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

Measure RSS M times (at the same location x = (x1 , x2 ) ∈ R2 with distance d =
p
x21 + x22 )
P
Apply temporal moving average filter. RSS = M
i=1 RSSi
Obtain the previous N filtered RSS samples. RSSi where i=1..N
Initialise the parameters as in equations (4.14) and (4.15).
Fit the RSS values for path loss using the linear fitting. RSS pl = α log(d) + β
Measure parameters α and β
Remove the RSS pl from the measured RSS values for further processing. RSS sh = RSS−
RSS pl
Compute the experimental variogram parameters τs , Cm cv by fitting the equation (4.12)
sk
))cm ;
Update the parameter cw = (1 − exp( −k2∗T
τs
Update the mode as in equation (4.13)
Perform time and measurement updates as in equations (4.24)
pl
sh = c (1 − exp( −kkk )) + c
p-step ahead prediction: RSSk+p
= X̂k+p ; RSSk+p
m
v
τs

The algorithm provides a functional flow of the algorithm implemented using the Matlab software and proceeds as follows: Measure the RSS samples ; perform temporal and spatial filtering;
determine RSS model and variogram parameters; perform time and measurement updates of the
DKF using the updated model parameters; and predict the future RSS samples for a given location.

4.2.4

Experimental evaluation of the on-line RSS prediction algorithm

The algorithm is implemented off-board the youBot mobile robot and is tested with RSS samples
measured with a youBot mobile robot in an underground scientific facility (having huge magnets
and metal objects) and inside a building (that exhibits an industrial setting characteristics) under
both LOS and NLOS. For these initial experiments, the filtering and prediction algorithm is not
embedded in the robot but done off-line. The results are presented in figure 4.16.
A Normalised Mean Square Error (NMSE) of RSS prediction at 22.2 m ahead (437 samples) as
0.89 E-4 is obtained. The resulted NMSE is significantly better than the results in [128]. The
Mean Absolute Error (MAS) for 20 m ahead prediction is 4.1 dBm and for less than 20m-ahead
prediction is less than 2 dBm which is up to twice better than the previous studies [128], [129].
The whole algorithm took less than 0.05 s per iteration (N = 50) in an Intel i7 2.9 GHz CPU
with 4GB RAM. The RSS is sampled at 10 Hz. This shows that the algorithm can perform
filtering and prediction before the next RSS is sampled.
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Figure 4.16: Results of the RSS filtering and prediction algorithm using DKF.

In figure 4.17, the shadowing part of the RSS RSS sh is presented as a variance bound over the
mean path loss RSS value RSS pl . The figure shows four plots: the black line is the measured
value at 5m ahead, the green line is the filtered value with DKF, the red line is the predicted
RSS mean value RSS pl , the green shaded region is the predicted shadowing variance RSS sh
applied over the predicted mean. It can be clearly observed that the actual measured values
lies mostly within the predicted mean and variance region, except in case of the transition from
LOS to NLOS around sample number 80. This is because of the change in the RSS pattern
as the environment evolves or changes, so it is acceptable and inevitable in a RSS prediction
scheme. It is interesting to note that the error in prediction lies within ±5 dBm, which is fairly
reasonable given the state-of-the-art methods such as in [64] show the prediction error of more
than ±20 dBm.
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Once the RSS is predicted at a given location ahead of the robot’s path, the distance autonomy
can effortlessly be estimated by applying a RSS threshold over which the link quality is sufficient
for maintaining the communication quality.

Figure 4.17: Results for 5m-ahead RSS prediction. Black line is the measured value at 5mahead. Green line is the filtered value with DKF. Red line is the predicted RSS mean value
RSS pl . Shaded region is the predicted shadowing variance RSS sh applied over the predicted
mean.

4.3 Summary
In this chapter, two RSS prediction schemes were presented that dealt with off-line and on-line
communication range prediction abilities. Both the proposed methods were demonstrated using
experimental analysis and the results were discussed following an explanation of the developed
algorithms.
In the first section, the off-line prediction method was presented which used the radio signal
parameters such as the radio signal strength indicator (RSSI), link quality indicator (LQI), and
the latency in data transmission. The off-line prediction method exploited the temporal, spatial and environmental characteristics of the radio signal propagation especially in scientific and
tunnel facilities. The outcome of the experiment to verify an available Wi-Fi system to suit the
ISOLDE case study application requirements was that the data rate requirement could be met
however, the distance requirement could be met only under LOS conditions, whereas the latency
requirement could be met only for low-quality video transmissions. An interesting finding was
that there should be a trade-off between the latency and data rate requirements, otherwise, powerful wireless transmitters and receivers (with better receive sensitivity and transmit power but
within the legal limits) will be needed.
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In the second section, a fast on-line RSS prediction method was presented. The on-line RSS
prediction scheme used the extended log-normal shadowing radio signal propagation model (defined in section 2.2) for modelling the path loss in the RSS, an exponential kernel for modelling
the shadowing fading part of the RSS, and a discrete Kalman filter (DKF) that integrated both
the path loss and shadowing models while simultaneously using their covariances for modelling
the multipath fading effects. The method took advantage of the DKF and RBF kernel function
for modelling Gaussian process. A mean prediction accuracy of more than 90% in predicting the
RSS up to 20m in advance was achieved and the results outperformed the state-of-the-art methods. The main limitation of the proposed method was that it can predict the RSS only in the
direction of travel. However, the future plan will be to overcome this limitation and implement
a two-dimensional RSS prediction mechanism with multi-sensor RSS sampling techniques.

Chapter 5

Communication quality optimisation
methods using spatial sampling

Improving the radio signal strength (RSS) at the mobile robot will optimise wireless
communication quality and the network throughput (and goodput). This chapter will
present the use of spatial sampling methods to receive the best RSS by exploiting the
mobility of the robot. Firstly, the proposed method to optimise the RSS at the receiver
will be presented together with related works, experimental evaluation, and the results
of the conducted experiments. Having experimentally verified the spatial sampling
methods for RSS improvement in the first section, the second section will describe a
case study application of the RSS spatial sampling methods in superior haptic teleoperation features where the operator can navigate a mobile robot in low-wireless signal
environment using the RSS haptic feedback.
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5.1 Robot position optimisation using RSS spatial sampling
Having reliable wireless communication in a network of mobile robots is an ongoing challenge,
especially when the mobile robots are given tasks in hostile or harmful environments such as
radiation environments in scientific facilities, tunnels with large metallic components and complicated geometries as found at CERN. In this section, a decentralised method for improving
the received signal strength and wireless network throughput by optimising the mobile robot
position using implicit spatial diversity concepts and spatial gradient search algorithms is presented. The effectiveness of the proposed algorithms is experimentally demonstrated with a
KUKA youBot omnidirectional mobile robot. The performance of the algorithms is compared
under various scenarios in an underground scientific facility at CERN.
CERN has around 50 km of underground scientific facilities, where mobile robots could help in
the operation of the particle accelerator facilities, e.g. in conducting remote inspections and radiation surveys in different areas [16], [18], [35], [133]. The main challenges to be recalled here
are not only that the robot should be able to go over long distances (longer than 200 m [18]) and
operate for relatively long periods, but also the underground tunnel environment, the possible
presence of electromagnetic fields, ionising radiations, the fact that the robots shall in no way
disrupt the operation of the accelerators, and should be able to avoid wireless communication
failures, radio interferences, multipath and deep fading effects [134].
Using umbilical cables rather than wireless system in such applications has some drawbacks and
the reasons why wireless communication is preferred over wired communication has already
been discussed in section 4.1.1. Wireless communication in underground mine tunnels had been
investigated in [2], [23] and the authors highlight the necessity of placing mobile robot nodes as
the wireless network did not perform well under non-line-of-sight (NLOS) condition.
The wireless system should be able to tolerate interferences and multipath effects [134]. Given
the dynamic changes in the wireless signal behaviour arising from movement of objects and
changes in the environment, optimising the mobile robot’s position will optimise the wireless
network performance of the mobile robot while performing the assigned tasks such as search,
inspection or survey.
In hostile environment where the robot is going to be deployed, it has to be taken into account
that several components of the wireless devices may fail or get damaged. This can for instance
happen due to radiation effects as discussed in the section 1.2. Hence, there is also a need for
redundancy features in the communication devices in order to avoid communication failures and
enable recovery in the event of failure.
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Referring back to equation (4.1), the wireless network capacity has a strong correlation with
the received radio signal strength. The higher the received RSS, the higher is the wireless network capacity (and eventually the goodput): an improvement of 1 dBm in RSS will trigger an
improvement of approximately 1 Mb/s in the network capacity when the RSS is above -86 dBm
[135].
Hence, in an attempt to improve the radio signal strength, a decentralised method is proposed for
wireless mobile robot positioning using a gradient search algorithm to optimise communication
link qualities at the mobile robot using the concept of spatial diversity (receiving radio signals
with multiple receivers at different positions). This method also integrates redundancy features
as will be discussed later. The main objective behind this work is thus to navigate the mobile
robot to a position where the received signal strength is a local maximum or at least above the
minimum threshold.
The main contributions in this section are the following:
1. A methodology for using simultaneous spatial and temporal measurements is proposed to
find the best RSS thereby enhancing the capacity and redundancy in the wireless network;
2. Experimental results of the proposed variants are provided with performance metrics such
as improvement in signal strength, time taken, distance travelled by the robot;
3. The objective of this research is also to investigate the time-independent methods for
RSS measurements (RSS sampled at the same time) compared to time-dependent methods
(RSS sampled at different times) used for localisation or motion planning.
The work described in this section is a step towards adding autonomy (or intelligence) for mobile
robots that can optimise their position in order to achieve optimised wireless communication
performance. The research work made in this chapter will act as the base for relay robots in the
next chapter (Chapter 6).

5.1.1

Related works

Spatial sampling methods and robot mobility have been used to improve and optimise wireless communication qualities by previous researches [136]–[140]. In [136], the authors suggest
motion planning techniques in a group of mobile robots to increase the robustness in wireless
networking. They propose a global search based method adopting a stochastic model for mobility planning for a group of robots. In [137], a team of mobile robots including ground and aerial
robots used wireless tethering concepts for collectively achieving a task of exploring the environment. The authors follow a decentralised approach and present an antenna diversity method
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for positioning the mobile robot using a gradient search technique, i.e., multiple antennas are
connected to a receiver and are used to sample the RSS at all the antennas to obtain the direction
of the highest RSS [141].
Gradient-based methods have proved a promising method for improving wireless connectivity
of mobile nodes [38], [138], [141], [142]. Radio source seeking techniques are studied using
RSS gradient [138] and angle of arrival methods [140]. The use of directional antennas and
pattern based search algorithms is presented in [139] for improving the RSS. However, these
methods are time-dependent and could suffer from temporal fluctuations in the RSS. At the time
of working on this research, none of the previous research in RSS-based mobile robot position
optimisation utilised multiple receivers and time-independent methods for optimising wireless
communication qualities.
In this work, the concepts used in [141] and [139] are leveraged. The main difference is that
instead of using multiple antennas connected to the same receiver, multiple receivers are used
as shown in figure 5.1. In this way, the need to switch between different antennas connected to
a same receiver can be avoided. The proposed approach is to use the RSS gradient information
to position the mobile robot to obtain a relatively better RSS (local maxima), thereby increasing
the communication range and coverage area.
A key advantage with the proposed method is that it does not require prior knowledge of the
environment which is essential in hostile unknown or unstructured environments. The novelty
in the proposed solution is indicated below.
• The proposed algorithms are fully 2D, in contrast to the greedy algorithms used in [139],
[141] which approximate the 2D physical reality by doing sequential 1D computations
that combine to 2D. By doing so, there are more opportunities to experiment with, for
instance, different finite difference stencils, and can demonstrate that the time dependence
of the Wi-Fi field cannot always be neglected.
• Multiple receivers distributed spatially are installed on the mobile robot instead of multiple antennas for measuring the RSS and estimating the RSS gradient at the centre of the
robot.
• Because low-cost transceivers with high receive sensitivity are used, there exists an advantage of redundancy and fault-tolerance. When the connectivity is lost with one receiver
either due to fault in the device or due to environmental influence, other receivers can replace the failed receiver. Furthermore, the history of the RSS at all the receivers can help
in navigating the robot towards the region where the connection is available in order to
recover the robot from communication failure situations. This redundancy feature could
be very useful in a rescue scenario and is also not explored in the literature of mobile
robots.
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Proposed RSS spatial sampling methods

A method on improving the received RSS with the help of spatial diversity without explicitly
implementing antenna diversity (using multiple receivers instead of multiple antennas) is attempted in this work. A key aspect of the proposed method is that the robot position is unknown
and the mobility of the robot is exploited.
As described in the section 2.2, the RSS varies randomly because the signal propagates through
a multipath fading channel (radio signals from the transmitter arriving at the receiver through
multiple paths and the signal strength fades with distance travelled). In particular, all walls,
ceilings, and other objects that affect the propagation of radio waves will directly influence the
signal strength and the directions from which radio signals are received. The path loss in the
received signal strength can be modelled with a log-normal distribution [63] as shown in the
equation (2.3).
It’s already mentioned in section 2.3 that the best channel is already chosen based on the traffic
conditions, to avoid adjacent and co-channel interference and hence the channel optimisation is
assumed to be already attained in this work.

5.1.2.1 Algorithm
To enable the mobile robot move to an optimal position for receiving better RSS, a gradient
ascent algorithm is used. Gradient ascent, or the method of steepest ascent, is an iterative optimisation algorithm, with steps proportional to the gradient of the optimisation function at the
current point [143].
With the robot moving on a two-dimensional surface S ∈ R2 and the current position of the
mobile robot as (xi , y i ), the RSS values at each receiver k as Rki where k = 1, 2...N , and

Figure 5.1: youBot mobile robot with spatially distributed multiple wireless receivers on-board.
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N ≤ 5 as the number of receivers used (based on the arrangements of sensors), the algorithm
can be expressed as follows:
Algorithm 3 Wireless signal gradient ascent algorithm.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

i
Measure the RSS at central receiver Rmeas
= R1i
i
i
while (Rmeas < Rthreshold ) do
~ i = (∇Rxi , ∇Ryi )
Compute the gradient in ∇Ri as ∇R
i+1
i
i
x
= x + αx · ∇Rx
y i+1 = y i + αy · ∇Ryi
Move the robot to position (xi+1 , y i+1 )
end while

The αx and αy are pre-defined step size parameters that depend on the spacing of sensors in x
and y dimensions (αx ∝ ∆x , αy ∝ ∆y ). In this proposed algorithm, the aim is not to reach the
global optimum but the local optimum, because within a reasonable range around the robot’s
local optimum, the wireless communication quality is sufficient. The stop criterion is defined as
a threshold RSS level, depending on the experimental setup (see section 5.1.3).
Since a local gradient-estimation-based optimisation algorithm is used, circular symmetry issues
(uniform radiation around the source) with gradient search algorithms is avoided as the radio
signals normally suffers from huge multipath effects in hostile environments because of thick
concrete walls in the tunnel and large metallic objects.

5.1.2.2 Approach
The concept of spatial diversity by using multiple receivers at the robot is used for sampling the
RSS. Diversity helps in dealing with the multipath fading effects. In antenna diversity [141] and
beam steering/forming techniques [140], multiple antennas are used with one signal receiver to
trap the radio signals in one or several antennas at a time forming a beam pattern. However,
the difference in the proposed method compared to antenna diversity techniques is that multiple
receivers each connected to single antenna are used instead of multiple connected to a single
receiver to form spatial diversity, therefore minimising signal processing loads at the physical
or the data link layers in the network stack of OSI reference model.
Two variants of architectures to implement the proposed algorithm 3 are experimented. The
first variant is to use multiple transceivers on the robot and measure the RSS values at different
positions at the same time. In the second variant, only one receiver is used and the robot moves
locally in a pre-determined structure to measure the RSS values at different positions. While the
first variant is termed as time-independent as the RSS is sampled across all the receivers simultaneously, the second variant is termed as "time-dependent" as the RSS is sampled at different
time instants.
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5.1.3

Experimental setup

Figure 5.2: View of the ECN3 tunnel showing the radio transmitter (Netgear wireless AP)
location and the landmark points (A,D) on the path taken by the mobile robot during the experiments.

(a) ECN3 layout and measured RSS values.

(b) RSSI with distance along the robot path.

Figure 5.3: RSS measurements in ECN3 tunnel facility at CERN.

For executing the experiments, the KUKA youBot [58] is used as the mobile robot. Since the
youBot has omnidirectional wheels (which permit any combination of longitudinal, transversal
and rotational movement of the robot), navigation is efficient given the space restrictions in the
underground scientific facility. The control equations for the youBot located in inertial frame of
reference pose (X, Y, Θ), are given as follows:
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Xt−1





 
 

 Yt  =  Yt−1  + 
 
 

Θt−1
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±ϑX

0

0

±ϑY

0

0

0
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0 
  τϑ  ,
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±ω

(5.1)
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where ϑx , ϑy , and ω are the longitudinal, transversal and rotational velocities respectively. τϑ
and τω are time constants which determine the displacements δx, δy, and δθ in X, Y, and Θ
directions.
p
(δX)2 + (δY )2
δΘ
τϑ =
and τω =
.
ϑ
ω

(5.2)

The value of ϑX = ϑY = ϑ is fixed at 0.1 m/s and the rotational DoF Θ is not used as the youBot
can be controlled independently in each DoF (holonomic platform).
A static wireless transmitter (ProSafe Dual Band Wireless-N Access Point WNDAP350 [121]),
only used for control data (not involved in the algorithm) and five compact Wi-Fi receiver stations (Zyxel NWD2105 [122]) are used in the experiments. The transmitter [121] uses the IEEE
802.11n 2.4 GHz standard with a maximum transmit power PT = 20dBm, and a maximum
data rate of 144.44 Mb/s. The receiver [122] has a receive sensitivity threshold RS of 64 dBm at
64 Mb/s and −82dBm at 11 Mb/s. The transmitter is fixed at a position (X, Y ) = (0, 0) and the
receiver stations are mounted at different positions on the youBot as shown in Figure 5.1.
The experiments are conducted in a tunnel facility known as ECN3 at CERN, shown in Figures
5.2 and 5.3a. Each receiver is set to channel 3 in the 2.4 GHz spectrum and all the receivers have
same characteristics. The RSS values are obtained with the received signal strength indicator
(RSSI) using the iwlist scan command or the iwconfig command in Linux which is
computationally less expensive than iwlist. The Zyxel NWD2105 receiver uses the RALink
2850 wireless driver and the RSSI measurement is equal to the received signal power in dBm,
RSSI = RSS = R. Each RSSI sample is measured at a 100 Hz sampling rate for 1 s, and
then averaged to diminish the statistical temporal fluctuations:
RSSI =

100
1 X
·
RSSIi .
100

(5.3)

i=1

A preliminary experiment to understand the variation in RSSI in an underground tunnel facility
is conducted in [18] (Refer section 4.1.2). In this experiments, the mobile robot (youBot) is
driven along a path defined by points A to G, as shown in figure 5.3a, selected to accommodate
LOS and NLOS conditions. Figure 5.3a shows the path taken by the robot and measured RSS
values along the robot path. The colour of the RSS values indicated the mean RSS value (µ)
among the five receivers and the width indicates the standard deviation (σ). It can be observed
evidently from this figure that the variation (σ) of RSS among the receivers decreases when the
robot is moving away from transmitter. The log-normal fits can be obtained for n and σx from
the equation (2.3) under LOS and NLOS conditions in the ECN3 tunnel (figure 5.3b). It can
also be observed that the RSSI values decay faster in NLOS than in LOS condition.
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Note on power consumption: The Zyxel NWD2105 receivers each consume around 1.5 W at
peak transmit power. Therefore, when using 5 receivers, the total communication power
is around 7.5 W, compared to 100 W for computing and motion power in the youBot. It
should also be noted that, not all the receivers need to be active at the same time and the
receivers in idle state normally consume less than half of the peak transmit power.
Note on cost of receivers: The cost of each wireless receivers is around e10 and hence are
less expensive than a customised hardware design using directional antennas on a single
receiver.

5.1.3.1 Algorithmical setup
The proposed algorithm (Algorithm 3) has been implemented using the following two different
approaches.
1. Static stencils (time-independent sampling): using up to five receivers on the youBot at
the same instant for computing 2D RSS gradients.
2. Dynamic stencils (time-dependent sampling): using only the central receiver, the youBot
is made to move dynamically to create a stencil pattern.

(a) Diamond configuration.

(b) Rectangular configuration.

Figure 5.4: Spatial arrangement (configuration) of wireless receivers on youBot.

The dynamic stencil approach has the disadvantage that the temporal changes in the sampled
RSS values need to be negligible, while the static stencil method necessitates more wireless
receivers and is thus more prone to configuration errors. Different first order numerical stencils
are used for the 2D gradient computation. A brief mathematical basis of gradient estimation
formulas and the corresponding arrangement of sensor nodes is presented in table 5.1.
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Description

Formula
 i

Diamond configuration

Classical 2D five-point stencil, firstorder central differences
[5p CL]

Rectangular configuration

Averaged 2D five-point stencil, firstorder central differences
[5p C-Static, 5p D-Dynamic]

  Ri

Diamond configuration

2D three-point stencil, first-order backward differences
[3p BD]



Diamond configuration

2D three-point stencil, first-order forward differences
[3p FD]

Rectangular configuration

1D two-point stencil, first-order differences
[2p ]

Stencil
✉
✉ ❡ ✉
✉



i
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1
2
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i
i
Rj+1,k+1
−Rj−1,k+1
2∆y

✉
✉

5p C, 5p D
✉

3p BD

✉ ❡
✉
✉
❡ ✉
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i
Rj+1,k+1
−Rj−1,k−1
2∆x
 i
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)
2∆y

Table 5.1: Gradient estimation formulas and corresponding configuration of receivers.

5p CL

✉
❡
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Representation

3p FD

✉
❡
✉

2p
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The two different hardware arrangement of wireless receivers (diamond and rectangular configurations) are shown in figure 5.4. Using these two configurations, five different stencils (arrangements) could be formed as indicated in the table 5.1. All the receivers are placed in the
same orientation so that the antenna orientation effects are negligible.
It is mentioned in [144] that, there should be a minimum spacing of 0.38λc (where, λc is the
wavelength of the wireless signal) between two RSS spatial samples to obtain independent uncorrelated measurements. Therefore the receivers are spaced at least 10cm (which is 0.8λc at
2.4 GHz), ∆x ≥ 10 cm and ∆y ≥ 10 cm, to obtain independent uncorrelated spatial samples so
that the interference between various receivers are negligible. It also means that the effects of
channel noise and inter-receiver interferences are negligible between each RSS spatial sample
as each sample is measured at more than

λc
2

spacing.

For the Diamond configuration (Fig. 5.4a), ∆x = 10 cm and ∆y = 20 cm, and for the Rectangular configuration (Fig.5.4b), ∆x = 16 cm and ∆y = 20 cm.

5.1.4

Results and discussion

All the five different configurations mentioned in table 5.1 (5p CL, 5p C, 3p BD, 3p FD and 2p )
for the static stencils approach and an averaged 2D first order central difference configuration
(5p D) for the dynamic stencil approach are considered in the experimental evaluation. Ten trials
are performed for each algorithm with the mobile robot being at various distances from the
transmitter under both LOS and NLOS conditions.
The results of all six experimental configurations are presented in Figure 5.5. It can readily
be observed that the central difference method using 5 receivers (5p C) performed better than
other methods in terms of performance in the time taken to reach the optimised position and
improvement in the RSS values. One of the possible explanations for this observation is the fact
that there is an inherent averaging of the spatial RSSI measurements in the 5p C algorithm. The
RSSI gain (G) is defined as the improvement in RSSI value at the new position compared to
the RSSI value at the previous position as follows:
G = RSSI(X i+1 ,Y i+1 ) − RSSI(X i ,Y i ) .

(5.4)

And the unit RSSI gain (G = 1 dBm) is expressed as the improvement of 1 dBm in RSSI. The
results are normalised in terms of unit RSSI gain so that the spatial and temporal performances
of various algorithms can be fairly compared. The spatial performance of the algorithm is measured as a quantity of distance (D) the robot moves to achieve unit RSSI gain and the temporal
performance of the algorithm is measured as the time taken (τ ) by the algorithm moving the
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Figure 5.5: Performance results of various algorithms.

robot to achieve unit RSSI gain:
D1 dBm =

S
X
D

G

1

PS

D1 dBm = P1S
1

D
G

, τ1 dBm
, τ1 dBm

S
X
τ
=
,
G
1
PS
τ
= PS1 ,
1 G

(5.5)
(5.6)

where S is the number of iterations. Table 5.2 summarises the time taken by the algorithm
and the rectilinear (Manhattan) distance moved by the robot from its current position to achieve
unit RSSI gain. Comparing the central difference method in static (5p C) and dynamic (5p D)
Mean RSSI gain Ḡ (dBm)
Spatial performance D1 dBm (m)
Temporal performance τ1 dBm (s)

5p CL
7.75
0.21
4.77

5p C
8.25
0.18
3.73

3p BD
5.5
0.92
20.25

3p FD
6.25
0.89
25.5

2p
2.5
0.39
20.2

5p D
8
0.79
90

Table 5.2: Comparison of temporal and spatial performance of various gradient algorithms.

mode, the former has better performance which demonstrates that the time dependence of signal
strength measurements degrades the performance of the gradient search algorithm. This then
also suggests that the static stencil approach is better than previous time-dependent approaches
[137], [138].
One of the advantages obtained with static stencil (using multiple receivers at the same time)
is the selection diversity gain in RSSI. That is, the strongest signal could be selected among
the multiple receivers. When there are N receivers (which receive independent and Rayleigh
distributed radio signals), the expected diversity gain in RSSI expressed as a power ratio [145]
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has been shown to be:
GSelection Diversity

N
X
1
=
.
k
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(5.7)

k=1

Since five independent receivers are used for each gradient estimate, a RSSI gain of at least
2.28 dBm should be expected according to the equation 5.7 and a minimum gain of 5.5 dBm is
observed in the experimental trials (for 5p C, 5p CL and 5p D algorithms).
According to [144], the probability of obtaining a gain of G (compared to the local average) in
RSSI is:
Prob(G) = 1 − 1 − e−10

(G/10)

5

.

(5.8)

This means that, when the average RSS is -70 dBm (in the NLOS region, shown in figure 5.3b),
a gain of at least 5 dBm at 80% probability can be achieved with 5 independent samples (using
5 receivers), which is in fact proven in the experimental results. Therefore, a first conclusion is
that it is indeed possible to improve the wireless communication performance even in the NLOS
region.
The results show that the central difference methods (5p C and 5p CL) can be used for computing gradients in RSS using the spatial diversity concept which could then be used to move
the robot to the local strongest signal location to improve the communication performance.
The algorithms using 5 receivers demonstrated better performance than the algorithms using
3 or 2 receivers which shows the importance of having multiple receivers on-board the robot
for achieving better performance compared to single receiver. Also, it is found that the static
stencil 5p C (time-independent sampling) methods work better than dynamic stencil 5p D (timedependent sampling) methods in terms of time and energy performances. This proves the time
dependency of RSS measurements even though the spatial samples are uncorrelated.
Another advantage of using multiple receivers on-board the robot is that it reduces the chances
of failure in wireless communication or local interference (signal blocking due to deep fading)
to one of the receivers without blocking the reception on the entire system. Hence there is
an inherent advantage of redundancy and fault-tolerant mechanisms in the proposed approach.
In addition to device redundancy, there is also a possibility of algorithmic redundancy. For
instance, the diamond configuration arrangement with 5 receivers can also be used for 3p FD and
3p BD in addition to 5p CL algorithm. On top of the advantages mentioned earlier, the algorithms
are acting in the application layer (and not in the physical layer) and hence this gives flexibility
in designing improved wireless communication system without complex design changes in the
hardware.
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5.2 Application of the spatial sampling methods to haptic teleoperation
Wireless teleoperation of mobile robots for maintenance, inspection and rescue missions is often
performed in environments with low-wireless connectivity, caused by signal losses from the
environment and distance from the wireless transmitters. Various studies from the literature
have addressed these problems with time-delay robust control systems and multi-hop wireless
networks. However, such approaches do not solve the issue of how to present wireless data to
the operator in order to avoid losing control of the robot. Despite the fact that teleoperation for
maintenance often already involves haptic devices, no studies look at the possibility of using this
existing feedback to aid operators in navigating within areas of variable wireless connectivity.
Therefore, a method is proposed to incorporate haptic information into the velocity control of
an omnidirectional robot to augment the operator’s perception of wireless signal strength in the
remote environment. In this section, the radio signal strength (RSS) from multiple receivers
are mapped to the force feedback of a 6 Degree of Freedom (DoF) haptic master device and
evaluate the proposed approach using experimental data and randomly generated wireless maps.
This approach, even though overloads the operator with radio signal strength haptic feedback,
is influential and pivotal in the development of methods for superior teleoperation of wireless
mobile robots in environments with low-wireless signals.

5.2.1

Proposed haptic wireless teleoperation method

The issues of low-wireless connectivity in teleoperation of mobile robots become increasingly
important in large, unstructured environments, such as in maintenance of large scientific facilities and rescue situations [1], [2]. Several previous studies have aimed to solve the problems
of high latency and areas of wireless coverage loss by increasing autonomy [146], [147]. While
this autonomy can be advantageous in some robotic applications, there is still a demand for
teleoperation.
Unknown and unpredictable environments and operating conditions mean that operators must
maintain some control over the robot in order to avoid disaster, as human operators are inherently
more versatile than autonomous systems [148], [149]. One well established way of utilising this
human versatility is through haptic teleoperation [150]–[153]. However, enabling teleoperation
comes at the cost of higher bandwidth to provide continuous feedback to the user, which can
be difficult in areas of low-wireless signal. One effective way to boost wireless coverage is to
implement ad-hoc wireless systems utilising multiple mobile wireless transmitters [154].
As the resulting wireless coverage is unknown, human operators must then be supplied with
information on the wireless system to avoid driving the robot into an area of low coverage. As
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teleoperation interfaces often already include haptic devices it may be advantageous to extend
this to give the user a perception of the wireless signal. It appears on analysing literature on this
research that previous studies have not looked at the possibility of extending this information on
wireless connectivity to the existing haptic feedback available to the human operators to allow
them to move more naturally in these environments with unknown wireless connectivity.

(a) z-restricted haptic plane.

(b) Simulated youBot in Rviz.

Figure 5.6: Haptic operation of youBot mobile robot with a 6 DoF PHANToM OMNI slave
with 3 DoF haptic feedback in (x, y, z) direction.

This section proposes the use of haptic feedback to give the operator of a teleoperated mobile
robot a perception of the wireless signal in the remote environment to allow them to intuitively
travel in areas of high wireless signal.
Maintenance tasks often involve haptic feedback to the operator, to improve telemanipulation
[155]. Utilising this existing feedback to allow the operator to perceive the received wireless
signal strength (RSS) through haptic feedback is the objective in this work. The motivation
behind this work is that this approach will be useful to allow the operator to make better decisions
when driving a mobile robot. For example, if the operator feel that the mobile robot is entering
an area with lower wireless signal they may choose to activate an autonomous mode, gracefully
degrade the video feedback or take a different route.
This is useful when the mobile robot has to be operated in a very low radio signal region and
the properties of the wireless network and the environment may not be fully known previously,
due to the unknown reflection and absorption by the environment. It is important to note that
the proposed method is not designed to remove control from the operator, as automatic systems
do. Instead, the proposal allows the operator to make better decisions of the robotic intervention
with the man-in-the-loop control model.
Although four sensors are used in this study for RSS spatial sampling, the proposed algorithm
can be extended to as many or as few sensors are available, making it very flexible - the more
wireless receivers, the better the feedback to the operator. However, even only two sensors
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are available, in a left-right configuration, this will provide the operator enough feedback to
naturally steer the mobile robot towards the area with better signal.
The next subsection describes the methodology for wireless communication modelling and the
haptic control architecture for the master-slave system. Finally, section 5.2.3 describes the experimental setup in a simulated remote environment and Section 4 describes the results.

5.2.2

Haptic control architecture for RSS feedback

This study uses a mobile robot and haptic master and a randomly generated environment of wireless signals, implemented in the RViz and Gazebo simulator of Robot Operating System (ROS)
framework [112]. This simulated environment both allowed a larger complex environments and
the possibility to create multiple, unknown wireless environments to ensure that the operator is
only relying on haptic feedback for their perception of the wireless signal. For these reasons the
simulated environment is preferable over the limited available physical environment.
The hardware used is a KUKA youBot [58] as the slave robot and a PHANToM OMNI haptic
pen [156] with 6 DoF as a master device, shown in Figure 5.6.

5.2.2.1 Wireless communication model
In a typical wireless network, when the connectivity worsens because of movement of the wireless receiver and/or the transmitter or change in antenna orientation, for instance, the data rate
is automatically adjusted downward to maintain the reliability in connection. However, when
the radio signal power is not enough to maintain the link quality, there is a possibility of losing the communication link for some time depending on conditions such as interferences and
obstructions.

Figure 5.7: Experiments conducted in the ECN3 tunnel at CERN for determining the radio
propagation parameters: RSSI and LQI values versus distance.
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Background on the radio signal strength, wireless network capacity and path loss in radio signal propagation are provided in the sections 2.2 and 2.3. Prior to this work, an experiment is
conducted to empirically determine the environmental parameters n and σx specific to complex
environments in chapter 4.1. A wireless access point is used as a transmitter and is stationed
at a point. Several wireless adapters are mounted on the youBot mobile robot and are used as
receivers. The details of wireless transmitter/receivers used in this study are shown in Table 5.3.
Make and Model
Protocol
Frequency (f)
Transmit Power (Pt )
Receive Sensitivity (Rt )
Antenna Gain (G)

Access Point
ProSafe, WNDAP350
IEEE 802.11n
2.4 GHz
20 dBm
3 dBi

Wireless Transceivers
ZyXEL, NWD2105
IEEE 802.11n
2.4 GHz
15.5 dBm
-64 dBm
0 dBi

Table 5.3: Wireless transceiver details used in this study.

Figure 5.1 shows the youBot with five wireless receivers arranged in a diamond-like configuration where the receivers are placed one on each side and one at the centre. The mobile robot
is autonomously driven in the ECN3 underground tunnel scientific facility at CERN shown in
figure 5.2. The values of the RSS and the quality of link is recorded using the RSSI (Received
Signal Strength Indicator) and LQI (Link Quality Indicator) metrics [66], [115].
Up to 35 m distance from the static transmitter, the robot travelled in line-of-sight (LOS) condition. After that, the robot is moving in non-line-of-sight (NLOS) condition until 45 m. Then the
robot is moved in a deep NLOS condition. The resultant average of RSSI and LQI of the five
receivers with respect to distance are shown in figure 5.7. From the RSSI values, the calculated
values are n = 3.02 and σx = 1.52dBm for NLOS conditions using the log-normal fit in the
equation 2.3.

5.2.2.2 Velocity control on fixed haptic plane
As the youBot can only move in the xy plane in figure 5.6b, the 3 dimensional workspace is
restricted in the z-axis by a hard haptic plane of 3.3 N, as shown in Figure 5.6a, which is the
maximum executable force of the PHANToM OMNI. The x and y components of the radial
distance from the centre of the workspace are used to control the translational velocity v̇ of the
mobile robot. Torsional velocity of youBot is not considered in this study.
The position of the OMNI tip is used to control the velocity of the youBot using the relationship
shown in equation 5.9.
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where ~c is the centre of the haptic workspace and p~ is the position of the tip of haptic device
relative to this centre. αx and αy .

Figure 5.8: PHANToM OMNI slave controller is used to control the youBot simulated using
ROS.

5.2.2.3 Wireless signal to force mapping
The received radio signal strength RSS (measured by using the RSSI metric) is converted
into a haptic feedback profile which can be perceived by the operator at the tip of the OMNI
device in all the directions on xy plane. Before using the RSSI values, it is first filtered using
P
1
· 100
an averaging function of RSSI = 100
i=1 RSSIi with 100 samples at a sampling rate of

100 Hz.

The position of the wireless receivers x, y is converted to polar coordinates r, θ. The RSSI
values from four outer receivers on the youBot represents the signal strength in four directions
0◦ , 90◦ , 180◦ , 270◦ from the centre of the robot in xy plane as the receivers are configured in
such manner (figure 5.6b). A spline cubic smoothing polynomial function is used to interpolate
the RSSI values in all the directions between 0 to 2π radians.
The use of four wireless receivers on the robot is useful for calculating the two-dimensional
feedback to the operator in perceiving the signal strength in all the directions. The higher the
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number of wireless receivers, the better the resolution of interpolation, with a minimum of 2
sensors as previously discussed. In fact, even with only one wireless receiver, haptic feedback
to the operator is possible with vibration which occurs when the robot enters low-wireless signal
region. However, such feedback cannot let the operator determine the direction to move the robot
in order to avoid the low signal region.
To translate arbitrary RSSI signal values into a force which is intuitive to the user, it is required
to choose signal levels which correspond to normal operating signal levels for teleoperation of
the robot. The conversion of RSSI to force vector for haptic force feedback is made using
equation 5.10.


where,

βx |cos θp |

0

0

βy |sin θp |

0

0


F~ = 


0



Θx







0 
  Θy  ,
Θz
βz

(5.10)

~ = ~c − p~,
Θ
px −py
,
),
|~
p| |~
p|
R {0 > Fi > 3.3N } , i = x, y, z,

θp = atan2(
Fi

:

βx = βy .

θp is the heading of the tip of the haptic device relative to the centre of the haptic plane described.
A spring force is applied to the tip of the master device towards the centre of the plane and is
calculated instantaneously at each polar coordinate.
The factor βz = 0.2 is used to give a haptic plane lying on cz , described by the spring equation:
Fz = 0.2(cz − pz ),

(5.11)

giving a maximum force of 3.3N at:
(cz − pz ) =

3.3
= 16.5mm.
0.2

(5.12)

The value of βz has been chosen to eliminate the noise which occurs at higher gains in feedback.
The values for βx and βy are derived empirically, represented by the following function:
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Fmax


β x = β y = Υ P r · Pr




Fmin

when Pr ≤ −55dBm,
when − 55dBm < Pr ≤ −42dBm,

(5.13)

when Pr > −42dBm.

According to [123], the Packet Reception Ratio P RR which is equivalent to LQI, should be at
least 85% to consider the link as being of a good quality. Applying the threshold of 85% LQI in
figure 5.7, for a good connection, the RSSI value should be greater than -55 dBm. Therefore, a
minimum RSSI value of -55 dBm is required to operate the youBot, and thus the highest force
is applied below this signal.
Table 5.4 shows the signals which are chosen and the corresponding force levels which are
applied. These are chosen to give a natural force profile that would allow the operator to perceive
the direction of better wireless signal region and move within areas of good signal with ease,
naturally guiding them towards areas with higher RSSI and only restricting them from areas
where the signal is too low to operate the robot (−55 dBm). As the aim of this system is not to
remove the control from the operator, operating to these low RSSI level areas is still possible,
but gave sluggish control.
Minimum Signal
Low Signal
Preferred Signal
Good Signal
Great Signal
Best Signal

Signal Strength (RSSI)
-55dBm
-53dBm
-50dBm
-47dBm
-42dBm
-20dBm

Centring Force (per mm)
0.1500 N
0.0340 N
0.0195 N
0.0123 N
0.0050 N
0.0050 N

Table 5.4: The signal levels used in this study and the force exerted by the haptic master towards
the centre of its workspace, corresponding to a speed command of zero to the mobile robot in
all directions.

Figure 5.9: The force multiplier derived for the usable range of RSSI signal values.
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Figure 5.9 shows the force profile with respect to RSSI values. The applied force to the operator
is piecewise linear with the received signal strength, Pr with the linearity factor ΥPr depends
on the RSSI which is necessary for various levels of reliability of the wireless communication
with the robot, as shown in Table 5.4.

Figure 5.10: The RSSI and resultant force profiles scaled to between [0, 1] with 0.0 being
minimum RSSI (-55 dBm) and minimum force (0.005 N) and 1.0 being maximum RSSI (20 dBm) and maximum force (0.15 N).

The force values and the RSSI values are scaled between [0, 1] and figure 5.10 shows the
measured RSSI at one position of the robot and the applied force vector to the operator in each
direction. Figure 5.10 is displayed in real-time while the operator is driving the robot. Therefore
the operator can visualise the wireless signal levels in different directions and can move the
robot in the direction of better signal strength.

5.2.3

Experimental Setup

Since real environments are unavailable to use at the time of this study, the wireless environments are simulated using equation 2.3 with the propagation parameters obtained empirically
(n = 3.02 and σx = 1.52dBm). Also that the youBot mobile robot is simulated on the virtual
environment controlled by a real haptic master device. Using simulated wireless environment
maps is advantageous as it both allowed the creation of unknown landscapes of wireless signal,
as would be the case in a real situation, and allowed a larger working area than is available in
the physical space.
Also, it is important to note that in real environments the wireless signal would be less radial,
with reflections and distortions of the signal by various surfaces and materials in the environment. However, the mapping of a perfect simulation of such properties is beyond the scope of
this chapter, which is to demonstrate the effectiveness of the haptic feedback.
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5.2.3.1 Simulated environment
A virtual rescue environment is created in the Gazebo simulator. A fixed course of obstacles
is placed to add some realism to the scenario as shown in Figures 5.11 and 5.13a. Two types
of teleoperaion modes will be used for each simulation experiment: one using haptic feedback;
and another without haptic feedback.

Figure 5.11: Gazebo simulation of a rescue scenario.

In each experiment, the operator is instructed to drive the mobile robot in an unknown wireless
environment from a pre-defined start point to an end point. One of the operator is adept with the
haptic device but not an expert on wireless distribution. A subjective evaluation is made with
multiple trials and multiple operators with and without haptic force feedback. While driving
the robot, the operator saw two windows on-screen. The operator view of the youBot located
in the simulated environment in gazebo is shown in figure 5.11. In another window (only when
haptic feedback is used), the force and signal profile at the centre of the robot as in figure 5.10 is
displayed so that the operator can decide the change in direction of the robot to avoid bad radio
signal regions.

5.2.3.2 Map Generation
A selection of 6 manually generated maps of wireless coverage are chosen at random using
a MATLAB script. The path loss equation (equation 2.3) is used for creating random maps
of wireless signal coverage. To make the map more realistic, additive white Gaussian noises
(AWGN) are added in both the time and space dimension with zero mean (µ = 0) and standard
deviation σ = 2 dBm as shown in figure 5.12. In this way, both the temporal and spatial fluctuations in RSSI are simulated. In addition, randomly generated black spots (where RSSI = 0)
are placed on the map in difference sizes and at different places to simulate the loss of wireless
communication at certain places.
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Figure 5.12: Plot of the wireless map with randomly placed black spots and transmitter.

Figure 5.13 shows the Rviz visualisation of the wireless map and its corresponding environment.
The spatial resolution of the map is set to 0.1 m which is greater than 0.38λc = 12.5 cm at
2.4 GHz. Therefore, uncorrelated and independent RSSI samples are obtained at each point in
space [144].

(a) Operator’s view in Gazebo.

(b) Wireless map and robot in Rviz.

Figure 5.13: Views of the test setup in both Gazebo and RViz.

Since the wireless environmental properties are considered unknown to the operator, the wireless
signal map is hidden from the operator during the experiments.

5.2.4

Results and Discussion

5.2.4.1 Reaching the goal
30 automatically generated maps are created, each with three randomly placed wireless transmitters. To avoid the situation where transmitters are all placed in the same location, the width
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Trial Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

With Haptic Feedback
Distance (m) Success?
12.9
Y
12.9
Y
12.9
Y
12.9
Y
13
Y
12.9
Y
12.9
Y
13
Y
12.9
Y
12.9
Y

Without Haptic Feedback
Distance (m) Success?
5.7
N
8
N
13.5
Y
8.1
N
7.4
N
8
N
7.9
N
13.5
Y
8.5
N
5.7
N

Table 5.5: Distance travelled and success of each trial with and without haptic feedback enabled.

is sectioned into thirds. The goal of the operator is to start the robot at (0, 0) and reach the goal
at (13, −2) and the trajectory is recorded. Figure 5.14 shows one such map.

Figure 5.14: The path of the robot along with the RSSI map is shown with and without haptic
feedback enabled.

The results for all 10 trials are shown in Table 5.5. It can be seen that with force feedback, the
operator can achieve the goal in contrast to having no haptic feedback where the operator enters
into bad signal coverage and loses communication link. In Figure 5.15, the distance travelled
by the operator in different trail is shown. The success ratio with haptic feedback is observed to
be five times better than the success ratio without haptic feedback. This demonstrates the use of
haptic feedback to perceive wireless signal strength.

5.2.4.2 Avoiding black spots
To further test the effectiveness of the proposed method, the operator is instructed to drive the
robot with and without haptic feedback from start point (1, 7) to end point (14, 7) across multiple
black spots that are randomly generated. The trajectory along with the number of black spots
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Figure 5.15: Completed distances along the test track for test runs.

across the way and the RSSI values are recorded during the test. When haptic feedback is used,
the operator is able to avoid all the black spots except in one place where the robot entered a
black spot but is able to return back to operation because of effective haptic feedback. When
the haptic feedback is not used, the operator drove the robot through 3 black spots, which, in a
real world situation, means that the robot would have lost the communication with the operator
whenever the robot had passed through the black spots.

Figure 5.16: Map of RSSI values overlaid with paths for a trial with and without haptic feedback. With feedback the robot completes the track (13m) in all trials, while without haptic the
robots loses communication at an average of 8m.

Figures 5.16 shows the path taken by the operator with and without haptic feedback and the
corresponding RSSI is shown in 5.17. It can be observed that, with haptic feedback, the operator
avoided the area where the wireless signal level falls below the minimum required (-55 dBm) to
operate the robot.
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Figure 5.17: The RSSI values recorded over distance.

5.3 Summary
Radiation environments and rescue scenarios often exhibit environmental properties which are
complicated for radio signal propagation. In the first section of this chapter, a decentralised,
time-independent, spatial diversity based, radio signal strength (RSS) improvement methods
were proposed by making use of multiple receivers on a mobile robot to improve network reliability and optimise wireless communication qualities in hostile environments such as underground scientific facilities where the reflections, interferences and multipath effects of radio signals make wireless communication unreliable. The mobile robot’s position was optimised using
gradient ascent algorithms to receive the best RSS subject to local maxima. The performance
of the proposed algorithm was experimentally evaluated in the ECN3 tunnel facility at CERN.
The results had shown that the proposed time-independent spatial sampling methods were more
efficient than the state-of-the-art spatial sampling methods available in the literature (N.B. None
of the previous researches used time-independent RSS-based spatial sampling methods).
In the second section, the spatial sampling methods were applied to a haptic teleoperation application. The idea was to provide radio signal strength feedback to the operators (through haptics)
in order to aid them in navigating the mobile robot smoothly in low-wireless signal regions and
avoid communication loss. An important interpretation of the literature review was that, none of
the previous studies had looked at the possibility of providing RSS haptic feedback to operators
so as to allow them to move more naturally in low-wireless signal environments. This application study was experimentally tested for performance and feasibility using a quasi-simulated
real-time experimental setup. The outcome of this study suggested that the proposed approach
was indeed applicable to haptic teleoperation and could enhance the communication and teleoperation capabilities.

Chapter 6

Communication quality enhancement
methods using relay robots

This chapter will examine the application of autonomous relay robots in enhancing
wireless communication qualities. The first section will introduce the relay robot concept that can be used for wireless tethering. The second section will review the literature work related to this research. The third section will present a preliminary yet
efficient algorithm for autonomously positioning the relay robots in between two mobile robots. In the fourth section, a robust relay robot mobility controller that balances
the RSS to optimally place the relay robot between two mobile robots depending on
the radio signal strength will be presented. This fourth section forms a vital part of
this thesis by fully exploiting the concept of autonomous relay robots that can position themselves in an optimal location to enhance wireless communication range and
qualities in telerobotic applications.
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6.1 Introduction to autonomous relay robots
Wireless communication in underground mine tunnels has been investigated in [23] and the authors highlight the necessity of placing repeater nodes as the wireless network did not perform
well under non-line-of-sight (NLOS) condition. It has already been mentioned in section 5.1 that
the use of wired communication in hostile environments has not proven reliable, with fibre-optic
cables susceptible to tangling, breakage, and being run over by the robot [1], whereas wireless
communication offers benefits over wired communication systems such as low maintenance,
higher robustness against failures stemming from physical damage, less manpower needed for
managing the tethers and ease of mobility. However, wireless communications in hostile environments have been reported to be unreliable as well [2], [23].
To remedy this unreliability and more specifically to improve the wireless communication performance in non-line-of-sight (NLOS) conditions and in underground tunnels, the concept of
wireless tethering using intermediate relay robot nodes (forming a network of mobile robotic
nodes) has been suggested by many researchers [23], [131], [134]. Especially as the main objective in this thesis is the application of mobile robots in complicated and hostile indoor or
outdoor environments, wireless tethering [134], [157], [158] could prove useful when the direct communication link between two wireless robot nodes cannot be reliably achieved due to
factors such as multipath fading effects [134], non-line-of-sight (NLOS) characteristics or the
environment itself (such as the underground tunnel facilities [23]).
Therefore, the use of a mobile robot serving the purpose of wireless tethering (relaying) of radio
signals between two wireless robot nodes (which are termed as a server robot and a client robot
as will be later explained) is considered in this chapter. The wireless tethering serves as the basis
for mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs) that have been widely studied and demonstrated [157],
[158].
Tethering of radio signals can either be achieved by a static wireless node or by a dynamic (mobile) robot node (a mobile relay robot for instance). A commonly used networked wireless nodes
model is the Server-Relay-Client (SRC) framework which has been introduced in section 2.6.
Figure 6.1 shows the systematic view of the wireless tethering system using a mobile relay robot
at the centre. The server robot node could be a static command station and the client robot node
could be static (for some time) or dynamic (robotic) in nature which is used for performing
some tasks such as inspection or manipulation. The human operator interacts with the server
node to command some control operation on the client node. Establishing and balancing the
communication quality between two nodes (server and client) is the main job of a wireless relay
robot. A relay robot node is usually autonomous (to ease the operator overload) and strives
to position itself such that the communication quality between the server and client nodes are
reliable and more importantly, always available.
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Client node

Relay node

Server node
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Figure 6.1: Server-Relay-Client (SRC) robots system: conceptual view of this study.

Distributed relay robot nodes can be rapidly deployed in hostile environments. Figures 6.2 and
6.3 show examples of using relay nodes for multi-hop wireless connectivity from an operator
command station to the client/task node in line-of-sight (LOS) and non-line-of-sight (NLOS)
conditions respectively. If relay nodes are autonomous with decentralised operations, it can
permit the human operator to concentrate on controlling only the client node. An important
intelligence feature necessary for the relay robot node is to locally optimise its position such
that the communication quality between the server and client nodes is sufficient and more importantly, always available. The main idea here is that the operator should only be concerned
with teleoperating the main robot while the chain of relay robot nodes follows automatically.
This work is a step towards intelligent decentralised relay nodes that can improve connectivity
in wireless tethering applications by using the node mobility [138], [141], [159]–[161].
Client node

Relay node

Wireless transceivers

Task
robot

Relay node

Relay
robot

Motion space

(mobile)

(mobile)

3X

2X

Distance coverage

Server node

(Command station)

Relay
robot

Base
station

(mobile)

(static)

X

Figure 6.2: An example architectural view of SRC networked robot nodes system in line-ofsight (LOS) environments.

The wireless link quality and the network throughput have a strong correlation with the received
signal strength (RSS) [38], [135] and the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) [141], [159]. One way
to improve the throughput of the network is to improve as well as balance the RSS (at the
relay node) from the server and client nodes. As the RSS is proportional to the logarithmic
distance between two wireless nodes in LOS conditions, The RSS at each side of the relay
node can be balanced by optimising its position using the mobility of the relay node. The
RSS changes dynamically arising from the movement of objects and small-scale fading effects.
Therefore, continuously optimising the relay node’s position will optimise the wireless network
performance [38], [136].
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Figure 6.3: An example architectural view of SRC networked robot nodes system in non-lineof-sight (NLOS) environments.

In addition to the need for relay nodes, there is also a need for redundancy features in order to
improve reliability, avoid communication failure due to unforeseen reasons and enable recovery
in the event of failure in the wireless network. Enhancing reliability by applying redundancy
feature (at device level) has been widely studied. In this work, redundant wireless transceivers
are used on the relay robot node which means the relay robot carries minimum two similar
wireless transceivers (instead of one) for tethering wireless signals form the server node to the
client node.

6.2 State of the art in wireless relay robots
Many researchers have attempted to enhance the wireless connectivity in a network of mobile robots using various techniques [136]–[139], [141], [161]–[163]. The use of mobile relay
nodes in tackling serious communication issues are usually addressed with solutions such as
self-configuration, self-healing and wireless tethering as explained in DARPA Landroids [162]
program. The use of relay robot nodes are also encouraged in [158]–[160].
In NLOS environments, mobile robot platoons can be used as wireless relays to form a wireless
network from the operator base station to the main robot performing search or rescue missions.
MANETs using a team of autonomous mobile robots for robotic wireless tethering have been
demonstrated in [134], [157], [158].
The role of RSS has been significant in most of the research in wireless communication performance optimisation. Research has been done on using the RSS for wireless tethering in
multi-robot networks and wireless localisation [138]–[140], [161]. A data driven probabilistic
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model is used in [161] for localisation and wireless tethering algorithms using the RSS information. In [164], the RSS, mapped to the distance between the relay robots, is used for wireless
tethering in multi-hop robot networks.
The authors in [141] used aerial robots as relay nodes and used antenna diversity for autonomously
positioning the relay node using a gradient search technique, i.e., sampling the RSS from multiple antennas (in different directions) that are connected to a receiver and obtain the direction
of the highest RSS. Reference [165] also studies the use of antenna spatial diversity in building
wireless coverage maps and using it in optimal deployment of relay robots in a mobile robot
network. As they are time-dependent or off-line methods, temporal fluctuations in RSS might
influence and degrade the algorithm performance [38].
Most of the research solutions possess drawbacks such as the use of customised hardware with
changes at the physical layer in the network stack of the wireless router (for instance, using
wireless transceivers with multiple directional antennas). The dependency on customised hardware re-design could be overcome by using algorithms acting in the application layer of the
OSI reference model so that they can easily be integrated and shared. As already mentioned in
section 5.1.1, none of the previous research in RSS-based tethering of nodes utilised multiple receivers (for redundancy and spatial RSS sensing) and time-independent methods for improving
the RSS [38].
It has been shown in [166] that using multiple sensors improves redundancy and reduces data
loss rate. It is worth noting that their application is in a static biomedical data collection system
and all the redundant devices are spread widely whereas in the proposed method, all the redundant sensors are placed in one moving node. Nevertheless, the redundancy advantage can still
be proven, as shown in [165] that the use of multi-antenna (in this case, multi-sensor) spatial
RSS sampling could improve the wireless network capacity by selecting the receiver with higher
RSS.

6.3 Relay robots positioning using decentralised mobility control
Wireless relay robots can be used to bridge wireless communication between two wireless nodes
or two robots (performing inspection or exploration missions) for extended coverage range especially in complicated environments (such as the underground facilities at CERN). In this section,
a simple but effective radio signal strength (RSS) based reactive motion controller for wireless
relay robots is presented. This approach is inspired by the concept of the Braitenberg vehicle controller [167]. The proposed method aims at efficiently balancing the RSS between two
wireless nodes by optimising its position. Experimental verifications of the proposed method is
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conducted using a youBot mobile robot platform as a relay agent and two stand-alone Raspberry
Pi computers as server or client stations.
Reactive motion controllers are generally used for obstacle avoidance [168], [169], radio source
seeking applications [140] and motion planning applications [136]. Though these methods perform well in terms of the error performance, they either need prior modelling/information in
order to achieve the assigned control job (using distance range basis [158] or radio propagation
model [157]) or they are not targeted towards wireless tethering application.
In this section, the design and use of a RSS-based reactive motion control (that is novel and has
not been reported in the literature) for wireless relay robot positioning inspired by the concept
of Braitenberg vehicle controller [167] is presented. The mobile relay robot measures the RSS
received from both the client and server sides and optimises its position where both the RSS
of client and server nodes balances. A single transceiver in the relay node can suffice to this
purpose, however, to enhance reliability, two identical transceivers (bridged internally) communicating with one of the client or server nodes are used. The proposed method applies only to the
relay robots (used for wireless tethering) and not to the client robot which performs the actual
command (tasks/inspections). The main objective of this study is to provide a simple RSS-based
reactive motion controller for relay robot and to demonstrate that it works with the help of basic experimental evaluation. While the proposed method is inspired by the Braitenberg vehicle
controller concept, it has been significantly optimised to take into account the kinematics of the
vehicle and the application context.

6.3.1

Braitenberg vehicle controller concept

Before introducing the proposed reactive motion controller, a short introduction to Braitenberg
vehicle controller for radio (wireless signal) source seeking tasks is provided here. Figure 6.4
shows a single 3-wheeled differential drive robot having two antennas (sensors) pointed in opposite direction. The output of the sensors are directly connected to the motors of opposite
side (the higher the sensed RSS, the higher the wheel velocity) so that the robot will steer towards the direction of higher RSS due to the differential drive control (one wheel rotates faster
than another creating angular motion). This mechanism is also similar to a biologically-inspired
approach such as the ant’s foraging behaviour using two antennas to track its path.

6.3.2

Proposed reactive motion controller for RSS balancing

Knowing that the Braitenberg vehicle concept uses identical sensors to measure a single radio
source, it can be extended to multiple sources (nodes) by using multiple identical sensors that
measures the RSS from each source. It is important to note that the Braitenberg vehicle concept
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Figure 6.4: Conceptual example of radio source seeking robot using a "Braitenberg vehicle
controller".

is designed for two wheeled differential steered robot so that the simple mechanical (kinematic)
design of the robot can be augmented with an intelligent control action at the hardware level. To
extend this concept to different radio signal sources and to position in 2D space, four sensors are
needed one in each side of the robot (Front, Back, Left and Right) but then the motion control
will become complicated. As the objective and scope of this section is proving the concept of
the proposed method, experiments are conducted for only a 1D position optimisation method.
However, in the next section, this controller is extended to a 2D space and will be enhanced
with controllers that are gradient based [18] and connectivity threshold based wireless tethering
[134].
In figure 6.5, a conceptual design of the proposed method with a wireless relay node between
two wireless nodes is presented. The relay robot is configured with source avoiding mechanism
by associating the sensors (wireless transceivers) information on each side of the robot to their
respective side direction of motion, hence steering towards the node with the weaker RSS and
the relay robot stops when the RSS from both the sides are balanced.
Client node
Start

Server node
End

Relay node (in source avoiding configuration)
At “Start” position, the Client node RSS is higher than Server node RSS
At “End” position, the Client node RSS is equal (within threshold) to the Server node RSS

Figure 6.5: A wireless relay robot balancing the RSS between two wireless nodes: Inspired by
the Braitenberg’s thought experiment on vehicle control.
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6.3.2.1 Algorithm
The proposed concept in Figure 6.5 is implemented using the following algorithm:
Algorithm 4 RSS-based reactive 1D motion control algorithm for a relay robot.
1: Measure the RSS from both client and server nodes at instant i when relay robot is in
position xi , y i
2: The RSS of front and back transceivers in relay node Rif = RSSiclient , Rib = RSSiserver
3: while (|Rif − Rib | < Rthreshold ) do
4:
xi+1 = xi
5:
yi+1 = yi + Stepsizei · sign(Rif − Rib )
6:
Move the robot to position (xi+1 , yi+1 )
7: end while

Here, Rf is the RSS value at the wireless transceiver placed on the front of the robot and
Rb being the RSS measured by the transceiver placed at the back of the robot. The term
sign(Rif − Rib ) gives the sign of the difference between RSS from the client and server nodes.
The step size is either kept constant (in some cases) or kept dynamically changing in each iteration proportional to the difference in the RSS values.
Step size = α · (Rif − Rib )
where the value of α is set at 0.1. The Rthreshold has been set to 2 dBm to reduce temporal
variations and to attain stable control action when the relay robot reached the optimal position.

6.3.3

Experimental evaluation

For the experimental study, the KUKA youBot omnidirectional mobile platform as the relay
robot and two Raspberry Pi computers as Client/Server nodes (Fig. 6.6) are used. YouBot can
be controlled independently in each degree of freedom (holonomic platform), it can move in any
direction thanks to the special Swedish wheel design [59]. The computer in youBot as well as
the Raspberry Pi computers are running on Linux operating system. The wireless transceivers
used in all the nodes is a low cost Zyxel NWD2105 USB Wi-Fi adapter (running on the Ralink
3070 driver) that can be configured either as "Station" mode to act as RSS sensor or as "Soft
AP" mode to act as radio signal source.
As mentioned already in section 6.3.2, the algorithm implemented in the relay robot is for motion
control in one dimension (forward-backward or the y direction). Figure 6.7 shows the youBot in
the LHC mock-up facility. The initial distance between server relay had been always fixed at 5 m
and the client to relay distance had been varied from 10 m to 30 m. The evaluation metrics used
here are the distance travelled by the relay robot towards client robot and the number of iterations
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(b) Raspberry Pi computer (connected to
a battery) used as client or server node.
(a) Multiple spatially distributed RSS sensors mounted on the relay robot node.
Figure 6.6: Raspberry pi and youBot being used as client/server and relay nodes respectively.

Figure 6.7: The LHC mock-up facility at CERN used for the experiments.

taken by the algorithm to arrive at the position where the RSS is balanced. It is assumed that
the algorithm performs better when it uses less iterations and travels short distances to reach the
optimal position.
The RSS is measured by using the RSSI (Received Signal Strength indicator) metric provided
by the iwlist command in Linux. The algorithm is implemented as a bash shell script and the
actual motion on the youBot is achieved using a C++ program called through the shell script.
The measured RSSI values represent the signal level in dBm (and has a negative sign) which
means that higher the RSSI value, lower the signal strength. The velocity of youBot is set
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at 0.8 m/s. The RSSI is first filtered using a temporal moving average filter to mitigate sudden
changes in the measured values due to fading effects.

(a) Balancing of the RSS from client and server
nodes at the relay robot.

(c) Effect of Client to relay node separation distance.

(b) Effect of the step size on the performance.

(d) Effect of client node velocity.

Figure 6.8: Experimental performance of the algorithm 4 and effects of step size, velocity and
separation distances on the performance.

An example of RSS balancing action is shown in figure 6.8a. It can be observed in the figure 6.8b
that, even though the mean RSS achieved in both the nodes is lower (which means higher signal
strength) when the step size in increased, the step size should be properly calibrated in order to
achieve the optimised position in less number of iterations and with distance travelled. The step
size is kept the same for all the iterations. Figure 6.8c shows the effect of the initial distance
between the client and relay robot on the algorithm performance in terms if number of iterations.
It is clear from this figure that, the number of iterations is not monotonically decreasing with the
client-relay node (C-R) separation because of the dynamic step size adjustment.
In one case, the client node has been moved manually with a steady velocity (by steadily travelling a fixed distance in a fixed time). The effect of client velocity on the algorithm performance
can be observed in figure 6.8d. When the client velocity is more or less equal to the relay robot
velocity, the algorithm performed better. This section is concluded with this idea of balancing
the RSS in one dimension. In the next section, an algorithm is developed for two-dimensional
RSS balancing by optimally positioning the relay robots with robustness to noise.
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6.4 Relay robots positioning using multi-sensor spatial sampling
method
Reliability of wireless communication in a network of mobile wireless robot nodes depends on
the received signal strength (RSS) values in each wireless link. When the robot nodes are deployed in hostile environments with ionising radiations (such as in some scientific facilities),
there exists the possibility of some electronic components to fail randomly (due to radiation
effects), which causes problems in wireless connectivity. The objective of this work is to maximise robot mission capabilities by maximizing the wireless network capacity and reduce the
risk of communication failure. Thus in this work, the multi-node wireless tethering structure
called as "Server-Relay-Client" framework that uses (multiple) relay nodes in between a server
and a client node is considered and a robust stochastic optimisation algorithm using multi-sensor
based RSS sampling method at the relay nodes to efficiently improve and balance the RSS between the source and client nodes in order to improve the network capacity and also to provide
redundant networking abilities is proposed. Special preprocessing techniques such as exponential moving average and spatial averaging filters on the RSS data has been used for smoothing.
The receiver spatial diversity concept is utilised and a position controller is employed on the relay node using a stochastic gradient ascent method for self-positioning the relay node to achieve
the RSS balancing task. The effectiveness of the proposed solution is validated by extensive
simulations and field experiments in CERN facilities. The youBot mobile robot platform is used
in the filed trials as the relay node, and two stand-alone Raspberry Pi computers as the client
and server nodes.
In the previous chapter, several methods [38] for optimising the node position to receive the
best RSS relative to one radio signal source (transmitter) are studied. The work in the current
chapter extends the spatial sampling methods in the previous chapter and propose a decentralised
method for wireless relay node positioning using a spatially spread multi-sensor RSS sensing
technique to optimise the wireless signal strength at the relay node using the receiver spatial
diversity concept (receiving radio signals with multiple receivers at different positions). In this
way, redundancy is also added to the network so as to avoid wireless device failures due to
single event effects (SEE) induced by ionising radiation in the environment. In this section, an
adaptive and robust "stochastic optimisation" (SO) algorithm for the RSS relative to both client
and server nodes is proposed and apply it to the relay node for RSS balancing. The proposed
algorithm is made robust to measurement noise by special preprocessing techniques.
The main objective in this work is to navigate the relay node to a position (between two nodes)
where the RSS is at a local maximum or at least above the minimum threshold needed to maintain a strong connectivity. The main contributions in this section are the following:
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1. A decentralised stochastic optimisation algorithm (robust to measurement noise) employing gradient ascent method that can be applied in the relay node using multi-sensor spatial
RSS sampling to find the optimal position of the relay node between two nodes is proposed;
2. The proposed method is validated using simulation and field experiments and considered performance metrics such as the temporal and spatial performance of the relay node,
accuracy and success rate in reaching the optimal position. The proposed algorithm is
compared with the state-of-the-art (SoA) methods at relevant places in this section.
The problem formulation in defined in section 6.4.1 and the proposed solution along with its
implementation details is described in sections 6.4.2 and 6.4.3. Then this theory is evaluated by
conducting simulations presented in section 6.4.4, and is supported with experimental verification in the section 6.4.5.

6.4.1

Problem formulation

The problem to be solved in this section can be formulated as follows; the RSS field (and the
environmental model) is assumed to be unknown a priori. The RSS can be measured by the
node using the spatially distributed wireless receivers (which act as the sensors). A single-relay
SRC framework is used. Both server and client nodes are assumed to be mobile (dynamically
changes their position) and the relay node has no control over other nodes’ movement. The
server, relay and client nodes are placed at positions ps , pr , pc ∈ R2 respectively. The algorithm
is implemented in the relay node, which can provide its position information as one of the inputs
to the algorithm. Assuming the relay node has fully controllable dynamics, the objectives are:
Problem 1: Find an optimisation objective function which should be maximised by optimising
pr such that the network capacity (goodput) of the end-to-end server-client link is optimal;
Problem 2: Find a robust stochastic optimisation algorithm to optimise the network goodput, is
robust to environmental changes, and maximises the objective function that solves Problem 1;
Problem 3: Find an RSS sensing method and RSS preprocessing techniques to increase the
robustness of the algorithm that solves Problem 2;
Problem 4: Find a suitable dynamics controller for the relay node that supports the solution of
Problem 3 and also ensures that the relay node can reach the objective smoothly.
The robustness of the proposed algorithm is verified under sensory and environmental noise for
objective maximisation. In this regard, simulations and experimental evaluations are conducted
for a number of trials considering various environmental conditions are conducted.
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6.4.2

Proposed solution

In this research, the concepts used in [139], [141], [159], [165] are used while intending to
remove the hurdles and drawbacks observed in these research works. The novelties in the proposed method are presented below which also show the solution departs from the state-of-the-art
methods.
1. The proposed method does not require prior knowledge or model of the radio environment. Special preprocessing techniques such as exponential moving average filters are
used to deal with the measurement noise and stochastic nature of the RSS and mitigate
fading effects.
2. Multiple receivers are distributed spatially on-board the relay node instead of using multiple antennas connected to the same receiver. Therefore, the need to switch between
different antennas connected to a same receiver can be avoided and it also makes the
algorithm applicable directly at the application layer.
3. RSS is measured instead of SNR as the noise signal power is not measurable in many
commercial wireless devices. Hence the approach is to use the RSS gradient information
(instead of SNR gradient) and propose a suitable robust stochastic optimisation algorithm
to optimise the relay node position to receive relatively better RSS (local maxima), thereby
increasing the communication range and coverage area.
4. The proposed algorithm is evaluated with simulations and field experiments using a position controller that can work even when the RSS gradient measurements are noisy and the
RSS field in the environment is unknown with NLOS conditions.
In a network of nodes, a relay node can use either a Relay-and-Retransmit (RR) scheme or a
Flow-Pipe (FP) scheme for data transport [159]. While the former scheme is based on packet
switching, the latter scheme has the functionality of a radio-repeater. The total network goodput
(application-level throughput) Gt of a robotic network having n nodes (first is the server node
and nth is the client node, and n − 2 relay nodes) is given by the following equations [170]:
For the RR scheme:
1

Gt =

j=i+1
P

i∈[1,n−1]

1
Gij (RSSij )

=

1
n
P

i=2



1
αT αG Blog2 (1+10

RSSdBm −P N dBm
10

)

(6.1)

,

and for the FP scheme:
Gt =

min {Gij (RSSij )} =

i∈[1,n−1]
j=i+1

min (αT αG Blog2 (1 + 10

i∈[1,n−1]
j=i+1

RSSdBm −P N dBm
10

),

(6.2)
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where RSSdBm (i, j) represents the signal strength of node j measured at node i. G(r, s) and
G(r, c) are the goodput of the relay-server and relay-client links respectively.

Figure 6.9: RSS and goodput measured by relay node at various positions and instants in NLOS
condition.

In this work, it is assumed that the relay node uses the FP scheme for relaying the data from
server to client (as it is more efficient case compared to the RR scheme). Therefore, the equation (6.2), for a single-relay SRC becomes:

Gt =

h


1
G(r,s)

+

1
G(r,c)

i−1

min(G(r, s), G(r, c))

for the RR scheme,

(6.3)

for the FP scheme.

The figure 6.9 indicates how the measured goodput changes as the relay node moves with respect
to server and client in a single-relay SRC framework using the FP scheme. The goodput is
maximal when the RSS from server and client become close to each other, which supports the
target of this work, i.e. the RSS balancing between the server and the client node is beneficial
for improving the total network throughput. The goodput indirectly depends on the position of
the relay node because the goodput depends on the RSS which in turn depends on the position
and the radio environment.
In the further sections, solutions are proposed for each of the problems defined in section 6.4.1.

6.4.2.1 Objective function
Let the measured RSS at the relay node from the client node be RSSc and from the server node
be RSSs . A way to solve Problem 1 is to find a function that maximises both the RSSc and
RSSs at the same time so that the total goodput is maximised. figure 6.9 shows the RSS readings
as the relay node travels between the server and client nodes. The reason for non-symmetrical
RSS values between two nodes is that the environment has NLOS conditions and hence has
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different propagation constants. It can be observed from figure 6.9 that the goodput is maximal
when RSSc and RSSs become equal. However, it is also worth noting that this figure 6.9
shows a one dimensional RSS measurement, if extrapolated to a 2D scenario, there are multiple
possible positions where RSSc = RSSs , as will be shown later in section 6.4.4. Hence it is
important to consider a function that maximises the value of RSSc and RSSs together while
maintaining them equal at the same time. The objective can be formulated as follows:
G∗ = max(Gt ) such that arg max RSSc = arg max RSSs and max RSSc = max RSSs ,
pr

pr

(6.4)
where G∗ and Gt are the optimal and total goodput respectively and the pr is the argument
to be used in the optimisation. This can be directly translated to an optimisation problem that
equalises and maximises the RSS on the both sides as shown below.
p∗r = arg max f (pr ) = arg max f (RSSc (pr ), RSSs (pr )),
pr ∈R2

(6.5)

pr

s.t. G∗ = Gt (RSSc (p∗r ), RSSs (p∗r )) and max RSSc (p∗r ) = max RSSs (p∗r ).

(6.6)

Here pr = (xr ∈ R, yr ∈ R) is the position of the relay node and is the argument that is
optimised for maximizing an objective function f (pr ) : Rn → R. In the previous work [38],
the objective function used is f (pr ) = RSSs (pr ) as used only one signal source is used. But in
the present work, the relay node has to balance between two signal sources, and hence a simple
solution can be to use f (pr ) = RSSc (pr ) + RSSs (pr ) as the objective function, however this
does not satisfy the constraint RSSc (pr ) = RSSs (pr ) and so there will be two optima, one at
the server node position p∗r = ps and another at the client node position p∗r = pc instead of the
optimum position between these two, which will be apparent in the later sections. Therefore a
different objective function that satisfies all the constraints has to be chosen. For example, in
[159], f (pr ) = min{SN Rc , SN Rs } has been used as the objective function and a least-squares
gradient estimation (LSGE) method is adopted for determining the gradient of the objective
function and deal with its non-smooth nature. However, as the algorithm rely purely on the
spatial gradient approximation (using measurements), determining the gradients for solving a
non-smooth objective function has many practical difficulties [171]. Therefore, the non-smooth
objective function used in [159] is approximated to a smooth valued function. Also, as the
direct SN R measurements are not available, RSS measurements are used instead. Hence a
smooth objective function in equation (6.7) using a smoothing approximation proposed in [172]
to approximate the non-smooth min function is used in this work.
f (pr ) = − log(exp(−RSSc (pr , pc )) + exp(−RSSs (pr , ps ))) s.t. pr ∈ {pmin , pmax } ∈ R2 .
(6.7)
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6.4.2.2 Optimisation method
optimisation methods using only an approximated gradient (of the objective function) information typically use stochastic optimisation algorithms [143], [159]. Gradient-based methods
offers advantages such as the convergence and stability of the gradient-based optimisation methods as mentioned in [159]. The gradients of the objective function are estimated using the RSS
measurements and is used to determine the future direction recursively to maximise the objective function. The stochastic gradient ascent (SGA) algorithm iteratively updates the parameters
according to the following equations:
xi+1
= xir + γ i gx (pir ),
r
yri+1 = yri + γ i gy (pir ),
where gxr (pir ) = ∇x f (RSSc (pir , pc ), RSSsi (pir , ps )),
and gyr (pir ) = ∇y f (RSSc (pir , pc ), RSSsi (pir , ps )),

(6.8)

i
mp i
and RSSc (pir ) = RSScpl (kpir − pc k) + Φsh
c (pr , pc ) + Ωc (pr , pc , t),
i
mp i
and RSSs (pir ) = RSSspl (kpir − ps k) + Φsh
s (pr , ps ) + Ωs (pr , ps , t).

Here γ i ∈ R+ is the learning rate (also called "step size") which should always be a positive
value to ensure convergence. The selection of this learning rate is crucial to obtain fast converP
P
gence [173] and should satisfy the conditions i γi = ∞ and i γi2 < ∞. The choice of γ will
be discussed in the next subsection. The multi-variate gradients [gx (pr ), gy (pr )] = [∇x f, ∇y f ]
of the objective function is determined in the following way:
g x = ∇x f =

g y = ∇y f =

∂f
∂f
∂(RSSc )
∂f
∂(RSSs )
= ∇RSS f · ∇x RSS =
·
+
·
,
∂x
∂(RSSc )
∂x
∂(RSSs )
∂x
(6.9)
∂f
∂f
∂(RSSc )
∂f
∂(RSSs )
= ∇RSS f · ∇y RSS =
·
+
·
,
∂y
∂(RSSc )
∂y
∂(RSSs )
∂y
(6.10)
where

∂f
eRSSs
eRSSc
∂f
= RSSc
=
and
.
∂(RSSc )
e
∂(RSSs )
eRSSc + eRSSs
+ eRSSs
(6.11)

Here the position of the relay node (xr , yr ) has been replaced with (x, y) for notational simplicity. The above method is called the stochastic gradient ascent method because the objective
function has both deterministic and stochastic parts as it’s a function of RSS (section 2.2) and
therefore the stochastic gradient is ∇f (pir ) = g(pir ) + ǫi . The ǫi is the noise in the gradient
at position pir . The RSS gradients [∇x RSS, ∇y RSS] are approximated by measurements at a
single position of the relay node. Thus the proposed method attempts to increase robustness and
achieve fast convergence by using the concept of stochastic gradient ascent [174].
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The convergence of gradient ascent method requires that the objective function f (pr ) is concave and the gradient g(pr ) is locally Lipschitz continuous [143]. We can show that the chosen objective function f (pr ) is concave as the function log(exp(|x|) + exp(|y|) is convex and
hence the negation is concave. It can also be shown that the gradient function [∇x f, ∇y f ] is
locally Lipschitz continuous by showing that, there exists a positive constant L ≥ 0 such that
i
i+1 − pi k ∀ pi , pi+1 ∈ R2 as ∇
k∇f (pi+1
RSS f is an exponential function
r ) − ∇f (pr )k ≤ Lkpr
r
r r

which is continuously differentiable in a finite set of parameters RSS ∈ [RSSmin , RSSmax ]
and hence locally Lipschitz continuous. Though global optimum can be reached if f (x) is
strictly concave, the stochastic nature of the RSS is not in favour of this phenomenon and
hence the objective function has multiple local optima. With careful preprocessing techniques
(discussed in section 6.4.3.1) the local optima issue can be mitigated.
The key factor driving the choice of a stochastic optimisation method (as a solution to Problem
2) is that the environmental factors affecting the RSS are not known a priori and hence an
optimisation method that is both adaptable (to environmental changes) and robust (to noise) is
needed. Stochastic optimisation methods can work with noisy gradient measurements, which is
a vital requirement because the RSS measurements usually contain random variations which can
be treated as the measurement noise in the optimisation problem. The stochastic optimisation
algorithm is devised to increase robustness and guarantee local optimum at each iteration.

6.4.2.3 Multi-sensor sampling
The intention is to provide a sampling method that is both simple to implement in different
hardware platforms and reliable to guarantee performance. Therefore multiple wireless devices
are installed to act as sensors and enhance reliability and redundancy in wireless networking.
The concept of multi-sensor spatial diversity is implicitly utilised for measuring gradients instead of methods such as least squares gradient estimation (LSGE) method [138], [159], search
based methods [175] and multi-antenna spatial diversity techniques [139], [160], [165]. Four
sensors are distributed spatially around the centre of the relay node to measure the RSSc and
RSSs at appropriate spatial locations (as shown in the figure 6.6a) that help us to determine
the RSS gradients. Finite differences methods such as "Forward Finite Difference (FFD)" and
"Central Finite Difference (CFD)" methods are typically used to estimate the gradient using
measurements spatially distributed about a central point [173]. The RSS gradients of the client
node [∇x RSSc , ∇y RSSc ] and of the server node [∇x RSSs , ∇y RSSs ] are obtained using the
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derivative approximations with the CFD algorithm as shown below:
∂RSSc . RSSc (x + ∆x, y) − RSSc (x − ∆x, y)
=
,
∂x
2∆x
∂RSSc . RSSc (x, y + ∆y) − RSSc (x, y − ∆y)
∇y RSSc =
=
,
∂y
2∆y
∂RSSs . RSSs (x + ∆x, y) − RSSs (x − ∆x, y)
=
,
∇x RSSs =
∂x
2∆x
∂RSSs . RSSs (x, y + ∆y) − RSSs (x, y − ∆y)
=
.
∇y RSSs =
∂y
2∆y
∇x RSSc =

(6.12)
(6.13)
(6.14)
(6.15)

Here, ∆x and ∆y are the spatial separations of the RSS sensors along x and y axis respectively
on the relay node and depends on the physical constraints of the relay node. The authors in
[173] show that the CFD method gives a much lower deterministic error than FFD method and
in the CFD scheme, the stochastic error in gradient estimation is four times better than the FFD
scheme. This fact is already proven experimentally in the section 5.1 in which is has been shown
that the CFD algorithm has better performance than the FFD algorithm. Hence the proposal is to
use CFD algorithm as a solution to Problem 3. Based on the gradient estimation method shown
in equation (6.11), the optimisation method in equation (6.8) becomes,
xi+1
= xir + γci (∇RSSc f · k∇x RSSc k) + γsi (∇RSSs f · k∇x RSSs k),
r
yri+1 = yri + γci (∇RSSc f · k∇y RSSc k) + γsi (∇RSSs f · k∇y RSSs k).

(6.16)

As gradient measurements are used mainly for determining the next direction of movement, the
gradient measurements are normalised as unit vectors along x and y coordinates using the l2
norm to minimise errors due to noise in the gradient measurements.
∇y RSSc
∇x RSSc
, k∇y RSSc k = q
,
k∇x RSSc k = q
(∇x RSSc )2 + (∇y RSSc )2
(∇x RSSc )2 + (∇y RSSc )2

∇y RSSs
∇x RSSs
k∇x RSSs k = q
, k∇y RSSs k = q
.
2
2
2
2
(∇x RSSs ) + (∇y RSSs )
(∇x RSSs ) + (∇y RSSs )
(6.17)
The learning rate γ is optimised to be high at initial iterations and low at the end of convergence
[175]. A natural choice for the learning rate that exhibits such behaviour is γci =
γsi =

κ
RSSs2

κ
RSSc2

and

to enable the accelerated convergence when the relay node is farther from the

optimum (lower RSS) and decelerated convergence and stabilisation when the optimum (higher
RSS) has almost been reached. The values of κ are selected empirically. This learning rate
selection will make sure the convergence to a local minimum as the learning rate asymptotically
∞
P
satisfies
γk → ∞ and γk → 0 as n → ∞ where n is the number of iterations.
n=1
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6.4.2.4 Controller design
A closed-loop incremental position controller as shown in figure 6.10 is devised as the solution for the Problem 4. The robust stochastic optimisation algorithm consists of the following
sub-modules: Multi-sensor RSS sensing, temporal and spatial smoothing, gradient estimation
using CFD method, gradient normalisation, and SGA algorithm. The motion dynamics is controlled using a position controller acting on the relay node. The radio environment variables
are unknown (hidden) to the algorithm as indicated in the figure 6.10. The spatial and temporal
smoothing of RSS are discussed in section 6.4.3.1. The controller is stopped on meeting both of
the following two conditions:
• The absolute value of the difference in average values of the RSS from server and client
^c − RSS
^s | < RSSthreshold ;
nodes is less than the RSS Threshold, |RSS
• The l2 norm of the gradient is less than the gradient threshold (when it becomes close to
zero), kgk < gthreshold .
In addition to the algorithmic parameters such as ∆x, ∆y, κ and stop criterion parameters such
as RSSthreshold , gthreshold , the inputs to the algorithm are relay node position pir = (xir , yri )
and four RSS measurements each for server and client sides. The next subsection presents the
implemented algorithm.

6.4.3

Algorithm

Assuming that the relay node moves on a 2D surface (X, Y ) with the current position of the
relay node as (xi , y i ), the RSS values at four receivers on the relay node from server node as
RSSsi (x ± ∆x, y ± ∆y) and from client node as RSSci (x ± ∆x, y ± ∆y) at instant i, the robust
stochastic optimisation algorithm is expressed in algorithm 5. The aim of the algorithm is not
to reach the global optimum in one iteration but to reach the global optimum progressively after
several iterations. The proposed algorithm measures only the relative direction of the nodes and
uses RSS measurements only in a very basic and thus robust way.
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Figure 6.10: Schematic view of the proposed position controller implementing the robust stochastic optimisation (RSO) algorithm.
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Algorithm 5 Robust stochastic optimisation (RSO) algorithm for RSS balancing between two
mobile robot nodes.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:

Inputs: xi , y i , RSSci (x ± ∆x), RSSci (y ± ∆y), RSSsi (x ± ∆x), RSSsi (y ± ∆y)
Outputs: xi+1 , y i+1
Parameters: ∆x, ∆y,
Multi-sensor spatial sampling ()
{
RSSc = [RSSc (x + ∆x), RSSc (x − ∆x), RSSc (y + ∆y), RSSc (y − ∆y)]
RSSs = [RSSs (x + ∆x), RSSs (x − ∆x), RSSs (y + ∆y), RSSs (y − ∆y)]
}
[RSSc , RSSs ] = Spatial Filtering(RSSc , RSSs )
[RSSc , RSSs ] = Temporal Filtering(RSSc , RSSs )
while (|average(RSSs ) − average(RSSc )|  RSSthreshold ) and (kg i kl2  gthreshold )
do
Multi-sensor spatial sampling ( )
Gradient Estimation (RSSc , RSSs )
{
RSSc (x+∆x)−RSSc (x−∆x)
c (y−∆y)
, ∇y RSSc = RSSc (y+∆y)−RSS
2∆x
2∆y
s (x−∆x)
s (y−∆y)
, ∇y RSSs = RSSs (y+∆y)−RSS
∇x RSSs = RSSs (x+∆x)−RSS
2∆x
2∆y
(RSSs )
(RSSc )
∇RSSc f = e(RSSec ) +e(RSSs ) , ∇RSSs f = e(RSSec ) +e(RSSs )

∇x RSSc =

}
Gradient Normalisation (∇x RSSc , ∇y RSSc , ∇x RSSs , ∇y RSSs )
{
p
p
∇RSSc = ∇x RSSc2 + ∇x RSSc2 , ∇RSSs = ∇x RSSs2 + ∇x RSSs2
∇y RSSc
x RSSc
k∇x RSSc k = ∇∇RSS
, k∇y RSSc k = ∇RSS
c
c
∇ RSS

y
s
x RSSs
, k∇y RSSs k = ∇RSS
k∇x RSSs k = ∇∇RSS
s
s
}
Stochastic Gradient Descent (k∇x RSSc k, k∇y RSSc k, k∇x RSSs k, k∇y RSSs k)
{
gxc = ∇RSSc f · ∇x RSSc , gxs = ∇RSSs f · ∇x RSSs
gyc = ∇RSSc f · ∇y RSSc , gys = ∇RSSq
s f · ∇y RSSs

gx = gxc + gxs , gy = gyc + gys , kgk = gx2 + gy2
δx = γc gxc + γs gxs , δy = γc gyc + γs gys
}
Relay Node Position Controller (xi , y i , δx, δy)
{
xi+1 = xi + δx
y i+1 = y i + δy
}
Move the relay node to position (xi+1 , y i+1 )
end while

Sensors spatial separations ∆x and ∆y depends on the physical constraints of the relay node.
For instance, in the youBot, the feasible maximum values are ∆x ≤ 0.38 m and ∆y ≤ 0.58 m.
The RSSThreshold is an important factor that determines the stopping condition of the algorithm
because only when the current RSS is below this threshold, improving the RSS will be fruitful
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as can be inferred from figure 6.9. Another stop criterion is reaching the minimum gradient
threshold, which is derived empirically.

6.4.3.1 Preprocessing of the RSS data
The RSS is measured using a metric called Radio Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) [66]. As the
RSSI metric need to be filtered for noise [176] in both spatial and temporal dimensions, separate
RSS filters for spatial and temporal smoothing are integrated in the proposed algorithm such that
the measurement noises and multipath fading effects can be mitigated. This preprocessing step
is common to both simulation and experimental implementation.

Spatial smoothing

The multipath fading effects (RSS mp ) can be mitigated by linear spatial

averaging of the RSS measurements with several measurements per wavelength λ of the radio
signal used [177]. In [144], it is mentioned that there should be a minimum spacing of 0.38λ between two RSS spacial samples to obtain independent uncorrelated measurements. Therefore,
assuming that the 2.4 GHz (λ = 12.5 cm) radio frequency band is used, the spatial sampling
frequency (fs ) has been set to a value greater than or equal to 5 cm, meeting both the minimum
spacing for uncorrelated measurements as well as the resolution needs of the linear spatial averaging (around 2.5 measurements per λ). An averaging filter is proposed for the RSS spatial
smoothing when the relay node is moving from (xi , y i ) to xi+1 , y i+1 as shown in the following
equation:
RSS =

N
X

RSS k where, N =

k=1

k((xi+1 , y i+1 ) − (xi , y i )k
.
fs

(6.18)

At each receiver, the RSS sampling time is ts = fs ν where ν being the velocity of the relay node.
1

1

This means that the outcome of the smoothed RSS will be the RSS sample at (xi+ 2 , y i+ 2 )
instead of (xi+1 , y i+1 ). As the concentration is chiefly on the RSS gradient measurements, this
spatial averaging has a positive impact [138].

Temporal smoothing

An exponential moving average (EMA) filter is proposed for smoothing

large changes in the RSS over a given time. This temporal smoothing helps in mitigating temporal multipath fading effects and smoothing out noise in the measurements. The implementation
is similar to a discrete first order Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) or a single-pole low-pass filter
that has a recursive feedback. The filter is characterised by the equation (6.19).
RSS i = αRSS i + (1 − α)RSS i−1 = RSS i−1 + α(RSS i − RSS i−1 ).

(6.19)
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Where, 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 is the smoothness parameter that yields the filter time constant τf =
∆T ( 1−α
α ). ∆T is the RSS sampling period used in the temporal smoothing.

6.4.4

Simulation experiments

The proposed Robust Stochastic Optimisation (RSO) algorithm is first evaluated with simulations before moving to field experiments. This section begins with presenting the types of
simulation cases and evaluation methods and metrics. This is followed by presentation of the
simulation setup and finally present the results with analysis. The following simulation cases
are considered:
Case 1: Considering a LOS scenario without spatio-temporal noise
In this case, the radio signals are presumed to be not blocked by large obstacles and hence
the RSS has line-of-sight propagation from the source to the destination device. Also, the
RSS spatial variations due to shadowing effects (RSS sh ) are assumed to be negligible as
the environment is free of obstacles, and the multipath fading effects on RSS (RSS mp ) is
filtered out completely;
Case 2: Considering a LOS scenario with spatio-temporal noise
In Case 2, LOS conditions are presumed. However, the RSS spatial variations due to
shadowing and multipath effects (RSS sh ) are considered to some extent in spite most of
the variations in the RSS (including the measurements noise of the device) are presumed
to be filtered out;
Case 3: Considering a NLOS scenario with spatio-temporal noise
In this case, the radio signals are presumed to have no direct line-of-sight between wireless
devices and suffer blockage by several obstacles in the environment and hence qualify for
NLOS conditions. Verifying the NLOS conditions are relevant to the algorithm because
the relay node aims to overcome the NLOS barriers in radio propagation and convert the
relayed channel to "LOS + LOS" (two LOS) links through relay node instead of a single
(direct) NLOS link without relay node. The variations in RSS due to shadowing and
multipath effects are considered similar to case 2.

6.4.4.1 Simulation setup
A realistic radio signal strength environment is simulated using Matlab. The pseudo-code in
algorithm 6 shows the principle of the simulation setup. The simulation setup uses the extended
log-normal shadowing model given in the equation (2.3). The radio environment parameters
are set based on the empirical observations made in the section 4.1.2 and the Gaussian noises
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(stdspace and stdtime ) are set according to the simulation cases. The radio source (transmitter)
is fixed at (0,0) and the distance from the source to the receiver (relay robot) is calculated based
on Euclidean (l2 ) norms.
Algorithm 6 Simulation setup for the 2D RSS environment.

receiver_position = (rx ry) % Initial position of the relay node
transmitter_position = (tx ty) % Initial position of the client node
Pt = 17 % Transmit power (dBm) of the transmitter
d0 = 1 % Reference distance d0 (m)
Pd0 = -25 % Received power at the distance d0
P Ld0 = Pt - Pd0 % Path loss at the reference distance
n = 2.52 % Path loss exponent for LOS scenario
stdspace = rand(x,y,2) % Std. deviation of Gaussian noise in spatial domain (x,y)
stdtime = rand(2) % Std. deviation of Gaussian noise in temporal domain
for x in 1 to 100
for y in 1 to 100
if (x,y) == (rx,ry)
rss(i,j) = 0
elseif (x,y) == (tx,ty)
rss(x,y) = Pt
else
√
rss(x,y) = Pt − P Ld0 − 10η log10 (
end

(x−rx)2 +(y−ry)2 )
)
d0

− stdspace (x, y) − stdtime

end
end

In the real simulation, there are two transmitter nodes, namely the server and client nodes. The
receiver is the relay node. The positions of server node and client node are fixed at (-30,0) and
(30,0) respectively. The position of the relay node is chosen randomly based on the simulation
cases. The environmental path loss parameter η is chosen according to the real experimental
observations in [18]. In a NLOS scenario, η is different for different links (relay-server link and
relay-client link). The channel noise in the radio signals are not accurately measurable by most
of the commercial wireless transceivers, therefore the measurements are restricted to only the
RSS values as opposed to considerations in [141], [159].
Figure 6.11 plots the histogram of the standard deviation of the RSS values measured in a tunnel
environment at CERN. As it is clear from the figure that the stochastic parts (Shadowing and
multipath effects) of the RSS are indeed Gaussian [136], it is modelled as spatio-temporal noise
in the RSS measurements using Gaussian random variables in the simulations. It is found in
measurements that the standard deviation of the spatial RSS due to shadowing can be as low as
0.5 dBm to as high as 2 dBm with average of about 1 dBm at each point in space. Hence in
simulations the stochastic noise in RSS as set 2 dBm to replicate an as realistic environment as
possible. A simulated RSS environment for server and client nodes is shown in figure 6.12 with
(a variance of 4 dBm2 ) and without Gaussian noise in the RSS.
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Figure 6.11: Histogram of the RSS variations.

(a) 2D simulation without Gaussian noise.

(b) 2D simulation with a Gaussian noise N(0, 4).

Figure 6.12: Simulation of the radio field (environment) in 2D Cartesian space (x, y). The
server node is placed at (30,0) and the client node is placed at (-30,0).

6.4.4.2 Simulation results
Algorithm 5 is also implemented in Matlab for evaluating its performance in the simulated RSS
environment. Each simulation case is run for 100 trials and the average performance results are
considered. The following metrics are considered for presenting and comparing the performance
results for different cases and considerations.
MAE (m): The mean absolute distance error in reaching the theoretical global optimum position,
RMSE (m): The root mean squared error in reaching the global optimum position,
Success rate (%): The percentage of success in reaching a threshold zone around the theoretical global optimum. The threshold zone is the radial zone around the theoretical optimum
and the radius is determined by considering the 10% of the total distance between the
initial relay node position and the theoretical global optimum position,
Distance cost (m): The total distance (Euclidean norm) travelled from the initial position to the
theoretical optimum position,
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Time cost (#iter): Time taken in reaching the optimum, measured indirectly using the number
of iterations,
m
): The speed at which the algorithm converges, measured as: Speed
Speed of convergence ( #iter

of convergence =

Distance cost
Time cost .

Case 1: LOS scenario without noise The simulation case 1 is implemented as follows. The
simulation is executed by placing the relay node initially at random locations all around the
simulation grid area in each trial. The intention of this case is to understand the distance range
of the relay node from the global optimum position over which the proposed algorithm can prove
effective. Figure 6.13a presents the path taken by the relay node from its initial random position
(red dots) to the optimum position (green dots) (the client node and server node are shown as
blue dots). It can be observed from the figure 6.13b that the lower the initial distance of the relay
node from the optimum position, the lower is the speed of convergence. The MAE obtained for
this case is 1.7 m (the initial relay node located in a range of 10m to 50m from the optimum)
which is well within the 10% threshold zone and the achieved average success rate is 83%.
In reality, the relay node is always at a lower distance range (usually within 5 m) to the global
optimum at any given point of time, because the solution using relay node is implicitly dynamic
in nature and the relay node keeps optimising its position to reflect the changes in the client or
server node positions. Therefore in further simulations, the relay node initial position is fixed at
(-15,15) to simulate the worst-case conditions in reality. The results of performance metrics for
all the simulation cases are presented in table 6.1.

(a) Path taken by the relay node from an initial position
(red) to an optimum position (green). Blue dots indicate
the server and client node locations.

(b) Scatter plot of the distance of initial relay node position from the optimum position
shown against the speed of convergence.

Figure 6.13: Case 1 simulation results for 100 trials with random relay node initial positions.

Case 2: LOS scenarios with Gaussian noises The case 2 is simulated by fixing the path
loss parameter η as 2.54 [18]. Two different scenarios are considered, one is using the standard
deviation σ of the spatio-temporal Gaussian noise as 1 dBm and another uses σ = 2 dBm. The
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results of simulations are shown in figure 6.14. In both the plots of figure 6.14, the theoretical
optimum position without noise is (0,0) and it can be observed that the relay node tries to reach
that optimum position. Though the success rate has dropped compared to case 1 results, more
than 75% success rate in reaching the optimum position is obtained in Case 2.

(a) LOS scenario with a 1 dBm spatio-temporal
Gaussian noise in RSS.

(b) LOS scenario with a 2 dBm spatio-temporal
Gaussian noise in RSS.

Figure 6.14: Case 2 simulation results showing 100 trials of two different noise conditions.

Case 3: NLOS scenarios with and without Gaussian noises

In case 3, four different types of

scenarios are attempted. The first two are for 1 dBm noise but with different path loss constants
η between the relay-client and relay-server link to simulate the NLOS conditions. The last two
scenarios are for 2 dBm noise with similar difference in path loss constants. A difference of 0.5
in η can differentiate between a LOS and NLOS condition and a difference of 2 in η (from a LOS
condition) can represent a deep NLOS conditions [18]. The results of all the four scenarios are
presented in the figure 6.15. The left figures presents the NLOS scenarios without noise so that
the optimum position can be observed clearly. The centre figures presents the NLOS scenarios
with 1 dBm noise. The right figures presents the NLOS scenarios with 2 dBm noise. These
figures contains only the first 10 trials of the actual simulation so that the algorithm behaviour
can be observed without ambiguity.
It can be observed from table 6.1 that, as the complexity increases, the success rate drops and
the error increases. Figure 6.16 presents the relay node path for a random run in each simulation
case overlaid on the value of the objective function (Equation (6.7)). The results show promising
convergence to the maximum of the objective function value.
For all the simulation scenarios, the values for sensor separation distances δx and δy are fixed
at 0.2 m. (The following) Figure 6.17 provides the influence of sensor separation on the error
for LOS condition with 2 dBm noise. It is obvious from this figure that the higher the sensor
separation, the lower the error. However the physical limitation of wireless nodes restricts the
feasible sensor separation distances.
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Figure 6.15: Case 3 simulation results showing 10 trials each. Simulation results without noise
(Left), with a 1 dBm noise (centre), and with a 2 dBm noise (Right). The results of NLOS
conditions are presented in the first row and in the second row, and the results of deep NLOS
conditions are presented in the third row.

Scenarios
Case 1: LOS without noise
Case 2: LOS with 1 dBm
noise
Case 2: LOS with 2 dBm
noise
Case 3: NLOS with 1 dBm
noise
Case 3: NLOS with 2 dBm
noise
Case 3: deep NLOS with
1 dBm noise
Case 3: deep NLOS with
2 dBm noise

65.6

Time
cost
(#iter)
49.1

Success
rate
(%)
88

Speed
of
Convergence
m
( #iter
)
1.3

3.2

120.7

69.0

81

1.7

4.7

7.2

128.3

98.4

76

1.3

3.3

6.1

161.8

81.9

78

1.9

6.4

8.6

179.8

90.9

72

1.9

3.7

5.14

210.4

89.2

75

2.3

6.9

9.5

210.1

95.5

65

2.2

MAE RMSE
(m)
(m)

Distance
cost (m)

1.7

2.1

2.3

Table 6.1: Results obtained for all simulation cases.

The proposed algorithm is principally designed for RSS measurements. However it can also
handle SNR measurements without any modifications if the wireless transceivers are capable of
measuring noise power (as in [141], [159]) as conveyed in the following discussions.
The RSS is simulated as before and simulate the received noise power (PN ) from a localised external noise source in the environment and then derive the SNR using the equation (2.4). There
can be many external noise source depending on the environment. Even though the simulation shown uses one external noise source, the principle can be extended to multiple localised
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(a) LOS without noise.

(d) NLOS without noise.
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(b) LOS with a 1 dBm noise.

(c) LOS with a 2 dBm noise.

(e) Deep NLOS without noise.

(f) NLOS with a 1 dBm noise.

(g) Deep NLOS with a 1 dBm
(i) Deep NLOS with a 2 dBm
(h) NLOS with a 2 dBm noise. noise.
noise.
Figure 6.16: Path taken by the relay node and the objective function value for all scenarios
during a simulation trial.

Figure 6.17: Influence of the sensors separation distance on the mean absolute error (MAE) in
reaching optimum position.

external noise sources.
In addition to the simulated environment used before, a localised external noise source (with
10% of the power of the server/client signal) is added at (5, 5) in the environment as can be seen
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(a) Simulated 2D map of the SNR values.
Server node at (-30,0), client node at (30,0),
and a localised noise source at (5,5).

(b) Path taken by the relay node in reaching the global
optimum overlaid on the objective function value.

Figure 6.18: A sample simulation using SNR measurements for a LOS scenario with a 2 dBm
Gaussian RSS noise and a localised external noise source.

in figure 6.18a. A sample output of simulation case 2 (LOS and Gaussian spatio-temporal noise
of 2 dBm) using the SNR measurements is presented in figure 6.18b. The figure 6.18 shows the
efficiency of the algorithm in avoiding the external noise location and driving the relay node
towards the global optimum adapted to the noisy environment.

6.4.5

Field experiments

In this section, experiments carried out are presented along with the results and their implications. The experiments are conducted in CERN experimental test facilities. A youBot [58]
mobile robot platform (shown in figure 6.6a) is used as the relay node and two stand-alone raspberry Pi mini-computers (shown in figure 6.6b) are used as the server and client nodes. As the
youBot has omnidirectional wheels, navigation is efficient given the space restrictions in the
intended hostile environments. Figure 6.19 show the experimental setup in an indoor facility
containing large metallic objects. Due to the nature of the experiments and the confined space in
the environment, the need to have an obstacle avoidance feature for the relay node is inevitable.
The obstacles are detected if they are within 4 m range of the robot platform using a 2D laser
range (LIDAR) sensor and make use of a basic obstacle avoidance system using the vector field
histogram technique [178].
As the used robot platform is velocity-controlled, the position controller part of the algorithm
is modified to a velocity controller using state-space transitions. The control equations for the
relay node located in inertial frame of reference with pose (x, y, θ), are given in equation (5.1).
Because the laser sensor is fitted on the front side of the relay node, the relay robot is made to
move only in the forward direction and therefore it will first turn towards the necessary control
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direction and then move to the corresponding position. This means that the control output of
algorithm has been transferred from the Cartesian space (x, y) to the polar domain (r, θ) as
follows:
r=

p

x2 + y 2 ,

θ=


tan−1 (y/x) if x > 0 ,

π + tan−1 (y/x) if x < 0 .

Relay node

.

(6.20)

Client node

Server node

Figure 6.19: Experimental setup showing the server, relay, and client nodes at a CERN facility.

The wireless devices used are the following: Edimax EW-7811un Wi-Fi USB card as the "access points (transmitter)" on the client and server nodes and Zyxel NWD2105 Wi-Fi USB card
as the "receiver stations" on the relay node and as RSS sensors. The spatial distribution of the
RSS sensors on the relay node can be seen in the figure 6.6a. Each receiver is set to channel 3
in the IEEE 802.11n standard 2.4 GHz spectrum and all the receivers have same characteristics
(internal omnidirectional antenna, receiver sensitivity of -64 dBm). They are placed on the relay node with same orientations to minimise antenna orientation effects in the RSS. The RSS
values from the access points at both the server and client nodes are obtained in the form of
"received signal strength indicator" (RSSI) metric using the iwlist command in Linux (E.g.,
iwlist interface-name scan). The Zyxel NWD2105 receiver uses the RALink 2850
wireless driver and the RSSI measurement is equal to the received power in dBm. Each RSSI
sample is measured at a 100 Hz sampling rate and then the corresponding temporal and spatial
RSS filters are employed as described in section 6.4.3.1.
As a minimum spacing of 0.38λ (where λ = 12.5 cm for 2.4 GHz signal) between two RSS spacial samples is needed to obtain independent uncorrelated measurements [144], the receivers on
the relay node are separated with the maximum feasible physical spacing on the robot platform
of 20 cm in each dimension, therefore ∆x = ∆y = 20 cm. This is done to mitigate the effects
of interferences between various receivers. It also means that the effects of channel noise and
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inter-receiver interferences are negligible between each RSS spacial sample as each sample is
measured at more than

λ
2

spacing. Listed below are certain constraints in the experimental setup.

• Due to the fundamental nature of radio signal propagation in real environments, the theoretical global optimum position where the objective function value is maximum cannot
be determined without extensive RSS sampling of the complete environment.
• Because of large metal objects in the environment, the radio reflections from such objects
constitute a major part of the intensity in the received signal [18] and hence the direction of
RSS determined using RSS gradients could point to the metal objects themselves instead
of pointing to the actual radio source.
The above mentioned physical constraints and fundamental limitations complicates to determine
the performance metrics used in section 6.4.4.2 and therefore mainly the success rate (reaching
the 10% threshold of theoretical global optimum position) is reported and prove algorithm performance by showing the continuous improvements in the measured RSS values on both client
and server sides.

6.4.5.1 Experimental results
Over 50 different field trials are conducted in both LOS and NLOS conditions to verify the efficiency of the proposed algorithm. The results of various trials are summarised in the table 6.2.
An average of 78% success rate (determined based on the final optimal position and the RSS
balancing behaviour) is obtained in the field trials. An average of 3.5 dBm improvement in RSS
is obtained by a displacement of 1 m by the relay node. In the field experiments, the temporal
performance is grounded based on the time taken by the algorithm instead of the number of
iterations as used in the simulation trials.
RSS improvement (dBm)
Success rate %
Time taken (s)
Distance travelled (m)

Mean
16.7
78
10.6
4.7

Standard deviation
6.6
6.7
3.9
4.4

Table 6.2: Summarised results obtained in the field trials.

The obstacle avoidance system also had some impact on the performance of the algorithm as
it constrained the free control on the motion executed by the algorithm. Hence the presented
results are selected carefully so that the impact on the performance due to obstacle avoidance
system is negligible. It is important to note that the theoretical optimum is adjudged as the
reference optimum in field experiments which need not be true due to the physical constraints
mentioned before. Hence the percentage of cases that have not reached 10% of theoretical
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Figure 6.20: Path taken by the relay node when the initial positions are almost the same. Server
and client node are shown as blue dots. Red and green dots indicate initial and final relay node
position respectively.

global optimum does not necessarily mean that the algorithm failed, however, it means that the
real global optimum could be at the position where the relay node reached, for instance, because
of NLOS conditions.
Figure 6.20 presents two examples of path taken by the relay node for two similar trials experimented at different times. This is to show that a given radio environment doesn’t change
significantly with time because of which the path taken is similar.

Figure 6.21: Changes in the RSS values of server and client nodes at the relay node during the
execution of the algorithm 6.

In figure 6.21, some examples of the RSS balancing (and improvement) behaviour are shown.
The error bars are used to represent variations in the RSS values from various sensors on the
relay node. It can be observed from this figure that the RSS is balanced quickly within few
iterations and then the algorithm maintains the balance in the RSS between server and client
nodes.
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As a fundamental advantage of the proposed multi-sensor method is the redundancy of wireless
networks and the redundancy in communication channel, this method can be useful in environments with radiations which can affect the electronics in the nodes. This work is an initial step
towards the goal of automatic optimisation adaptation of the wireless node to hostile environments.

6.5 Summary
This chapter exploited the use of relay robots in enhancing wireless communication qualities for
mobile robots in radiation environments. It appeared on analysing the literature review that, the
state-of-the-art research solutions possessed drawbacks such as the use of customised hardware
with changes at the physical layer (for instance, using directional antennas) and impotent when
the radio environment is noisy.
This chapter consisted of two parts. In the first part, a simple but efficient decentralised method
inspired by Braitenberg vehicle controller was proposed to balance the RSS between two wireless nodes by optimising the wireless relay robot position. The performance of the proposed
method had been experimentally shown. In the second part of this chapter, a robust stochastic
optimisation (RSO) method using stochastic gradient ascent algorithm was proposed for RSS
balancing and to maximise the wireless network goodput with the help of Server-Relay-Client
framework. This method made use of a novel multi-sensor sampling method for measuring radio
signal strengths (RSS) spatially distributed about the relay node and integrated special RSS preprocessing techniques such as exponential moving average temporal filter, and averaging spatial
filter. The RSO algorithm was demonstrated using simulations and field experiments. The algorithms had been proven to be robust to noise and work effectively under both LOS and NLOS
conditions. The algorithms proposed in this chapter could be applied directly at the application
layer of the OSI reference model (as against the state-of-the-art solutions that act at the physical
layer).

Chapter 7

Conclusions
In hostile or radiation environments, the mobile robots will be equipped with teleoperation capabilities and/or semi-autonomous features to ease the operator overload. This thesis focussed
on improving the capabilities of mobile robots for use in CERN’s accelerator tunnels where the
presence of ionising radiation and the nature of the infrastructure and experimental structures
lead to problems with the deployment of mobile robots. After gathering needs and requirements
from the end users [31], the project work focussed on robotic applications for remote visual inspection and remote radiation survey tasks. The main research aims were to increase operating
range and to avoid the need to send personnel into radiation areas to recover mobile robots in the
event of failure during missions. The particular issues identified and addressed were wireless
communication in curved and obstructed underground tunnels and problems encountered due
to the relatively limited energy storage capabilities of batteries used in mobile robots. It should
be noted that the problems have many similarities with those encountered during robotic search
and rescue interventions [32].
This thesis provided introductory information on the infrastructures where mobile robots will
need to operate, the tasks to be carried out by mobile robots in these environments and the
problems encountered that were addressed in the research reported here. The reporting of research work carried out to improve wireless communication (the main subject of this work)
comprised an introduction to the relevant radio signal propagation theory and technology followed by explanation of the researched methods. The outcome of the research in this thesis
could be summarised by answering the research questions raised in the section 1.3 as follows:
• It was possible to predict the energy consumption of a mobile robot for an assigned task
with the help of energy prediction models and such energy prediction models had been
shown useful in choosing energy-efficient wireless communication strategies;
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• Predicting the wireless communication range(s) of a mobile robot before and during the
robotic mission was made possible by using the radio signal strength (RSS) models that
incorporate deterministic and stochastic variations with respect to space and time;
• Possibility of optimising (improving) wireless communication qualities had been evaluated by making use of spatial sampling methods and exploiting mobility of the robot.
Moreover, the practicality of optimising the communication qualities was demonstrated
with a haptic teleoperation application;
• The use of relay robots (and multi-robot system) in enhancing the wireless communication
range(s) had been substantiated by establishing an autonomous and robust relay robot
positioning mechanism and validating its performance.

In summary, a set of tools are developed in this thesis for improving, easing and making safer
robotic missions in hostile environments. Also, this thesis validated with theoretical and experimental procedures that mobile robots could indeed improve wireless communication quality
by exploiting robots mobility to dynamically optimise their positions and maintain connectivity
even when the (radio signal) environment possess non-line-of-sight characteristics.
The first chapter introduced the practical problems addressed in this thesis, and the motivations
behind the research, the research objectives and their potential impacts. The second chapter provided a background on mobile robots and wireless communications, while it also introduced the
typical wireless communication requirements for telerobotic applications at CERN and similar
scientific facilities, and shown a comparison of available wireless technologies. Conclusions of
all the research results contributed in the rest of the chapters of this thesis are presented below.

7.1 Energy prediction models for energy-efficient wireless communication strategies
The operational ranges (time and distance autonomy) of mobile robots are decided mainly by
the limitations in the energy and communication devices. Chapter 3 dealt with the prediction
of the energy consumption in advance which enables the estimation of energy autonomy of a
mobile robot, chiefly to determine the time autonomy. Nonetheless, the distance (locomotion
range) autonomy could also be deduced using the time autonomy presuming the velocities for
the entire robot paths are known.
In the chapter 3, a generic approach for an on-line energy prediction modelling system for a
mobile robot is presented along with applications to energy-efficient wireless communication
strategies with an aim to provide increased safety and reliability for robots operating in hostile
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environments. The proposed method demonstrated high accuracy (≥ 96%) during tests and can
also be used in saving energy by predicting and pre-planning the robotic mission. A simple but
effective and adaptive approach is followed so that this energy management feature can be used
by many types of small-scale mobile robot (such as differential/skid-steered, wheeled/tracked)
as an additional module.

7.2 Radio propagation models for communication range prediction
Chapter 4 dealt with determining the practical communication ranges by predicting the RSS so
that the distance autonomy of a mobile robot can be estimated in advance or during the missions.
The research in the first section of the chapter 4 attempted to characterise radio signal propagation in a typical underground scientific facility for telerobotic applications. An extended
log-normal shadowing model (ELNSM) for the RSS was used and the model was validated with
the experimental results. Considering the requirements for application of wireless video transmission, it is attempted to answer whether readily available wireless technologies such as Wi-Fi
offer adequate performance and can be used for the case study application. Experiments have
been performed to analyse and the temporal, spatial and environmental characteristics of the
radio signal propagation in a ECN3 tunnel area using the link quality measurement parameters
such as Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI), Link Quality Indicator (LQI) and Round
Trip Time (RT T ).
Eventually it was found that the data rate requirement for the ISOLDE case study application
can be met with the present Wi-Fi based system used for the experiments. The distance requirement can be met only under line-of-sight conditions whereas the latency requirement can be met
only if the quality of the transmitted videos is reduced. With all the observations, the conclusion
is that the Wi-Fi devices used in the experiments can be used for ISOLDE vision system application only if there is a trade-off between the latency and data rate requirements or if a powerful
wireless transmitter and receiver (with better transmit power and receive sensitivity) should be
required. The HD video is needed because only HD video quality is sufficient to inspect small
cracks in the target or the beam dump in the ISOLDE area. As inspecting a crack with a delay
is acceptable, for such inspection, the latency requirements are not needed to be strictly met but
the data rate has to be strictly met. On the other hand, for teleoperation of the robot, the HD
video may not be strictly required and so the video quality can be reduced to meet the strict
latency requirements but with a trade-off to the data rate. Even though the experiments were
conducted in the ECN3 tunnel area, the results have given intuitive decisions on how to design
a better wireless system in the ISOLDE facility.
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In the second section of the chapter 4, a fast on-line RSS prediction method was presented. The
proposed method took advantages of the Discrete Kalman Filters (DKF) and Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel function for modelling the deterministic and stochastic (Gaussian process)
variations of the RSS in both spatial and temporal domains. As the DKF is a stochastic tool, it
integrated both the ELNSM and the stochastic variations of the RSS and provided better RSS
filtering and prediction performances compared to the other state-of-the-art methods. A mean
prediction accuracy of more than 90% has been achieved in predicting the RSS up to 20m in
advance. These experiments validated the radio signal propagation models and exploited their
use in off-line and on-line communication range predictions.

7.3 Spatial sampling methods for communication quality optimisation
Improvement of wireless network throughput and communication quality is achieved by improving the radio signal strength (RSS) at the receiver. In chapter 5, decentralised, time-independent,
spatial diversity based spatial sampling methods for radio signal strength optimisation are presented. The proposed methods used multiple receivers on a wireless relay robot to improve
network reliability and coverage range in challenging environments such as underground scientific facilities where the reflections, interferences and multipath effects of radio signals make
wireless communication unreliable. The mobile robot’s position was optimised using gradient
ascent algorithms to search and receive the best RSS within a localised region. The performance of the proposed algorithms are experimentally demonstrated in the ECN3 tunnel facility
at CERN. The proposed time-independent spatial sampling methods are observed to be more
efficient than time-dependent methods. In the experiments, the gradient search method based
on averaged central difference algorithm performed better than classical central difference and
forward/backward difference algorithms in terms of time taken and improvement in the received
signal strength. Using multiple wireless receivers also provided an advantage of having redundant networks, with which the chances of wireless network failure could be reduced and the
possibilities to recover from failure situations could be increased. It is worth noting that this is
a step towards a fully autonomous relay robot that follows the relay/end robots.
In the reminder of the chapter 5, a method that used haptic feedback to allow operators to perceive wireless signal strength when driving a field robot during rescue robot missions and avoid
low-wireless signal regions, was proposed and demonstrated with simulated experiments. This
type of feedback has shown to be effective as a natural and intuitive way to guide operators into
areas with higher wireless signal strength and a series of tests were carried out on environments
with randomly generated wireless signal strength maps to demonstrate the effectiveness of this
approach. The haptic feedback helped the robot in avoiding the communication loses and helps
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to avoid the manual recovery of the robot in case the robot loses communication link. As the
mapping is highly customisable, the work performed in this study can be extended to use other
types of sensors such as laser scan readings to avoid obstacles. The approach of the haptic
feedback to the operator with the RSS, even though overloads the operator, could be influential
and pivotal in the development of novel state-of-the-art methods for superior teleoperation of
wireless mobile robots in environments with low-wireless signals.

7.4 Relay robots for communication quality enhancement
Research in chapter 6 concerned with the use of relay robots for wireless tethering of radio
signals from a server robot (command station) to a client robot (robot performing the actual
inspection or manipulation task). As the first contribution of this chapter, a simple but efficient
decentralised method was proposed to balance the radio signal strength between two wireless
nodes by optimising the wireless relay robot position. The proposed method could improve network reliability and coverage range in challenging environments such as underground scientific
facilities where the reflections, interferences and multipath effects of radio signals make wireless communication unreliable. The relay mobile robot’s position was optimised by devising a
reactive motion controller (to equalise the RSS at both server and client nodes) that used the
RSS measurement from two identical wireless transceivers each connected to either client or
server node. The performance of the method was proved experimentally using a youBot mobile
robot as the relay node and two Raspberry Pi computers as the client and server nodes.
The rest of chapter 6 presented one of the main contribution of this thesis, where a novel method
for improving the connectivity of mobile wireless robot nodes was considered. Specifically, a
robust stochastic optimisation (RSO) algorithm was proposed, using a stochastic gradient ascent
algorithm, for balancing and boosting the received Signal Strength (RSS) between two nodes by
optimising the position of the relay node. For the implementation of this algorithm, a multisensor setup for the measurement of the received radio signal strengths (RSS) was devised.
The sensors were hereby spatially distributed on the relay node, and dedicated preprocessing
techniques such as an exponential moving average temporal filtering and an averaging spatial
filtering were applied. The proposed method can in principle be implemented in any movable
robot platform. The effectiveness of the proposed solution for connectivity improvement was
validated, both with simulations and field experiments at a CERN facility, using a mobile robot
platform as the relay node and two stand-alone Raspberry Pi computers as the server and client
nodes. Around 88% of the experimented simulation cases reached the theoretical optimal position (where the RSS of the relay robot is mathematically optimal and well-balanced between
other two wireless nodes) with more than 90% accuracy (N.B. The error is measured in terms
of radial distance around the theoretical optimum), whereas the similar rate of success obtained
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in the field experiments was 78%. Nevertheless, in the rest of the simulation and field experiment cases (that were considered as non-successful based on the success rate), the algorithm had
considerably improved the RSS on both the server and client sides. It should be worth noting
that the actual optimum position and theoretical optimum might be different owing to the hostile structure and objects of the environment. Related work was referred to and compared with
throughout the development of the algorithm and implementation.
Another fundamental advantage of the proposed solution was the redundancy in the wireless
network setup, which implies an increase in robustness. This robustness is needed in hostile
environments where fail-safe operations of mobile robot nodes are of supreme importance. This
is precisely the application aimed for.

7.5 Future research
The proposed methods were not only intended to be deployed on ground wireless nodes (field
robots), but also on unmanned aerial nodes such as in quad-rotors, for example. These proposed solutions can be applied to radiation environments and urban search and rescue robotics
scenarios. They have potential to improve wireless communication reliability and redundancy
in mobile robots, especially at the environments such as underground facilities where the reflections, interference and multipath effects of radio signals makes the wireless communication
unreliable.
Concerning the communication range prediction techniques, further studies could possibly consider the use of directional antennas (on both the transmitter and the receiver robots) so that the
radio signals from the transmitter are concentrated only to the receiver and increase the RSS. The
main limitation of the proposed on-line RSS prediction method was that it can predict the RSS
only in the direction of travel. Therefore, the future plan in this research is to overcome this limitation and to implement a two-dimensional RSS prediction using multi-sensor RSS sampling.
Work has already been going on towards this aim.
In communication quality optimisation methods, the main challenges are to develop a cooperative framework and integrating the proposed method with the existing localisation techniques
such as Simultaneous Localisation and Mapping (SLAM) methods. This should be addressed in
further work. Investigating the burden of cognitive load to the operator when haptic feedback is
used for perceiving wireless signal strength can also be nice research in itself.
Regarding the communication quality enhancement methods, future works include the implementation of the current developments in dynamic (changing) environments and improving the
algorithm performance by integrating it with SLAM algorithms for better obstacle detection and
management. Extension to multi-tier architectures are also an avenue for future research.

Appendix A

Requirements for mobile robots at
CERN facilities
A systems engineering V-model (shown in figure A.1) is followed in the research progress in
this thesis. As part of the systems engineering process, a survey for needs and requirements for
mobile robots in CERN tunnel facilities from the end users are conducted. The summary of the
gathered needs is presented in the table A.1.

Figure A.1: Systems engineering V-model for life-cycle of product development [29]

A.1 Functions to be performed by the mobile robot
Based on the needs gathered from the end users of robotic applications at CERN, the following
are the generic functions needed to be performed by a mobile robot.
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• Visual inspection: Visual inspection shall be in colour and the image quality (at least
VGA 640x480p in 16 colours) shall permit the assessment of corrosion and small defects
(0.5mm at 50cm) with the following needs:
1. Reach: Visual inspection may be possible behind accelerator equipment such as
magnets. The robot shall provide the necessary camera views to allow the operator
to position the probe next to relatively delicate beamline equipment;
2. Lighting: The mobile robot shall be equipped with on-board lighting to ensure that
the visual inspection requirements can be met in the absence of ambient lighting.
• Radiation Measurements: The mobile robot shall be able to carry out two types of radiation surveys:
1. Sparse radiation survey of a zone: for example, follows a path running parallel to
the accelerator beamline;
2. Manipulation of a radiation dose rate monitoring probe: To allow detailed local point
measurements to be taken.
• Manipulation: Optionally, the robot may be equipped with a manipulator arm for performing teleoperation with force feedback from the slave arm.
• Surface Contamination measurement: Optionally, the robot may be useful to measure the
surface contamination on the floor with the special probe for the surface contamination
with the radiation measuring device.
• Finding Hotspots: Optionally, with added intelligence features, the robot may be used to
locate the radiation hotspot or the source of radiation leakage when the situation demands.

The requirements and constraints for a communication system is presented below. For control
signals, data and camera images between the operator controls and the robot, the following
requirements applies for normal operation.
• Radio communication : Bidirectional and Full duplex,
• Minimum line-of-sight distance range: 300 m. Minimum non-line-of-sight distance range:
100 m,
• Use only unlicensed ISM bands,
• Maximum delay (at maximum distance) in video transmission 1000ms (Round Trip Time),
• Maximum delay (at maximum distance) in control movement response 200ms (Round
Trip Time),
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• Minimum number of channels capable: 02,
• Minimum required data transfer rate (at maximum distance): 1 Mbps,
• Maximum required data transfer rate (at 10 m distance): 10 Mbps,
• Permit safe emergency stop from operator console,
• Provide operator warning before losing signal,
• Have inbuilt redundancy.
A summary of the gathered needs is presented in table A.1. This table shows the information on
the functions to be performed by a mobile robot in the intended CERN locations. For the LHC
facility, the needs of a ground mobile robot (remote mobile vehicle - RMV) are compared against
the needs of the existing TIM robot [3]. More detailed needs and requirements are provided in
the requirements document of the concerned research project RP6 in the PURESAFE network
reference [30].

A.2 Summary of technical and mission requirements for mobile
robots at CERN
A summary of technical and mission requirements for a mobile robot application at CERN
are given in tables A.2 and A.3 respectively for two important places (ISOLDE and TDC2)
where the mobile robot could greatly help in remote radiation surveys [27], [28]. The table A.2
presents the mobile robot platform requirements such as the payload capability, control and
sensing requirements. In the table A.3, the mission requirements such as the type of missions to
be performed including the constraints on space and communication are presented.
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Table A.1: Summary of needs gathered from the end users of mobile robot applications at
CERN
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Table A.2: Summary of technical requirements for deploying mobile robots at CERN
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Table A.3: Summary of mission requirements for deploying mobile robots at CERN
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A.3 Selection of a mobile platform for use at CERN
Table A.4 shows a comparison of specifications of the mobile robot platforms commercially
available. Out of these mobile robotic platforms surveyed, while applying the first selection
filter which is the size of the robot (Length<60cm; Width<50cm ; Height<100cm), only the following platforms meets the CERN requirements: Adept’s Pioneer DX and AT, KUKA Youbot,
Coroware’s Corobots, Superdroid’s LT treaded robot, K-team’s Koala and Khopher, iRobot’s
iCreate.
The smaller robots like iRobot’s iCreate, K-teams’ Khoala and Khopher robots cannot carry
a payload of more than few Kg, but for the intended applications, payload carrying capacity
of greater than 10 Kg is needed. Also, the Coroware’s products (Corobots and Explorer) have
low payload capacity because of which, they are not suitable for the telerobotic applications at
CERN.
The next main filter in the selection is the drive mechanism, which should be either a 4 wheel
skid-steered or omni-drive platform so that the robot can easily pass over the obstacles on the
floor. The Superdroid robot is significantly more expensive than the Pioneer AT or youBot
robots. Summing up all these criteria, only two robots: Adept’s Pioneer AT robot and KUKA
youBot, are suitable for the application requirements.
Comparing both these robot’s drive mechanisms, omni-drive is preferred because of flexible
navigational capabilities. In addition, the user interface (or the human-machine interface (HMI))
can be lot simpler if omni-wheeled movement is used rather than skid-steered movements. Also,
ease of navigation with the omni-drive platform will be very useful in radiation measurement
applications. The 24V battery voltage of youBot is compatible with wider range of sensors compared to Pioneer AT robot powered by a 12V battery pack. Also, the KUKA youBot platform
comes with an inbuilt mini-PC/computer whereas, for Pioneer AT, a laptop/computer has to be
purchased additionally to work with. This feature makes the price of Pioneer AT and youBot
similar if both the platforms is considered along with a computer.
In addition to all these, the Pioneer AT is a USA product and the KUKA youBot is a German
product. Since CERN purchases products from member states where possible, the youBot is
preferred to the Pioneer AT. The KUKA youBot is a newly launched product in the market and
it is targeted to education, research and training. Hence, the KUKA’s youBot mobile base platform has been selected to suit the requirements and environment constraints in the PURESAFE
research project.
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Table A.4: Comparison of the specifications of commercially available mobile robot platforms
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